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CHAPTER l 
INTRODUC~lON AND JUSTIFICATION 
-Htistening skills are increasingly being- considet"ed aa one of the 
!I important aapeQts of classroom activity)\ 11 
It is the purpose of this ~tudy to const~uct and evaluate a sys~ 
tematic series of le•sons tn tbe listening skills ~rea to be used in 
Grades 5 ~nd 6. The material was devtlop•d and utilized to ascertain 
the practieal value of ~uch exercises with resp~ct to incx~ased or re-
fined list~ning skills. 
Two basic points need tQ be made with reg~rd to such a study. and 
the ~ea$ons for its eXi$tence. the first, and inescapable~ fact is 
that students live in a society i~ which talking ~nd listening are in~ 
creasingly aignificant. This is du~ in lal'ge measure t~ scientific or 
technological progress which has m.de mass communication ~dia available 
to the majority. In the clas$room, listening baa always been importantt 
at no time perhaps has it been more fundamental than it now is. 
"lt hardly seems necessa't'Y to point rJUt. how 1/ery gr-eatly 
the public's lack of ~kills in these liateniug ~~as have aided 
glib politicians, BmQoth~tongued advertistng per$ons and others 
to wield power over us an~ our destinies. Such gullible habits 
a;;e disastrous.uY 
The necessity for teaching the. student bow to listen, then. is 
inmediate, urgent, an.d of 'trimlendous import~ He ,is literally submerged 
!/Walter Petty. ''I.tistening••Directions for Research~H Elementary li:nfit1ish 
(October, 1962), 39~574. ' 
!/Sam Dukel', "Ba$iC$ in Critical Listening," !!tSlish .Journal (November; 
1962), SltS65. 
0 
0 
0 
in sourul' education must show him how to make meaningful the myrtad 
voices clamouring for hi• attention. 
This brings us to our $econd rud~ntary observation~ the lan• 
gua~e artl.l progrart$ of contempot-al'y elementary scboola do not, in fact; 
teach the student how to listen; th~ curricullda bulletins often ignore 
the 1iJten~ug $\ills, language textbook~ have virtually nothing to offer 
in thi$ area, and teach~r·training institutio~s do not offe~ eoutses. in 
ttthe Teaching of Listening. u Even those classroom tE!achers who recogn:ble 
tbe i~ottance of listening nave no seq~entialt organized program or 
gui<ie t;o which they may refer. lfhis segment of the languag~ ,arts pto· 
gram is for all practical purposes nonexistent. T.be e~ereiaes developed 
for this atudy were an attempt to provide, at what was felt to be the 
moat appropriat~ grade leval for aueh int~u$ive work) a guide to the 
teacher for the tra~ins and ~mptov~t of the listening skill$. 
The ~vidence that such syQtematic instruction is lacking or inade· 
quate in the elementary school is all around us: High school and col~ 
les• students find. sr~t difficulty with lecture CQt,it'S~S. Ad1llts admit 
to an inability to listen intelligently and without bias at meetings~ 
debates. lectures; and ~peeches. Even casual social situations tind uv 
inattentive. unable to concentrate~ or gra$p ideaa cl~atly and ~xactly. 
lt is hoped that the naacent and complex study of l1$ten1ng will 
be furtb$red in some small way ~Y this plan of instruction and that the 
rather limlted body of knowledge concerning li$tening will be enl~ged 
or enriched constructively through the use o£ this instructional mate• 
tial and the r~su1ts of. this study. 
0 
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CHAl.'T!B. ll 
REVIEW OF RElATED LITEBATURE 
l. Introduction 
F0t the purposes of this investigation, it uill be necesaary ~o 
define the tertn uu;steningU 't'4ther cat'efully. Webster defines it as 
'tto attend, to e!losely-; ao as to he.,.-~ hearken; obey.~· Roget 's thesaurus 
has l!lUrpri-singly 1neager listings for syno-nyms: "strain one .. $ earat at· 
ten,t to, give att~ntion to, sive a hearing to.rt The stress in botll, 
these e~planationa here is physic•l• or acoustical: being aware, through 
the ears. of sound coming to tb~ ear; passive reception of sound wavee, 
This study will be concerned with more than physical or acou~tical 
factors involved in '1giving ~ar to0 or perceivins sound. ln the main, 
·it ~ill be concerned ~ith the. mental or educational aspects of listening 
••its measurability* it$ i~rovement through direct teaching, and its 
!I 
mastery. Brown. pioneer in the field of li$tening, suggests U$ing the 
term uau~ing'r and defines it a• the nprocess of de-coding qpoken sym• 
bols, 11 This includes hea:dng (p~sical or acoustical facto::rs); under-
standing o~ comp~hension (mental or liuguiatic factors), and interpret· 
ing (critical thought factor). Audtng, then, is more than passive aware• 
ness 'OJ:' perception o~ sound~ or even attention .!;2 such sound. lt in .. 
volvel the mind ~nd the training of the ~ind·~through instruction tn 
languag~, practice and experience with language, and syatemati~ develop~ 
,!/Don Brown, 11'leacbing Aural !nglish1 '• Jalglish Journal (December, 1956) * 
45;540. 
-3-
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0 
ment of language skills. It is an active~ foeusedj responsive, analyti ... 
cal. and complex ~e~ of m1nd•activities. 
1/ 
As .Caff.rey- pointed o'Ut; "l!steningu bas been in the past an am.-
biguOUi and tmprecise te~, a portmanteau onto which is flung an endless 
va~iety of ~nings: pay ateention, retain facts. recognize errors•• 
even sitting up str.ai,ght. Let us make clear exaetly what will be meant 
in this etudy by the term uu.steningu: 
1. Basically, it llUSt involve :th~ physical ability to be c()nscious 
of the squnds la:a.Qwn to us a.s language a.nd to perceive them 
aurally in a notmal way. 
2. Furth~r, it includes the developed mental ability or skill to 
compr~bend the meani~g of those ;poken symbols. 
3. Lastly, it mu•t enco~pass tha trained• critical skill to inter· 
pret the heard symbols. This would ine1ude ability to make 
logical inferences and judgments, gra~p the relevant ~terialt 
apply the information, relate it to and synthes~ze it with facts 
already known. 
If comprehension and interpretatipn are skillet and if language 
development is a$ ~omplex a pheno~non aa educatora recognize it to be, 
it must furth~~ be admitted that lilt~nins~ in the intellectual and edu• 
cational sense• iS also highly complex, and deserves investigation and 
evaluation • 
.!/John CaffJ:eY• '*lutt;"Oduction to the Aud:Ulg Concept.,u Educati()n 
(December, 1949), 70:234-235~ 
4 
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2. Listening--Its l~ortance Today 
1/ 
Twenty .... two years ago., Gold$tein- of Columbia University ob~erved, 
-uxn ou\ society, reading and u .• eening -constitute the basic tools of 
lea:tnins~ as well as the prime U&edia of social intercourse. u The 
school's responaibility to develop skills in these two areas~ then. is 
an educational and social goal. A democracy needs critical, thQUShtful 
!I 
teader.s and listeners t-1ho ean be.- a$ Taylor suggests • uaiscriminative 
v 
in their use of informative subject matter. t• Applegat~ points out 
that educational goals should include the development of an enlightened 
citi~eney with power to 11sift, judge and resist the persuas.ivene~s of a 
·thousand purv~yors of propaganda and sp~eial viewpoint ••• ptobe and un-
tmtsk pretention., falseness and mi•lead:ing talk. u 
The growth and expanaio.n~ in tbe past ~nty years or so; of uass 
media of eoJmnunication. Slld the effect these media have on the public's 
gathering of facts &lld adopting o·f attitudes and appreciations, cannot 
be unct~restimated. 'the religious, poU.tieal. and social life is in large 
m~asure dependent on ability to listen; pe~•onal lives are constantly 
enriched (or burdened) by akill~ in decoding and utilizing spoken $ym• 
' 
bola~ ludeed, the ability to communicate orally, and evaluate spoken 
language, becomes increaaingly important as technological culture dis· 
covers mote efficient machines, which in turn facilitata communication. 
l/Harty Goldstein, Readi~g an~ Liatenipl Comprehep$ion at ~arious Con• 
tr9ll~d.Rates, Contributions to Educ•tion NO. ~21, teachers Colleget 
Columbia Universityt New York~ 1940, p. 2. 
1:.,/I. 1(. Taylor. "Ueveloping Critical. Listeners>u Phi Delta, Kappan (Ma'r-chJ 
1949). 
}/M. Applegate, ''Listen Imaginatively •M grade Teacbet:. (December, 1956), 
74:38~ 
0 
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As speech is no longer limited to tim$ and by space, the spoken word has 
gained new importance. tleligious and political meetings, a free press., 
social gatherings. debates~ co~ttee wotk••all these ar~ fundamental ta 
a republican form of government and require fro~ the participant's point 
of view keen listening skills. 
In tbe aren~ of civie responsibility and po11tica1 thought, the 
citizen'~ ability to list~n is srowing more significant. An ~gcellent 
example of tbis i$ seen in research survey done by the Univ~rsity of 
Michigan of the 1952 presidential election voting. In an effort to de-
te~ine ·~voters had ~d$ their decisions regarding their votes. 
1/ 
Nichols and Lewis- report that the Survey Resea~ch Center discovere4 
that 58 per cent of tha voters 1 information had been received through 
listening••radio, television, ~etings••and onlY 27 p~r cent from read• 
ins--newspapers, ~gazines. and bookt. 
In th~ field of foreign relations ana world leadership~ skills in 
cODiltUni.eation cannot be overemphasized. Many Clip louts~ writers, his • 
y 
torians. and political analysts agree wlth Son4~1~s somb~r statement: 
ucollabo.rative talk.. productive of human goals • is the only hope of man ... 
kind .. "' lt is casiomatta to 4dd that "talkn requites. thoughtful, trained 
listeningj as ~ell as brilliant speech on the part of our leaders, 
, 
"As a nation1 Americans need to leam how to listen 
'Seriously. In tforld affa.iru~ thffy talk too mueh. They 
don 1 t stop to find Qut what is $Oing on in the minds of 
oth~rs. This cr~ate$ ba~iers of misunderstanding. ~t 
jeopardizes American leadership .. " 
!/Ral.ph Nichols &ld Thoma$. Lewis; S-eea.king, and Listenin,S$ W. Q. B~o'W'n} 
Dubuque, 1956, p. 2. ' · ' 
!/Bess Sondel~ ·t.A~e Yo~ Telling Them? 41 National Parent-Teacher (February • 
l?48h 42:8. 
) 6 
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1/ The Cbriatian s~ienc& Monitor editor- who writes this goes fu~ther. 
accusing AmericAns of insensitivity and superfieialtty. These- are 
serioua~ far-reaching aQcusamions. Educators ~ust fulfill their obliga• 
tion in this regard. ~ecogni~ing the d~astic need for training in thin 
fundamental and all~encompa$$1ng skill of.comnunication* 
2./ 
MeTsand- auggesta that with regar~ to ~ntal hygien~ and human 
r~lations, couaunication is basic •nd significant. Thrqugh discussion 
and the sttmulation o£ oral exprets1on, te~Jion ~y be releasedJ con· 
fusion cleared~ behavior alt«»:ed~ and attitud~s improved. To be able to 
speak; -and listen to oth~rA, with tboughtfulne$S: an<l a clear minc.l, then> 
3/ 
is beneficial and therapeutie. Further~ by li~tening well~ Fische~--
believee a student does mpre than acquire knowledge or find a~ti$tic and 
soci~l pleasure • he udi~co'Vers the worth o£ what anotb{n: says • and in 
that proce8s learns to accord to others that respect which is the basis 
of sound hU11111n :relations.-" lfo understand what others have to .conmunicate 
to ua takes skill••4tt~ntion} good faith, interest, ~pen•mindednesa. and 
j'Udsment.. If on• listens with theee qualities in mind~ the foundation 
of understanding necessary for so~nd human relations will be establilhed. 
4/ 
Niebi)ls and Lewis- point. out: t 1Toc!ay there is a Teal awakening in 
educatio~ to the importance of littening. that is, to the importance of 
!/ua'lt~ U&~ of Sar_s~H Chri$tian Science Monitor (August 3, 1962):» 
Editorial pagEl• 
!fJoseph. Mersaruh t'Why Teach Listening?u English .Journ!!. (May, 19.51) -~ 
40:260 .. 
!fJ'. H. Fificher,_ HEngH.sh Is llastc.·u Balti.JnOre Bulletin of' ISducation 
(November, 1958) .- 36:3~ 
!/Nichol• and Lewb, pp.,.,ci£,. ~ p. 1. 
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learntns tbr.ougb .U.st.euing .t.t Fro$ tbe po.int .of view of time apent in 
listening alone; we need to revi1e our thinking regarding its basie 
1/ 
impot:tance,. A$ eaTly a& 1928~ aanldn- sai-d that 45 p~r cent of adult 
time. lltas spent in listening, c&a opposed to 16 per cent in readtng.. ln. 
2/ . 
1949~ Murphy- pointed out tba~ the $chools were being critieizau for 
stressing rgading. in a ~rld where hearing and seeing were of e~ua1 ia· 
3/ 
portance. A well•known .$tudy done by WUt- in 1950 ~evealed that 57 .S 
per cent of cbtldren•s school time was taken up w~th listening activi• 
tiili!s. Interestingly tnough. t~chets' est1matet#. of this listening time 
(±/ 
wer~ not at all accurate in this regard~ Trotzig in 1957 said that 
uat~denta a-re now pri111a,rily lietenera and spectatorsn and that reading 
y 
is on the decline.,. In the same vein:~ Anderson asks. if there is a 
1~swinging back't to an or-al culture, where literacy in tertns of reading 
AI 
and -writing will be of :seconda;y .111lportance. Furness, author of much 
language arts literature,. in 1958 ~rgued that: if tWQ and ·one•half hours 
out of every five•hour school day was given over to some type of li$ten· 
!/Paul ~kin, 1'The lmpc>rtal'f.ce of Li$tening Ability •" ingliah Journal 
(October, 1928), 17:626•629. 
!/Geo't'ge }lurphy ~ "We Also Learn by l.iatening, u Elei!M!I~tary Englis;!l (March, 
1949), 2~:.1.27. 
l,/Miriam Wilt; ''A Study of Teacher Awareness of Listening as a Factor in 
llementary Education,u .Journal of Educatignal Research (April, 1950) :~ 
43~ 633-636 0 I • 
fi/E .. G~ Trotzig,. '*ls It Good•Bye to Book Learning?n !!!i. Delta KaJ!P!l.n 
(June, 1957), 38:361. . 
,2/H .. A. Anderson> "The Art of Listening•"' School Review (February; 1949), 
57~64. 
§/Edna .Furness, nl'l:'oportion1 Purpose and Process in I.istoning;• Bduca• 
tional Administration and Sueervision (June, 1958), 44:240. 
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ing. its educational importance could hardly be d~nied. 
,List~ning, both from the standpoint of frequency of use in educa .. 
tional processes- a11d it$ importance in daily life, seelnS to merit more 
than incidental treatment in the achool. If it is agreed that listening 
is ~~e than bea~ing acuity or attentive phy&ical po$ture~ that it is a 
compleg set of .skills to be understood- practiced. and uastered, its i~~ 
portance in ~elation to training or instruction i~ th~ educational pro~ 
gram of a democratic nation cannot be ignored. 
a. A Comparison of Listening with Reading 
Phy$ically, psycholo&ically~ and~ecbanically, listening and read• 
ing are very dissimilar) and yet they are constantly compared with each 
othe~ as means of learning. There is reason to believe. hawever, that 
in addition to the1r diff~rences, listening is an even more complex set 
1/ 
of .skills than reading. As Ni.chols 4!tnd Lewis- suggest, reading is an 
individual activity~ listening is a group one; reading speed may be cle• 
ter•ined by the ~~ader himself~ the listener cannot adjust speed; th~ 
reader ~Y re~eadwhat is not grasp~d immediately; the listenet must get 
!I 
it the first time or not at all. Neville, one•time President of the 
National Council of Teachers of English. feels that of all aspects of 
comunication; listening nseems to be the most difficult to leat:n and to 
teacb, 11 since it involves <lisciplined behavior and is not synonyxnous with 
good bearing or intelligence. 
~istening is fu~ther complicated by more nebulous factors, such as 
!/Nichols and Lewis. q:e. cit.; pp. 3, 4. 
!/Mark Neville, "List~ning Is an Art';n tlementarv Engl!ss (April; 1959) 1 
36:229., 
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!I the "approval ~ct.or • u discussed by Wagner and others. tf the 
listene~ dislikes the speaker, or his subject. or his treatment and 
presentation of it, his listening skill is necessarily hampered by his 
negative attitude or mental s~t rega~ding the whole situation~ His dis• 
approval tend$ to make him inattentive,. argumentative, prone to ~is­
understanding what actually is said and eage~ to ~isconstrue in many 
cases- His efficiency as a listener thus is highly debatable. 
2/ 
Witty- discuasea othe~ factors involvtd more often in listening 
situatiOn$ than in reading ones. One is suitability of ~terial. In 
te1:11s of the. experience or backgl':ound of the listener, the speaker's 
voc~bulary~ allusions. refer~nces, examples~ and inferencea may be en-
tiraly inappropriate an4 ~aningless~ The reader, confused} could put 
aside such material; the listener~ alas, cannot ~nd muat at least ~ke a 
$emblance of continuing to listen courteously. In terms of listener in~ 
terest* tbe subject and ita presentation may be un$timulating, even ir~ 
ritating, ~nd Tesult only in poor or negatiY~ communication. 
The languag~ development of the child ts extremely complicated, but 
there can be no doubt that listening is the basic tool used in its funda~ 
ment'al acquisitiOn. This preschool language !oitmation ha.$ been examined 
J/ 
at length by psychologists, educators, and linguists~ Piaget's elassi~ 
studies of the language patterns of young ch11dten are among the most 
!/Guy Wa,Sner, ''What School'S Are Poing to Develop tistening, 11 Education 
(Dece~er, 1957), 78:247. 
1/Paul Witty and Robert Sizemore, '18tu4ies in .Listenillg,11 ;§lementa;a 
!ngli~ (February, 19S9)~ 36:132•133~ · 
l/Jean Piaget; The tanauase and.Thoyght of th~~hila; H~nities Press. 
Inc. ~ New York) 1959 ~ 
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interesting in this reg•rd and most illuminatin$ for th~ primary grade 
teach~r~ In broad gene~al t&~$, this development cannot be traced here. 
It must, how~ver. be mentioned if a compari#On between re~ding apq 
listeniug $kills in the education proc~ss is to be made. 
!I Kegler'e discussion is he~g~ul here. When the .child begins his 
fo~l schooling at age five (o~ s1~), he already bas $ wealtb of e8perl• 
enc~ in listening, QUt ~arely has he had any direct contact with readtng~ 
Much of his lintening experience m.y have been poor; that is, he may have 
learned how ~ to listen, bow to shut out unwanted or unpleasant sounds: 
or talk. lf- on the ctner band. h~ listens well and eage~ly~ this should 
be encouraged, ~urtured, not allowed to degenerate or become lost through 
neglec~. In most-ca$es, then. the Kindergarten o~ ftr$t grade teacher 
has littl~ to ~(lo in. teaching readJ,ng~ she may bave much to -undo or 
correct with ~egard to 1!stening and tbe pQor habits developed uncon-
sciously by the children~ 
Studies comparing reading ~nd listeniqg usually ~how a coefficiene 
2/ 
qf corr~lation of about .70~ QQlastein's- study in 1940 uncovered many 
facta which have since t»e~ redi$COVeted, affirmed~ and aecept-ed with 
new research: (1) listening co~p~ehen$1on is ge~rally higher on all 
level$ if the material is easy• (2) tb~ superiority of listening as a 
means of learning oeeline~ as the rate of sp~ech increases; (3) reading 
comprehension scores are more variable th~ listening scores in any g~ade 
or age l•vel; (4) the superiority of listening comprehension is in in• 
YS~ B. Kegler, 11Techniques an T~aching List~ning).*' ~ngU.sh, Journal 
(January., 1956), 45~30 .. 32. ' 
!/Goldstein~ og. cit., PP• 40·46* 
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veT$e propo~tion to intelligence and reading speed of groups~ This fact 
is noteworthy~ particularly for the cla$sroom teacher.. lf high I.q_ 
score and reading score do not necessarily make good listeners, this 
would seem to suggest that all students may be helped to develop the 
listening skill. regardless of these other faetors. 
The relation bet~een intelligenc~ and listening has not proven to 
1/ 
be a close one. Nichols and te~i$- report that in 1953 ~he World Book 
Company~ ~•ins the Brown~Carlson Listening Te~t~ said the average corre· 
lation between l.Q. (using a group teat) and listening 1kill was ~36. 
ll 
Anothe~ study done by Nicholl and cited by Hayes found the correlation 
with intelligence to be .57.. Several stf,ldies have indicate4 tbat the 
correlation is higher between intellig~nce a~d reading ability th$n be• 
tween t.Q. and liet~ning skill. (lt is necessary to point out here that 
our listening instrument$ are not as yet refined to the ~tent that our 
reading tests: are. ~urther; many autbot"it:f.e& tn the meaeurttment area 
feel that listening ia much less amenable to testing than is reading and 
that as a ekill; or group Qf skill$. it is well nigh impossible to test 
3/ 
accurately~) Brown- states that the correlation between intelligence 
and reading ia generally about .60. aa measured by a reading•type test 
and group 1.q. 
!/Nichols and Lewis. op •• cjlt., PP~ 7t S~ 
Z,/M. 'T. Hayes, Q,onstruct:lon and 'Svaluation of Coga~able Measures. o,f 
English L~nguage Comerebension in Reading and Listening~ Unpubli$hed Doc-
toral Diss.ertation, Boston Univer•ity~ 1957• pp, 8~12. 
1/Ja~s Brown~ uTbe Meas.uretaent of Listening Ab.ility,u ~ehool and, So,cietx 
(February, 1950)~ 71;69. 
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1/ ' .:1 Furness- reports some interesting sta~isties~ Gates foun" that the 
most efficient predictor of good reading in Gradel was the child's abil• 
tty to 1*listen to a story and make a good. endingu; Brown in '1954 found 
that in the intermediate grades, tho$acbildrenwho progresed most sat• 
isfactorily inr~edial reading work also scored highest in their listen~ 
ing tests••the correlation obtained h•re between reading comprehension 
2/ 
and listening comprehension was from .60 to .82. H~mpleman1 s- study 
invotviQg fourth and sfKth g~aoers revealed that sixth graders did sig-
nificantly better on both reading and listening; listening was mote 
successful fo~ !!! students than reading with easy material; a~d the 
differen¢e between ~eading and listening scores decreased with age. 
3/ 
the unpublishe-d -.:esearcb of Armstrong- is r~levant here. ln study• 
tng auding and reading vocabularie• of children het too; found that the 
di.fferencaa decreased l-1ith age. Further, he -contends that auding vocab-
ularies increase !n size at a ~onst$nt rate) while ~ea4ing ones increase 
at a m~ly positively acc~lerated ~ate only until the int~rmediate grades 
when they approach the $ize and rate of learning of the hearing one~. 
In the primary grades1 the ~bild understands £.a~ more through listening 
than through reading an9 is apparently able to appropriate more n~wwords 
tnto h~s language through listening ~t this level. Only when he ~eacbes 
Grade 4 or $0 does his reading become as i~portant a tool for learning 
new words as listening was to ~ previou~ly • 
.!/Edna Furness, tttmprov~ng Reading Through Listeni-ng/1 ltlementarz 
English (May, 1957)~ 34:307•309. 
ya. s.. Bampleman, nA Comparison of Reading and Listening Comprehension 
c>f 4th and 6th Grade Students•u El~mentarx English (January, l958h- 35: 
!)1 ... 53. 
!/H. C. ArillStrong, The Relationship of Auditor!; and Visual Vcc~bulari~s 
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1/ . 
Be~~¥- agr~ea with these findin~, stating that heartng, for the 
pr~ry grade child~ is more effective in a s(ngl~ presentation than ia 
r~ading. !t the .intetmediate grade level~ she continues; if th"' child 
4oea poorly in t~ding, he is almost surely weak in the listening area~ 
!I Caffr~y adds tnat not only does a low auding $core ten4 to be predic• 
. 
tive of a~eading disability~ but a high reAding score generally implies 
a good listening score. It would seem; then, that ftom age eight to 
twelve» approximately, the child listens and reads equally welll or 
equally poorly. and if he can be helped to improve one of these skillsE 
this may aid hi'Ql in improving the other. 
3/ 
A very ~ecent $tudy (1962), whose TeSults Cle~elano-· recotds; un· 
covered fUrther int~resting data about intermediate grada stud~nts~ Two 
intelliaence tests were used--the Stanford·Binet and the SBA Mental 
Abilities--also the Gate~ Reading Survey and STEP Listening inst~ument~ 
For math-tical &kill, the AmeJt"ican School Achievement, Pat:.'t til was $d .. 
ministered. 1he closest relationship found with reading was the STEP 
tea~; the least related were re~ing and aritbmetie~ Also iow was th~ 
rel~tionship between x.Q~ scores and result& in arithmetic. STEP Listen-
ing te·sts yielded a, higher estimate of reading potential than any other 
measure. These results spotlight. th'- importan~e of listening to reading 
of .Ch,ildren., Unpublished Doctoral Dis:aer.taed:on1 Stanford. University, 
1953. ' 
!/Althea Beery, ·~~pe~iences in Listening1" ~~~eatary English (Mafch. 
1951), 28~130-132. 
l,/Cafftey. PR· ,cit..~ p,. 235. 
J./Donald: Cleveland,. nThe l:nter .. relation of Reading, Listening~ Arithmetic 
Computation e.ncl Intelligencejl" The Reading Teaehet, (January, 1962), lS; 
231•235. 
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and sugge$t greater emphasi$ should be placed on the systematic teaching 
of listening at this level. 
1/ 
Westover- reports differ$nces in students in abiltty to re$pond to 
heard questions and. read. one$.. A higher coefficient. of correlatiQn was 
. 
found between results on nltatened tou testa and ment~l ability (.36). 
than betwe$n rea41ng-type teet$ and intelligence ( ~25) • Wben $Cor~s o£ 
reading and listening tests were divided into quintiles. there w~a no 
significant difference ~ith regard to •tudent I.Q.'s~ except in the two 
lowest quintiles, where stud•nta did signif~c~ntly ~etter in listening 
than in reading. U1gb academic achievers did not do better on the read~ 
'ing and listening teet~, aurprisingly enought though no mention of fi~· 
ures or ~tatistics ia made in this ~egard. Student preference in type 
tests chaoge4 with e~perience: at the ~n•et. more preferT~d the ~eading 
type, but this percentage droppe4 from 84 to 67 with ~xpe~ience in using 
the listening instruments. 
!/ 
On the high schOql and colleg• le.vellh Blewett found the. coeffi· 
eient of correlation betwe•n reading ~nd listenipg generally aroun4 .so. 
His $tudy at Stephens College compared. listening with ~eve~al Qthe~ apti-
tudes, lts relation to general scholastic aptitude was not substantial. 
With vocabularyf it waa low·-~42. lt was only &lightly related with 
$ngli.ah usage~ and not significantly related with scholastic achievement 
·-~37. The highest correlation was ~ound between listening and general 
apt~tuae for la~uage--~13. The Listening Test which Blewett constructe4 
!/Freaderick Westover~ ttociJlParieol'J. of R~~ding and Listening as a M~ans ot 
l'esttng." J'p,urnal of Educational ttes~areh (September t 1958), 52: 24•27, 
ljthomas Blewett# 1'AnEgperiment in Meaeuring Listening Ability at the 
College Level»n ~ournal of,Educational,Res~areh (Aptil, 1951), 44:S78~sa~ 
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had two patts: Retention and nrawins Coneluaions. He found the correla• 
t1Qn between th~ two sections was not hi&h~ scores were significantly 
better, thouah mo~e varied, in iart 11. This second section also showed 
highe~ correlation with re¥ulta on aeading•-.52. 
Several studies have investigated retention with listentna and 
ll 
reading at the college lev~l. there i$# according to Beery,- a tendency 
to retain longer what is heard than what ~s read~ even after a consider~~ 
able lapse of t~e. The explanation• for this are varied; one is more 
impress~d with what one h¢ars, e~tionally; the visual factor in listen-
ing stamp~ it on the memory; on~ often takee notes while listening, and 
this aids recall. y 
Zinkin discusses an experiment in which reading and listening 
assignments were made• and students were asked to state th~i~ preferences 
and the reasons for thent. About: half pref-erred reading. They r~ported 
they gqt; more out ~f ~eading material~ speeche$ tended to get dull~ they 
themselves bec~e inattentive and found ~oncentrating difficult, could 
not listen an4 take notes at the time tilne,. and felt too tr~uch· mte-ria.l 
wa$ given in too little ,space. ThoJe who stated a preference for listen"' 
ing said it was a welcome change, they liked to listen becaus~ it was 
easier than rea:d:l.ng and U~Qre ftlively .. n: All students found H.stening 
ability to be valuablE: and admitted ;tt.s impoJ:>tanee. They felt that 
training would definitely improve their skills with oral language and 
found it an excellent way to learn. 
1/Althea Beery, 11Inter•.relation J!etween L$.stening and Other .Language 
Arts./' El~ntarx Eng!lsh (Ma~ch, 1954);, 3lr16~. 
2/Vivian Zinkin; "An Experiment in Listening~ u Clearina: HouM (A:pl;'il., 
l957); 31:465~487. 
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Brown'a study at the University of Colorado revealed that listen• 
ing was genera1ly~re difficult that reading and that the greater the 
oifficulty cf the item. the more pron~uneed the ga~ between reading and 
2/ 
listening. Habe~lan~ ~aed three di~f~rent list~ntng instruments with 
cQllege freahmen ~nd foUnd the three yielded very diss~ilar re$Ults 
when correlat~d with $COl!~$ of reading test$~ Th« Brown.·C::arlson Test: 
aeemed to bt::~ the most satisfact!'ey. He fQund no sub$t:antia1 sex differ• 
etlc.es at this level; a few investigations had claimecl that tUen seared 
higher on li&tening, particular~y on hatder que$tions. He found a pos-
i~ive relationship between I.Q~ and liatenin$ skill~ but insisted that 
~ptovement in listening would not necessarily be dependent on intelli-
gence. Using the Tht:ustone. TemperameJlt Schedule • he found listening was 
highly correlated with ~~ measures of ~~rsonality·•Vigor and Reflec~ive• 
ness. This •e~ to indicate tbat a good listen~r is both energetic and 
thoughtful. admittedly a rare combination~ 
ln !umma~izing the remation be~een reading and 1istenin~) it may 
be s~id that from the intermediate grades on, l:.'eading and listening 
scores •re correlated positively~ although listening is as difficult as 
r~ading, if not mote difficult for some students. There i$ some evidence 
tbat listening i~ more efficient at eertaf.n levels -with regar4. to ~et.en .. 
tioth but evidence h~re is llt)t conclusive. L1$tening ability ~e~s to 
b~ correlated with intelligence~ though not a$ closely as i~ reading~ 
l,/Jar.nes Brow:o.f uTeaching Listening Through Liijtening•'l'ype Tests.-n Co-llege 
English ·(January, l~S2). 13:226. 
!/John. Ha:berl~nd~ .;.'Listening Ability in College Freshtnen-l' Sehool and 
pocietx (December, 1956), 56:217•220. 
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however, students vith lower 1~~· scores often do v~ry well tn listening• 
type tests. Once again$ knowledge is limited in this area. 
The probl(tlm of listening••its measure~nt, teachability,, and 
mastery••has it~ roots in a number of partially explored areas, such as 
' 
individual and gro~p psychology. group dynamics, proj~ction and identi• 
fication. social pressures. Like othet skills which are taught~ it must 
first be under&tood ~re fully an~ explored more scientixicallyt Bnowl· 
edge regarding attitude formation and change, the relation of culture 
and language to listening habits; the theories of perception and cogni• 
tion••knowledge in these areas is far too ltmited at the present. H~n· 
ity ia submersed in sound, it lives in an acoustically ~ich and tremen• 
dously varied linguistic world. Classrooms have becQme o~i~nted, slowly, 
to this cultural 4~ension and a~e offering childten glimpses of great 
music. poetry, d~; literatu;e, a~t, and scientific wonders. From 
this world of sound•·•in the classroOill and in his world-..-the child must 
learn many things, and educators must be prepared to help the child 
understand, appreciate, and utilize this knowledgei wisely and well. 
Happily; interest in the skills ~f co~ication is now relatively high. 
lt remains to be seen whether scholars will contribute research studies 
in the field, and whether teachers will utilize their findings to trans• 
form this usense of heatingn into the '*a-rt of listening~u 
4. Listening••Tbe Neglected Language Art 
~hat listening has been a neglected area in. study1 research, and 
1/ 
classroom te&lching cannot be arguea. Until 1947, Nichols and tewis-
!/Nichols and Lewis, .22.: cit., p. 3~ 
state, only 14 scient.ific. 'research st~p.;.es x-elat;ing, to listening bad. been 
pqblbhed;_ alm9st 2.~.000 such etu4tes d~aling with reading h$d appeared in 
.Profesaional literature. Pt:ior to 1944l~ · .the EducaU,onal Inde~ had no 
listings fo~ listening; the few .a~~~cae~w;itten on the subject we~e in-
cluded under the Language Arts hea:d,ing~ or un<ler Attention. ~ 1947, 
1/ 
Nichols ~oni!lented; *'WMt. we do not. know about listening is appalling .. u 
The 1949 Mental Measurement Yearbook contained 70 pages of ~eading 
tests available to the educator~ There is no m~n~ion of a s~gle listen~ 
ing test.. lndeeci; the first s.tandf!rdized test for listening~ and this 
was for high school and college use on~y; was the Bxown•Carlson T~st, 
published in t9S4. None appeared.for use in the elementary scbool until 
1956, when t~e Ed~oational Testing.S~rviee of 1rtneeton, New Jersey, 
eon~tructed the STEP lti$tening 1nstrcument., 
Scores of educators are. deplorring ou~ lack of knowledge iA tbis 
11 
field. Walker say$ the uground is still uncleareQ. and uncharted. '1 
!I 
Story claims. it. is an ar~ Htragically and short-sightedly overlooked." 
w 
Hatfie1d :refers to it as a, •'naece~t atudy. u 
Eviden~e that listening is vtr~ually ignored as a language art 
S/ 
taught in the elemetltary school f.s, widespread. Duker- examined 126 
!/Ralph IUchols, UListenill$•1• Qua~ter.lx Jo'qrnal of .Speech (Feb~uary, 
1947), 33:83. ,_, 
yr. L. Walker; "Nashville ~eachers. Attack the Problem of Listening,u 
Education (January~ 1955). 75t345. 
!/M. L. Story 1 uThe Need for C.ritic•l Listeners, ~r §iSh ~chool Journal 
~y, 1955), $8!297. 
!!lw·. W, Hatfield~ ".Para·llels in Teaching Students to- Li$ten and to Read,n 
Eng~ish J~urnaJ (December, 1946)~ 35:101. 
iJSam Duker. "Teaching List~niug ,in .Elementary School, u :rnementat;x 
E~glish (Ja~uary, 1961), 38~12•15. 
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cu~tiGUlum b~lletina in th$ language arts ar~a used in p~lie scboo1s 
throuFihout the country. Only Sl pv& U.st~ning an .bopox-tant .Place; about 
half of thoae had eystamatically develop~dprog~ams fOt tr41ntng $tudents 
tn this ski.l 1.. Thirty-seven said tt: W4$. a "desirable out~ome or skill. 
to be acquire4,u but made no proviaion whatever fQr it~ instruction. ln 
3& of the b~lletins, listening is uot even mentioned aa being one cf the 
four languase•rts! 
1/ 
A revealing investigation wa• ~arri~d out by Coffey- at ~oston 
Unive~aity in 1951~ She ~amineo nine textbook $~r~ea in the language 
arts f~eld fo~ af&th grade UBe~ to ascertain the oppor~unities and teach• 
ing $1tuations given for 11$tening tnetruction in those texts. In th~ 
IndE!lt of five of the series, no references were fQund to lis.tening. In 
t~ Table. 9£ Contents of three Qf them,l listening did not appear. Xn the 
11best11 of the nine aeri~s exam:tn~d-1 lieteniug was mentioned once Qn1y. 
ln no text was the~e an objeetiv~ ~asure giv~n QT suggest~d to aid the 
teaehe~ or student• to determine skills in li~tentng. !n all series; 
generally speaking~ the te~ 1i$teniD$ rarely appeared~ pupils were not 
asked to be aware of listening as a skills are•• and they were given no 
remedial work to increase their ability in thi• field, nor ~ny way to 
test the degree o£ skill possessed. there was a conspicuous lack of 
purposeful activity in which listening could b~ discussed, practiced, or 
refined. 
Wilt's classic study in 19501 previously mentioned, regarding 
teach~r awareneaa of listening as an educational factor~ is fu~ther 
1/Elizabeth Coffey. Lis~enina S~tuations in 6ph Grad~Textbop~ S~ries. 
Unpublished M&ster 1s The5is, Boston University• 1951. 
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pronf that schoqls ~re not eonsciQus o£ itg importan~e ~1d aTe in fact 
neslecting to teach it. Tha teachers ques~ioned estimated that about 
on~ foutth of the school day w~s ta~~n u1with list~ning aetivitiess 
observation revealed that almo$t 60 pe~ cent of $~hool ttme· was actually 
thus consumed• and most ~£ that 60 per ce~t w~s $tudents•list~ntng•to-
teachers situations. 
Utf tve are honest; we must admit that in all too ll\Sny 
elaaaroQms~ for all too much of the time, childt'en listen all 
too often to a t~acner who speak$ in a voice which, ail too 
often~ stifleS: inquiry and investigation." 
2:.1 
Wilt~ prolific in the field of language arts writtng, says that initi-
aU.ve. and spontaneity are atrophied by teacbeJ;& • verbal "ping• pong. u 
The teacher asks a quest:iQn~ to which the child may easily respond with 
a one•word answer. She ask$ auother child the Qame type ofquestio~~ 
another child ~eplie$ with a short phrase* etc. Wilt suggests asking 
more probing queationa ... ·thougbt 4ueetions--such as ••oow1' or 1twhy" or 
ttwhat do you think about thatu .. 
3/ 
In an t,musua.1 stutiy $ Markgraf discovet'& what may be the ctWt of 
the ptoblem. He attempted to find out to what extent lie~ening was 
taueht in teacher•training institutions and the •~tent to which students 
in these schools could see li$teniug being taught and p2;act·ice teach"!ng 
!/Althea Beery:. UJ!lltper!ences in Listenlns,u Ele~ntari Englis!J (March~ 
1951). 28: 130 .. 
Z,/Mir~am Wilt, *'tvhat Is the Listening Ratio in Your Classt'OQt!l?u 
Ele~ent@rY English ~y, 1949)~ 26l262•264. 
,!/Bruce Markgraf,. 0 Li$tenins Pedagogy in Teacbel'""Training :tn.stitutions,_1' 
Journal ~f Communication ~arey~ 1962)~ 12!278-281~ 
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it th~mselves. His findings are ba$.ed on the replies of 416 colleges 
and universities·-• repre$entative cross-section of s~ate schools, large 
unive~sitie$, and •mall p~ivate colleges. The total number of special 
courses in t~acb!ng methods of spelling) English; and elementary educa~ 
tion ~as 670. The number of courQes dealing in any way with listening 
was '298. lt was taught as a s~parate unit in 134 of these. Twenty• 
seven qf these schools had listening laboratories. the number of courses 
where st\ldents could. observe instruction in U.stening was 260. When in-.. 
structor.s and.profesaors in thea~ schools were aeked about the desirabil· 
ity of Qffering etudents special courses dealing with listening~ 81 per· 
cent answered affitmatively. When aaked if elementat:y and seconda-ry . 
school teacher$ sh~ulo give training in li•tening, again ove~ 80 per cent 
replied nyesAn And yet :1.1\ only about one fourth of the sc;hools were 
student t.eacher• ta~ght how to teach listening. 
Evidence that li$tening has n~t been taught in the public schools 
is widesp~ead. Colleges are offering remedial courses in listening; 
organizations of all k~uds are testing listening co~rehension and giv-
!/ ins classes to those who fail such tests. Wiksell mentions an early 
study which showed that 1~037 out of 1•335 college students admitt~d 
having difficulty with listening and needing help. On the high school 
levetJ 40 ·per cent 5tated tb& s-.me deficiency. Thirty-s~ven per cent of 
the elementatY school population ~ecognized need in this atea. 
A ~re recent atudy~ done at Princeton University •nd reeor~d by y 
Stal:illet' ~ suppQrts the precvious data. A 10-minute paasage of meauing-
1/Wealey Wiksell, uxhe Pr-oblem of Li$ter.ing,n guarterl! .lournal of ~2eech 
(December, 1946); 32~505-508. 
Z/G~rre,tt Sta1:tuer, '1Aild Shun the Frumious Jabberwock, u Phi ~~l~a Rappan 
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less ~erbiage was re~d to 183 ~tudents. Ove~ half of tha listeners ~·­
potted detinite ~anings gathered from the talk; the variety of these 
supposed ~anings was astonishing. Not one student questioned it o~ 
challenged its worth~ Many admitted t~y oid not understand tt wel1 1 but 
felt •ure that on s~cond hearing, thty would. The gullibility of the 
masses cannot be seriously qu~stioned if outstandfng colleg~a find thefr 
student$ with this littl~ powe~ of diecrimination. 
The reasons for the neglect of list~ning co~ld be summarized~ then. 
as followa: 
1. The co~lexity of the listening skill and its attendant a~~as 
2. lhe overemphasis on the reading 1kill$ for tbe past two .decades 
3. The la~k of, ozr pau¢ity of, r.esetu:cb to point up suc~tasful 
~thod• for dealing ~ith the problem of o~al communication 
4. Tbe errone~ua belief that listening skil.l is synonymous with 
hearing acuittj ther•fo~e beyon~ the xeabn ot cortective class• 
room teaching 
S. The fal$e ~tion that l1•t~ing skili is closely related to in• 
telligence, making it £1xed and itr.ett~edial 
6~ The incorrect assumpti~n that r~adins skill assures automatic 
aasociative skill in liatening. 
The complexity of the l1$tening problem should not be frightening, 
rather this may act as a challenge to educators and psychologists ~o inw 
vestiaate further an4 oiscover how to deal with it more effecti~~ly~ 
Listening has its place in the 1angua$e arts progr~ and shou14 
complement the teachtns of reading. not b~ oversbadoved by it. aea4ing 
has been rather thoroughly ~plated~ Li$tenlng is 4.newer inqutrt and 
perhapa an even ~re important one for some 6tudents·•a field of en~ 
4e-.vo2;" with implications as far-r.eac-hing and profound, as the a-rea of 
(March, 1953), 34:240·242. 
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~istening needs to be taught as a ekill. Suc~esaful W4YS to do 
this will b~ ciscove~ed~ Many of the best ideas about the teaching of 
~eading c~e directly frQm classroom teachers working with ch~ldren 
daily. The classroom is pet:hap$. the best labo:rato:ry ~ $tudente the best 
subjects, teacher experience th~ mo~t valuable tool~ 
It $boUld not be ass~d that if ~eading is taught, this is enough 
to make student$ good listeners. To te~ch spelling skills doe$ not in• 
eure good writers; the mastery of one.skill does not necessarily mean 
another set of ~kills (even related ones) will be equally perfected~ 
lf hearing acuity is not synonymous with ltsteu1ng, more must be 
said to b~ys and girls than •topen your ~rs" or ttpay attentioun or even 
Hsit up atraight,.1t -They must be shown how to list(!n in.the same analyt ... 
ieal way J:ha.t they are shown how to l;'ead.._ write~ add. and aubtraott. 
As with any g~oup of Qkills to be acquired. developed, and ~efined, 
the l!atening skills must be taught 1ystematicallYl progressively~ and 
carefully, providing opportunity for practice, application, correctiont 
and steady gr4wth. 
5. Liatening~-Need for Direct ~eaching 
The need for systematic, davelopmenta1 teaching of listening waa 
noted by the National Council of Teach~rs of English in 1944: 
1~e rea.li21e that the type of cx-itical listeners t1e 
desire in our pupils must be developed by ca~efully graded 
training, from siulple exercises. It will not be achieved 
by a few lectures on listentng1 or tistening-tQ·conversations 
assipments or a ~hort radio tm.:i.t lasting two weeks. •~J:.I 
1/Lennox Grey (Editor), Skills ig L!;~ening. National Counetl of Teachers 
of Euglisht Chica$o.- 1944. 
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Educators have assumed in the pa!t that children we~e bQrn ~ith 
full pow~rs of cqmp~ehen~ing ~ll the $OUQQ$ reaching their aars, that 
daily practice (unguideg oppo~tunity) in listening eliminates the need 
for special training. Without this specific tnstruction, l~ttle improve• 
ment occurs; faqlts and poor habit$ develop in$tead ~f skills, and these 
. 1/ 
are further reinforced wben no guidance ox- pla.nnecl wot:k. is given. H,ood 
argues tha.t the teac;her should begin nrigbt. from the start to have lis-
tening, req,uired as part of every lesson, cop.Q.uoted tn a systeJD&tic way 
and ccntinued in a formal pattern long enough to set a proce4ure for 
· class listening which will be habitually effective. u 
!I 
Another puhlication of the National "Council of Teachers of Englbh 
put~ the case succinetly: good. u.steniug habits lfmust be taught~ not 
caught.u 
"Liet:eniug ls an acquireei $kill~ or learned activity, best achieved 
through rich eltpet'ienca.r planned. practice and ,:"egular exercise& in lis• 
!I 
tening," Kelly feels. lt will be lloted that none of the'$e ways of ac• 
~uirin$ a skill can occur incidentally or aeci&entally in $ class~oo~ 
program. On the cantrazy, eRpe~i~ncer practice, and exercise mv.st be 
pl•nned for a$ carefully in listening as in reading. ari~~etict or g~g­
rapby. The degree to which such $yatematic teaching will succeed depend~ 
largely on the ki~ds of activities used and the regularity ~ith which the 
!/L. c. Hood, lfLearning to 'Lilten to !ngliab," Bull,etin of,.the National 
Association of Secondary School,,,Pd:qe!2al1J (Se:ptent'be.r s 19.55) • S-9: 80-81,. 
l/Dora Smith (Editor), English Lang~se.Ar~~~ ~ppleton~century-crofts, 
Inc.~ New York 11 19S2J P• S. 
3/M. R. Kelly, •~Promoting the Listening Habit,u American Childhood 
(Ma~cb, 195S)~ 43:12•15. 
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teaching Qccurs, K¢lly adds. 
1/ 
Strickland- feels that if a child 1s reading is poor. on& $hould 
look to his oral language patterns, behind wbi~h lie his e~peri~nces in 
concept building an4 the ~uality of bi$ perceptiQn. Language ia the 
basic means of educating and enculturating~ it ~ould not be ~re funda-
mental.. The quantity and quality ot. the child's language, she continues, 
is determined by environment and e;cpet'ience, not native intelligence. 
lf this is so, it t• the schco1 ~hicb must enrich the child1s experience 
and enviro~nt ao aB to provide £ully for his develo~nt in this area. 
The teaching of listening i~ not another Hburdenn lesson to be added 
2/ 
.... 
to an already full ele$entary curriculum, As neutschman points out, 
one must learn to capitalize on experiences already a part of the no~l 
school day and s~~ poe$ibiltties in them for improving listening habits 
and attitudes. There is virtually no lesson on this level in which lis-
tening is not involved~•students listening tQ teacher~ teacher to stu• 
dents. students to other students~ These opportunities can be utilized 
to teach children how to listen~re effieiently. 
Even the preschool child ~Y be helped to develop good listening 
3/ 
habits, Pratt- suggests. Rhythmic jingles~ lullabies, and rhyme$ re~ 
peated~nd enjoyed by the very young, stories told an~ read to enl~rge 
the voQabulary 4nd appreciation oi the three• and four-year•olds, poems 
!/Ruth Stricklaud;. Languag~ Ar;ts, in the, ~lementary School., ]),. C. He,ath 
and Co~any, Boston, 1957, pp, 5-15, 
!/Ben Deutscbn'taxh '~re Your Children Good Listeners?" The Instructor 
(January~ 1953)~ 62141, 
,YEdwar<l PrAtt • 1~.Evalu~tiott o£ a Prog1mm for Listsn:f.ng~ u Ele~ntarx 
School Journal ~reh; 1956), 56:317~318. 
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and limericks to stimulate the ~ar and the imagination••all these are 
background for later, more formal. listening patterns. A ~arent who 
listens attentively, interestedly to what a child has ~o say will do 
much to ma~e the child a more courtaous listener and fluent talker when 
his lauguage becomes more important to him. ~ducgtionally. 
With interest in listening now at an all·t~e bight one finds in 
the professional literature innumarable suggestions for teachers. y 
~Kee hacl some valuable ones, many of wbich have been echoed in more 
recent treatises on the aubjeot. He stressed the need for discussing 
listening with students on all grade- levels in order to develop an aware,"' 
ne$s of the kinde of listening one is ~equired to do in school• in soci• 
ety. He further emphasized that teacher•student cooperative planning of 
actiVities and aituations wbichwill help develop these skills is india· 
pensable.. . 
!I Finch felt that classroom diacuasion w~s one of the effective way~ 
to teach listening because student• must listen to others i£ they are to 
tnake appropt'iate remarks. '.rbey :muat learn to $peak clearly, as well, .$0 
as to be undetstood correctly. They will learn to respect opinions of 
Qthers and see the democratic, problem~$olving process in action. ~hey 
will see language as a tool that helpa them to think together and e~­
cbange ideas. 
3/ 
Wilt- agrees that di~cussion with s.tudents is worth whU.e ~ She has 
!/:Paul Melee1 Language in the Elementarz School~ Houghton M:l.fflin Co., 
Boston, 1934, PP~ 14•19. ' 1 1 
JJM~ M. Finch; ffJust List.en!u Clearing House (May, 1946), 20:$35•.5-36. 
,!/Miriam Wilt~ 11The. Teaching of Lieteniug,'' l'he E4ueation Screeg (April, 
1952), 31:143. 
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offered several sugge$tions to motivate such discussion and oral partici-
P4tion. l-istening to radio or television news co]Jil1e1lt~tor•.~ or doeum.en .. 
tary-type programs, to discuss their ·preeentation and possibl~ interpre• 
tati.ons, makes Jrtimulating talk.. Observing a.dvertisetnents and ccmmercial 
literature to compare good and bad point~ is ~noth~r challenging topic 
to talk over. A study of etr~Qtional •nd biased writing and speaktng GaY 
lead to excellent class discusaionl on the uses of propaganda and 
slante4 presentations. 
1/ 
Whatever the subject 1• unde~ discusaton; Sondel- arguea) class 
diacussion is valuable in developing good 1ist~eta. It ~ill help the 
studen~ to learn to watch for the es$ential pointe of a pres~ntation, to 
sift opinion from fact, per$uasion from informa;ion• and aid h~ in eval• 
2/ 
ua~ing material tn ord~r to arrive at his own conclusions( Book- feels 
that through o~al participat~on the atqdent l~rn$ to focus attention: 
look fo~ specific it~ or facta, listen for fallacies and biasea1 watch 
for good and poor argument$, recognize sood organiz~tion. 
Great emphas1~ i& generally placed on the fact that at the core of 
good listening is tne ability to grasp the main idea or central thought 
of what is said. Again, many suggestiout are offered regarding how be3t 
to develop this $kill. One of the mo•t commonly mentioned is th~ teach· 
y 
ing of no·te-taking or outline-ltiAking. t~eedham makes: several points in 
l/Be~us. Sondel, uEverybody 's Listening_," Nationa!. :Par~nt.,..Tegchet: (January .t 
1951) J 45; 15. 
1:/J, N. Hook, ' 1Developing GooClloisteners,n ::l:oprAA1 of Education, (April_. 
1949)_, 132:110,. 
!/Arnold Needham$ "Listening Experie~ces with a Purpose~" Education 
(January. 19S5)~ 75:313·315. 
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thi$ rega1:d: news articles may be read, with stud~nts underlining -and 
discussing the -e$sential parts; short talks ~Y be. prepared and de• 
livered orally to the ¢lass, who jot down one or t~o basic ide•s and 
later discuss the talk; shott liv~ or ~ped interviews ~ay be discussed 
and revi$ed for clarity and suceinctness••short precis o~ resumes being 
m4de after the initial preaentation; pair$ of studeu~s ~Y pre$ent an 
instruQtor•follower situation to the class to practice sivtng and re-
ceiving directions clearly, pr~cisely, and srooothly. 
1/ 
Kegler- 'teiter.at~e. some of the~e suggestions and. adds original 
ones. Students should be taught,. more apecifically.,- how· to see the-
es$~ntial pointa or central ideas. ~or instance~ they -hou1d be trained 
to recognize certain signal phras~st (l) introductot'1 phrases) such as 
"in the fit<st placeu or '*on tha one handul (2) .relationship cr connecting 
words, ·such as uhowevern or '1on the other handtt; and. (3) concluding or 
sunmariaing terlllS-t such as ttthus we .see" or ''it has be$n our intention 
here. n Outlining Mcl orgs.ni~e.d li•tening 11i'ill be 1118de easier if these. 
kinds of details are. kept in min<lt thia ey.uthc>r etate.s. 
Most of these recommendations wo~l4 be apgltcable largely to the 
int~rmediate grade&s or higher. The~e i• little written on primary 
graae in~tructton in liatening. Seve~a1 e~planations are possibl$ here: 
fUptl and teacher interest at this 1eve1 is in learning haw to read a~4 
wtite; stUdints are too ego•involved or aelf•eentered to be good lis• 
teners at thla level; s~-, seven·~ and eight~y~ar·olds a~ not peda~ 
gogieally ~$ady for the types of activity best suited to develop good 
li1tening habits. The sene~al feeling see~ to b~ that Grades 4 thrQUgb 
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6 o£fe~ the most f~~tile field for planting the· seeds of listening skill. 
1/ 
KQrey- does contribute eom~ provocati~e ideas for use in the pti• 
~ry grades> ho~~ver. In listening to recotd$ or atotie~ and poems, 
ebildrtnmay be asked to listtn fot something special or new, to tell 
about later or ~press through other ~dia such as art ot: 1nusic ~ One 
idea. appar.ently very successful with sevet:al seconQ. graders, was the 
listing ~nd discussing of occupation$ o~ job$ whe~~ listening wa~ impor~ 
tant. Another appropriate tbousht foi th~se youngsters was the writing 
of origfnal, fictional stories~-tndividual or clas~ Qnes••about listen~ 
ing, such as 1'the ~1£ Who Learn~d llow to Listenn Qr ltJan~; the Gir1 Who 
Didn tt; Know How to Use Her Bars." 
On any grade level, there $eems to be •steement on desirable aa~ 
pects of a good listening lesson. The most univer$ally talked about is 
the necessit~ for a specific purpoe& or point to the leason, of which 
2/ 
both teacher and. students are aware. ~ewis- refers to tb1s as a "goal 
3/ 
. -e•tabl:ished by mutual .conse!nt•• through eooper.a.tiv~ plannins~ Dawson 
' 
writes, nA teaehe~ ean help pupils acquire skill in listening to the ex• 
tent that he insures they have a definite purpose .tot listening • .u 
. !il 
Other components for effective lessons are explained by Fofbes. 
The actual listening period or work part of tha l$sson~ ouriug which the 
$tudents are quiet, attentive, and busy (~ntally thinking. and evaluating 
!/.B.~ A. l<orey # ''Teaching Oh!lciren. to Listen., u Ins true. tor (Qctober, 1949) a-
58:38-40. 
!/Maurice Lewis, 1iTeaching to Listen, u Education (Apd.l,. 1~60) • &0:4S5. 
,i./Mildred. Dawson, 1'liisten1ns. ls lmporta.nt~:tf Instructor (May, 1956)li 65: 
31. 
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or ~hysica.lly taking notes) is $Uccessful if the putpose o£ t~ les~on 
bas been made 4lear and if the students know what it is they a~e listen• 
ing for, or what to pay special. attention g. The follow-up or evalua .. 
tion part of the lesson ia also very important. lt is here that !tU• 
dents discu$$ their weaknesses, ask questi~n$, te$t themselvts, scote 
th~ir gainsi decide wh~re they need further help~ lt is here also that 
the teacher may learn what was. good about the tes$on; how to r~~ise it 
for use another ti~, where speciftcatly atudents need more practice~ 
The value of the lesson should be review~d cooperatively at this time. 
If these three components a~e preaent••purpose, plan, and follow-up~•it 
ia felt that listening skills will have been improv~d or reftned. 
1/ 
Nichols,- an educator long inte:reated 1n the field of listenin~; 
suggests that good listening is made up of, or consists of, some of the 
following factors: 
1. Previous experience with listening aituations 
2. Interest in the subject ~t band 
~. Ability to adjust to tbe personality of tb& speak~r 
4. Willingness to expend enetgy to be attentive 
5. Ability to overcome distraction$ 
6. Ability to d-etect biaa or slant f.n what i-e heax-d 
7 .. Skill in recQgn:tzing main i<leas, ir:rc:tlevant deta:tl 
a. Skill in note~taking 
9. Ability to reconcile apeeo of thought with rate of speaker's 
voice. 
!/Ralph Nichols, .,Ten COtDponents of Good Listeninih~' !,duc~tiql\ (Janua.ryt-
1955), 75:323·325. 
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It will be not~d that ~t l~at half of these elements are, peda-
sogical and that if they ~r~, it is here that the ~esponsibiltty of the 
educator lies. lf these factors are all involved iu the skill, it will 
readily be seen as highly complex and one which~u&t inaeec be taught 
carefully and reaularly. 
ln brea~ing down or analy~ing liat-nins into types, there is great 
tendency .for writers to atree. Te~nology differ$~ but the categoriza• 
l/ 
tiQn is basically the same. Letton-· refers to the general are.s of 
physiological~ psychological) and pe.dagogical. The first ts what has 
here been called the physical or acoustical aspect~ This includes tht 
heatiug acuity of the listener, the speech ~nd voice patterns of the 
speaker~ and the physi~al conditiona ~istins in the )'listening ar~a. u 
Th~ paychological factors have been discussed rather superficially: 
tQe mental 3et of the listener, his emotional ~eadiness and wtllingness 
to listen with ~p~n-.mindedneQs* his feeling (or lack of it) with x~gatd 
to tb~ subject matter and speake~. The pedagogical elements include the 
whole area of lansuase readiness (Quch as voo~bulary and qonceptual~za­
tion); training in note-taking» allility to d~·teQt main ideas, details, 
orde~; bias, insinuations and inferences~ and finally the ability to 
evaluate critically and make personal judgments. 
This educational or pedagogical area is the one with which tb$ 
educator is most conce~e4. He feel~ it is here that skills, habits, 
attitudes; and appreciations are formed, dev~loped~ refined~ and ma$• 
te;ed .. 
!/D. I<. Latton, n1'he Status of the Teaching of List:ening,n E~ementarx 
SchOol ~ournal (J$nuary, 1951), 57;1&3•185. 
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The main types of list$n1n~ ~ene~ally ~ngaged in are lucidly de• 
!/ 
scribed by Crinkt 
1. Casual and social•conversational 
2. Background 
3. Appr~c:f.ative O,;' .creative 
4. Exploratory or interrogative 
S ~ Discriminative 
6. Critical or pQrpos~ful. 
The first two categories take relatively little mental energy cr strain, 
or even close attentions ~nd are engaged in latgely for pleasure and 
distraction, or as a social necessity. The category o£ app~eeiative 
listening may be relatively C®plex. lt: •:Y take much energy and mental 
concentr•tion} as vell aa excellent 'preparation and background. To lis• 
ten creatively to great music, drama, poetry and literatu're Di{ly be very 
de~nding, even eKhausting to the intellect. 
Exp'l.orato1;'y listening~ too~ naay be quite difticult·••lmethel' it be 
questioning and probing through an intervie~typ~ device• or listenins 
at gre~ter l~ngtb for the purpose of orienting oneself to any given new 
a~ea of inqui~y. Discrtminattve listeni~g woutd include educational as• 
pacts $Uch as the recognition Qf ~~ tboughta; d~tails) sequence, good 
organization. It would necessitate the retentiQn of f~ets and the abil• 
ity to s~~ their relation to one another. 
The last area, critical listening; is, of course, the uost difficult 
\ 
and ~akes the highest typ~ of mental processes, lt involves tht detec• 
yc. L~ Crink, HLearning to List~n, 11 Grad_, ,T-eache,t (Ma.rch- 1955),. 72: 
52 .. 55 .. 
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tion of emotional slants~ inaccur•te inferenc~B~ illogical eonc1usionst 
and incorrect 4$sumpt:lons. !t evaluates the tliaterial heard and it makes 
judgments ~ith regard to it. It sees behind the wo~de and the language 
to the crux of the nuttter-; it reads between the lines. as it were. lt. 
sees the real purpose and can accept it Qr reject it, as it valu6s ot 
gives 'me~ it to it. 
tt is in the ~rea of critical listening. as well a~ in the ap9reci• 
ative and discriminative areast that the educator is ~£ greatest tmpor~ 
tance. It is here that the student may be guided to become more s~ns!~ 
tive; more astute, and more matul'e in his listening habits and atbit\\cles. 
The ma$tery of these liatening s~ills helps to develop a ~te truly 
"socialn individu~~tl; as well aJ • 11Qre efficient one., 
6. Listening••Can lt Be Ta~gbt? 
n:eositive evidenc~ -of very imp"tes.sive proportiona .:l$ fast accumul.at-
!1 
ingJn Nicbol~S and Lewis contend;. that liaten:t.ng tlkil.ls can be. aigni£i .. 
¢antly ~rovQd through direct tea.ch~ns~ ~his ia ~qually true on all 
educational Levels: ele~entary $chool~ Junior and $enior high scho.~l. 
!I 
and college. Brown claims that '~Where it is bein.s taught> ~xciting 
results in te'l!'lnS of imp;ov~d auding are begtnning to emetge," In the 
!I 
fe~nt of what Furness calla nexperimt}nt an<l trial now oc(:urr:tng in 
the field oi langua$e~0 it is reasonable to as$ume that gteater attention 
JINich~ls and Lewis. ~2· eit., p. 15. 
,!/Don Brown, ttAnd Having Ears, They }lear Not., n N:,rti,Pni,l Edt.!ca.tion, Asspci, ... , 
ation Journal (Novemborl 1950), 39:586~ 
.!/Edna Ji'urness, nxechniques for Teach!ng Listen1:ng) •• Modern Llinguag~ 
Journal (March~ 1952), 36:124~ 
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and success ~ill result with regard to c~mprehens1on of or~l language. 
Rappily. much of tthe e2tper;imentation has yi~lded encouraging results for 
teach~rs of lanauage subjects. 
On the intermediate elementary l•vel. there are twenty or more 
studi!s recorded in the past decade or so of the ~rofessional literature. 
UnpubU.slted work accounts for perbapa a dozen more. lt. will suffic:;~ 
here to discuss four or five of these investigations. 
!I 
Pratt repor,ted an experiment conducted ~ith fourth and sixth· 
graders over a period of fiv~ weeks. All ~lasses teceiv~d li$tening in~ 
struction during the trial time. When retested; the ~ean score on the 
listening tests had gone from37.46 to 42,62. The great~$t gains wer~ 
in ability to follow 4ireet1ons and select main i4eas. Li$tening score 
was positively correlated with intelligence $Core (Ptntner Test)~·.66j 
and with silent reading scores (IQWa Test)••.64, Qn the fir~t testing. 
However, gain in listening score from first to sacond test was not re~ 
lated to l.Q. score. 
ll 
Triviette discusses a similar esper~nt with sixth gtaders. The 
instruction period was stK weeks and" consisted of tbe first thirty exer~ 
cises of the Gates•Peardon Exercises in Silent Reading used as 1istentng 
dt'ills. On -retesting, median score had increased 3. 94 points. Of 157 
. 
students participating~ 124 showed g~ins in acore poi~ts~ ~ ~oeffie 
cient of correlation between intelligence scores on the Otis Test and the 
initial listening test was .55~ b~tw~en reading grade level on the Stan• 
1/PrattJ on. ei£., pp, 315•320. 
!/S,. l. Ttiviette~ wrne Eff~ot of Training for Li'lStenin$ for Specific 
Purposes,u ,ilournal of Edueat;ional .R!!sear(!h (March:. 1961)• 54:2.76·278. 
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ford ~d liatentng the ~orrelation coefficient was .ol. 
Fifth grade students were invo1ved in a Chicago study deacrib~d by y 
Luber~hane. Four claeee• were equated and used--two conttol and two 
eRperimental_. -The experimental classe$~ after a period of three months' 
instruction in listening, had gained .s year. having gone from a mean 
score of 6 .. 30 to one of 7.-10. The coutrol group gained only .3 year anci 
went from a mean score of 5.90 to 6.17. 
over 600 fifth graders participated in an experiment recorded by 
!I 
f{ollow in the ~lementar:z School Journal, Tbe experimental $'rOUp had 
thirty lesaona of twenty minute•• dur~tion. ~heir 'retests revealed that 
they had gained in mean aco~e 7.88 points; the control group gained only 
1.56 pointe. All students improved, regardle&$ of their score Qn an in• 
telligence teat~ the highest fourth gain6d 9.9&average points and th~ 
two lowest fourths gained 11.72 and 10.04 points, respectively. l~Q.;. 
then; seemed not to be a rel~vant factor in improving acqres; no~ were 
such "outside factorsu as se~, family size. o:r ratbe>: occupation.. Read"' 
ing comprehension and total. language abiU.ty did se•Jn. to be relevant; 
their coefficients of correlation with listening were .ss and .36, re• 
spectively" 
1/ 
An unpublished thesis by Dorval may ae~ve to c~plete the list ~f 
elementary level studies. Dorval ~~periaented for eight weeks with fifth 
!/Melvin Lubershane, HCan Training in Listening ltllprove a~ading Ability?n 
Chicago Schools Journal (March, 1962), 43:278-280. 
a/Sister Mary Hollow, HListening Co~prehension at the Intermediate Grade 
Leve'l. ~ u f!leme,n~ar:y_§chool Journ&l (January s 1956), 56: lSS-162 • 
.!/Bertba Dorval,. A ,Descri:etive Stu~x; ,of a Series, o~ Listanig, Units in ~ 
Fifth Grade, Unpublished l'faster'~ 'l'be•i•~ Boston. University, 1959~ · 
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graders) giving them $even units of listening training~ ~hese included 
listeui.itg for simple recall~ foJ: min ideas and deta.il,s, appreciative 
listening, and correlated les$ona••with social ~tudies and science units 
then being covered in these elass•s. On the orlginal STEP ti5tening 
Test, the mean list~ning score had been 273.42; on the retest it was 
2.79.39~ -The critical ratio ot JHans ~•• 7.19, anything over 4 beiua 
statistically significant. OVe~ 80 per cent of the students improved 
their sc~res. Those with I.Q. ratings of 110 o~ abov~ on theMetropol• 
itan Test tmproved on the averaga of 8 points; those with ratings b~low 
110 gain~d 9 points on the average~ Again, it seem~d intelligenc~ 
scores were not retat~d to tmp~ovement in list~ning. 
$tudies at the high school lev~1 ar~ mot~ numerous an~ e~~lly 
1/ 
optimistic_ One such atudy conduct~d in 1~5~ CQmpattd tb~ t~achabllity 
of reading and listening) and reveale4 that an experimental 1ist~ning 
group, initially at 11.3 grade level (according t-o pUblished no;ms), had 
improved 8.45 raw aeore pointsJ or 33 percentile ~an~s. afte~ an·tn-
struction period of two months. Tha oontrol g~~up gained only 3.82 score 
~oints, or 16 petcentila ranks. ~his evidence, statistically signifi~ 
cantj $Uggests that listening is definitely amenable to tmprovement at 
«:his l~vel* 
2/ 
Lewis- reports that at the s~nior high school of Oklahoma Cit1~ 
the Brown•Oarl•on Test was ad=inlstered to 710 sophomores in October. 
The average p~rcentile rank then wa$ 35~ During the acad~mic year~ all 
!/Report of ReadinS Committee for the National SQciety for the Study of 
Colll1Wllication. Journal of Cmrmunication. 19S3, 'VQ:\~ 3,. 
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of these students ~eceived instruction in li•tening from the teach&rs o~ 
the English department. In May the 110 were Tetested~ The a~erage per• 
centile rank was now S7. on the original test. 110 ~t1,1dents had been a·t 
the 70th percent~le or above; on the retest, 250 scored in tbi& bracket* 
In October~ 225 had been an the lowett 20th percentile; in Mayl ~nly lOS 
scored this low. 
At the college l~vei there is some ~ncouraging evidence resarding 
'!/ 
th~ · succ~ss -of liaten;Lng tre.intng. Nichols and Lewb wrote in 1956 
that for a~ years or more the university of Minnesota fres~ stuoents 
from the lowest scoting·~uintile on listening tests h~d been giv~n 
twelve weeks of instruction in listening. The least amount ot ~ain ~e­
sulting from these exp•r~nts bas been 25 per cent; as high a gain as 
40 per cent baa been t:ecorded on many occasions~ 
2/ 
At Georgia State College• ite~n- expl$ins. a d~mQnstratton class 
of sen:io't's were given four weeks of lbtening instxuction.. The -retes.t$ 
revealed that therl$. was 60 per c:ent impr()vement on ~he average. on an 
informal questionnaire, students ela~med thi$ training had sQcial as well 
as acade~ic value ~d that their &roup behavior improved noticeably: 
they w¢r¢ mot'& courteous in attending to others• talk, tb~y t~iec harder 
to understand objectively othera• ideas, and made efforts to disagree 
without argument. 
3/ 
Dow- discusses the work of the Listening ~aboratory at Michigan 
~/Nichol$ and Lewis, oe .. cit., p~. 16~18. 
l/Betnice Freeman, *''~istening Experiences;) u §p.sJ.~sh Journal (Dec~mber • 
1949)~ 38:572•576~ 
3/Clyde Dow, 0 Listening Instruction at Michigan Stat$, •r Journal of C6m• 
~ . . 
munication (ial1. 1955), $ill0•113. 
S~ate Unive);sity where, in a period. o£. two years; Jiftuclent. enrollment tn 
a conrnunication akills course btl:; .vut:passed the 4.ooo mark.. !t& program 
is divided into iliOtiva'tionJ information., pra.c.tiee, and evs.1~tion. the 
cycle covering a period of about ten we~ks. In the ftrat phase. students 
are tested .and interviewed for placement; and smal.l•group help. ln the 
informational P~*e~ much ~ata reg~~dtng listening are given to the stu~ 
dent$: statiatics, $ethods of improving sKill$. suggestions for ~ppliea­
tion, e~c. Tl;\e thircl unit of work consista of experiences in listening,. .. 
opportunities to pr•etice, utilize, develop what ha$ been told them in 
theory. In the last sessions t the students ar~ asked to evaluate the1l·t-
own progress. th~ Vt\lue of the t~a~n:t:ng,. ,how it: could be improved. 
The authot unfort~nately giv,os no figures on the progress of hbe 
L~bor~tory or its uclients.n but be. does $tl:\t.e that in the few yaars the 
Laboratory bas b~en in existence, ~ntollment has grown consistently and 
student$ arQ almost un$nimous in their enthusias~1c approval of its work. 
Since it is 4 purely voluntary activity; one ~ght exp-ct thi~. Howevert 
it is falrly t~~consuming (45 minutes a day) an~ rigoroU$ from th6 
po:Lnt of view of gra.des and bpme assigtWtents"' Dl!spite these «negativeu 
factol"•• students continue to enro·l1~ nstick it out1' for ten weeksj and 
praise ita work. 
lt i• intereating to note that •bout $even out of ten question• 
naires returned to the Laboratory claim that there is ~efinite carry•over 
benefit for other course work. 
0 
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7, Summary Statement 
For educators wishing to initiate listeni~g training in the!~ 
classes or schools, it might be well to glance at so~ of the gene~ally 
agreed•upon rules of desiJ:"able conditions for .such tra·ining1 succd'(lC:tly 
1/ 
stated·.: by Blake~-
1. The insttucto~~ust himself be a good listener, ex~mpllfying 
those traits admitted to be those for which the class is 
striving. 
2. Good voite production and egpression should be et~e$aed by th$ 
instructor. 
3. IntereitS Df the gtoup should be paramount in planntn~ the 
activit~ o£ the program. -
4. The ~ttention of all should be gained before instructiQn com• 
mences. 
S- ~irections ahould be given orally qnly once~ 
6. A relaxed atmosphere aids cODIUunication, st!tnulate$ cooptration. 
14 The realizati~n on the part of $tudents that 1iste~1n$ is funda~ 
~ntal should be ¢nco~taged. 
8. In$ttuctor and etudents should set up sta~dards of good listen• ins togethei' ~ 
9. There $hould 'be cooperative planning of the $Orts of activities 
that will beat develop the traits deemed d$8i~able fo~ sood 
listening. 
10. Listening tQ each Qthet (through class discussion; reporting, 
debating~ question periods~ etc.) should he greatly stressed 
at all time$. 
lf the bulk of the •aser research regarding listeni.ng ;1.$ largely 
opttm1stic and ~ncouraging, it remains ~nly for teachers and Qther edu· 
cato~a tQ develop listening curricula, put them to th~ test in the class• 
!f~ard Blak~J '*A Code fo't'Teachers of Li.st:ening,.n ElementarY: English 
(Jqwu:y • 1961), 39:47·4~L ' 
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room at whatever level is deemed ad-visable • evaluate t:h~ progl."ams -wfth 
student$¥ ~evise th~where necesaary~ and try them ~gain. Only .in ~his 
way $n4 with eonaider~ble determination} as in all tb1nss ~w. will 
schoob bel~ to c:tevelop students uture·,J thoughtful" end nin~d,ghtfuln 
enough to live ang work constructively in a 4emocra.ey whos~ vetY ~iat• 
ence is now challenged. 
};./ 
Searfe Qffers .a challenge to ed\lcator,a in this regard. ntea-r.n!ng 
may be value.le$s if it is simply of outworn 1nto:rmation or obaolate 
skills. We ~ust concentrate on the tools and the art of thinking, with 
the etnph$sis on thinld.ng.u When we teach listening as an art. "Cq"~ w:!ll, 
in £act~ be helping to teach our futur~ citizen$ to think wis~ly and 
thoughtfully. 
!/N. Scarfe; ''Todayt$ Youth tn Tomorrow•s Wo:r:Id,u Educationa·l Horbons 
(June~ 1962)l 40:3:170•171. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
CONSTRUCTION QF E!,ERXMEN~ MATERIALS 
l .. General Statem~nt 
The plan of instruction, or the series of thirty listening lessons, 
developed for this study was used experimentally for t~n weeks with a 
&roup of 400 fifth and sixth graders in sixteen classrooms. The l~ssons 
were intended to take about twenty minutes and to be ~resented three 
times weekly. 
The decision to develop in some ~etai1 or concentrate on three 
basic areas of liateniug followed the tendency of writers in the field 
1/ 
to divide this broad subject into three S$aller categories. Dowts-
exact te~inolosy was appropriated; Section I d~alt with Discrimtnative 
Listening, Section II was concerned with Critical tistening~ and Section 
1/ 
III with Appreciative Listening. Duker uses oifferel\t de.acr.!ptive 
lan.guage,~but his $Uggestions are basically the samet he r•fers to the 
first category as Selective or Attentive Lis~ening~ the second as Re• 
flective or Critical Listeniug, ~d the third as. Aesthetic Li~tening. 
It wa~ felt that the interme4iate g~ades would v~ove the ~st satis-
factory age and inte~~st group with which to work. Thb, too; was based 
' 
on tne wr.it:i.ngs and ~'tudies already ~ompleted in the field. For example, 
,!/Clyde Dow~· "How We Teach ~istenirtg; tt Bulletin of the. National Associa-
tion of SecondarY.Sc ool Principals (January, 19~4), 38:137. 
!/Sam Duker, •'Goals b£ Teaching ~istening in the ~leme.ntary School;" 
Elementarx !nslish iarch, 1961) , 38; 170. 
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ClevelanC argues, with regard to a study complE:<ted l$st y-eart "The 
results spotlight the importance of listening and suggest greater empha~ 
sis should be placed on the teaching of listening~ especially at t;he 
intermediate grade level.u 
Emotionally; socially, and psychologically it. was felt that fifth 
and sixth graders were better e~uipped to profit from rather e~tensiv~ 
use of techniques such as elass discussion and provocative question~ng, 
primary grade student~ being too ego~centered and socially iumatur~. 
Academically. the interests and the vocabulary level of the older pupils 
were ~deally suited to the types of skills to be practiced and r~fiu~d. 
1./ 
Brown's- comments analy~ing the comple~ity of th~ listening skills 
were useful in determining furtb~r wh4t should be included within the 
three $eneral catego~ies as separate skills to be taught. The partie~ 
ulars with which $O.me of these lessons deal we~~ developed with his 
. 
"bt:eakdown11 in tnind. He suggest;:s, for in$tance, that d:i.scriminativ~ 
listening en~ompasses thre~ skills: the ability to ~ynthesiZe ~omponents 
and get the main thought. the ~bility to identify important details and~ 
finally. th~ ability to distinguish the rel~vant facts from the irrele• 
vant. These speeial subskills were the basis for several of the lessons. 
3/ 
In constructing the critical li$te~ing lessons; Wiltls- remar.ks 
were of $r~at serviceA She stresses the necessity and ~mportance of 
!/Donald L. Cleveland,;. 11The ln.ter ... relation of l\eadingil Listening; Arith• 
metic and I.q.,u The Reading Teacher (January; 1962), 15;.228. 
I 
!/James I~ Brown; HThe Measurement of Listenin$ Ability"1' School and 
Society (February, 1950), 71~69~72. 
1/Miriam Wilt, nThe Teaching of Listening and Why~u Education Screen 
(April, 1952); 31:144. . 
I: ~4$ 
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asking probingt ~hallengins questions and enco~raging thoughtful, $earQh• 
ing <liscussions. Propaganda and advertis·ing t~chniques are very· de;f,. 
1/ . 
initely subjects to be ana!yzed. she believes. Finch~- too. emphasizes 
the desir4bility of u$ing extensively ~lassroom discussion, debates, and 
oral evaluations of talkst speeches, reports; films~ and plays. 
Subskills taught within the area of appreciative list·ening, include 
the develo~ment of a genuine respec~ for the power and pe~uty of l~ngu~g~ 
the cultivat!on of a fe~U.ng for the color and mooa o.f wotds; and- the 
recogniticn;a of the rhythmical~ 111usical qualities of language. In this 
. 2/ . 
connection• Smith 1a- D!any suggestions were invaluable. 
2. Description of Materials 
Diseriminatiye listening.•- The first ten lessons of the. instruc-
tional plat.:t dealt with cliscriminative list~ning. Many of the skills hel:'e 
were stmilar to those developed in a reading programJ for ~his reason 
pr~marily it was decided ~o commence with wnat seemed to b.~ relatively 
familiar ground. the l¢ssons were 4uite simple in the beginning and be· 
came progressively more, difficult with regard to what was expected from 
the .studen.ts. 
There were five separate skills areas within this section. a~d two 
le$sons were devoted to each of these special subdivisions~ These were 
as follows: 
1. List~nin$ to hear details 
2. Listening for sequence or ord~r of events 
J:./M .. M.. )!inch, HJ~~?t .Listen," Clearing House (May, l946)j 20.:534-.5;35. 
6}Dora Smith,_ "Learnin$ to Listen and Listening to Learn," National E!du ... 
cation Asso<datiort Journal (February~ l958h 47:100. 
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3. Listening to gra$p the main idea 
4. Listening to follow directions 
$. Li$t~ning to distinguish the relevant £rom the irrelevant. 
The ~terials used for analysis and praetie~ included po~ms~ stories 
(among these a Greek myth), paragraphs from essays, and team games. The 
~~bjeet matte~ contained in these wa~ vari~d so as ~o appeal to ~$ wide 
a range of interests as was possih.le1 nature. famous ~ersons~ seienca 
and technology) animals, ¢nd finally, current events. 
Because this ~~ction intTodue~4 the stud~nts to the $tu4y of listen~ 
ing, they were as~ed to think about and 4iscus$ such questions as; 
Why is listening difficult som~times? 
Xn what ways is it like reading? 
In what ways can we improve our listening ability? 
What part does attitude, or frame of mind- play in listening? 
Critical listening.~- The s~cond section of the li~teni~g program 
was CQncerned with critical l~stening, without doubt the most complex to 
teach~ to learn, 4nd ev~n for which to build lessons·. If discg:im:tna.tive 
li$tening is largely a question of 1tstening attentively to recall facts 
or id~as,. critical listening is a more intricate and ~tur~ attivity; it 
requires recall and retention, with the added responsibility of evaluat• 
ing what is heard. lt 1~ this evaluation or re~lection about what is 
lietened to that is crucial and intricate. th~ verbal manifestationa 
may be hea~d and remembered, but how intelligently they are tnterpret~d. 
what reactions the listener has to them•-theae factors are of primary · 
importance. 
Again~ it was decided tQ divide the general section into five sub• 
skills areas and two lessons given o~er to each of these: 
1. L.istening to detect bias o~ slant 
2. Listening to dtfferentiate fact from opinion 
0 
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3~ 'iatenina ·to det~ct poor logic~ unr.eaeonabl~ 4raument 
4- :Listening to di•covu 'POOt organiaation and pr•s$btation 
.5. l.iatening tn .order to •ke jud~ta ami inf•J."eneeJ! .• 
Mat•'J,':ula Ut~~d in ttd.ii section owe.t:~ luga1:1 of -tbr&a t1P•a: p-.~ .... 
graph& frQa e•aaya, new.lp&pe:t artie lea (includiua ~dU:or:l.41s) • 4nd Jtho:tot 
biOgraphical •kfltdlts~ S(lce of ·the activit;f.ea tb.e studfinta~ t-1ere .as~ed 
tQ participate in wer~t flnditla, bl1ina1ng to clasa, a\\d dt,cuse.ing new~ 
at'ti~l•s and edtt:oriala~ l.iiting t.yp~l· of l«iti\'lg or sp~akins wbich ~J:<.e 
factual •s qt)po!le.d to opini.on.tec. writing well~~"oraani&~d 41:.l~nte fhr 
holding a given opini~n,. outlinlns ~aaterial lJ:Iitened to. and Q~f!ttding 
orally thfl' .cot1Cluaion& 4J:$lt\ from ~•rt:•~ Je.tt'!ottons 1tea:r4. 
Discussion• in this part qf the pros~am w~re coneerned~ith the 
natuJ:"e and purpose {)f propasanda~ tl'l.e d£ffetbnce between factual r~port,.. 
ing and ed:Ltc:n:·i&U.~ina~ the .de£:!niti<m and ~xpl,oration of wbat :J.a me•ne 
by t'expert opinion;" the rutture Qf gulltbiU.ty and Eikeptieiam. and those 
factors nece$Q.a:t:y to the formulation o£ V$ltte juc.tptmts:~ conclusions-. 
and :t;nfe!renc••. 
Atapfe9~•.t~'Ve ,lt.aten~U· ..... The ~bitd la1:1ge a;-ea of con~$1ltratiou in 
the li1tentng training was apprteiative li4tening~ This section was 
shorter than the first two and coQt•ine4 only five leaaons. Both poetty 
and -pro•~ •ele~;ttona were utilized. Ttu. Min po~ts devel<>pe4 were; 
the powe~ and beauty ofwell•chosen warda in de&cribins peoplet pl&c4$~ 
and feelings; the color or eood of language~ and the mu1ical O:t' rhythm1.., 
cal 4!uspects of vritten and tJpoken aymbol.a. So~ae attention wae siv•n alsP 
to tb• infinite ve~iety in vocabul&ry and tbe ~e•uttant possibility with 
~tgard to individualltm and exactneia in ·~aktng •nd writing. 
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Cort~lat~d listening~·- th~ last section; also shorter than the 
first two. wa$ called Correiated Ltatening~ and ptesented social studies 
types of materials d$aling with three different geographical areas and 
one historical figure. The $tude~ts ~~re askedj with regard to these 
~rticles; to listen and be aware of: 
l. recalling deeails and main ideas 
2. observing sequence or patte~n of organization 
3. noticing objecttvity (or iaek of it) in presentation 
4. thinking $0 as to be able to draw conclusions and infetenc~s 
from the material. 
It was hoped that thee~ selections; and tba ensuing class discus• 
aione. would serve as a ~avi~ and synthesis of the seve~al s~i11s and 
attitud$a stressed throughout the instruction period. 
Sample lessc~s, one from each of the four a~s just described. 
follow~ The ~nttra group of l~$60n$ u~ed during the experimental pe~iod 
is presented in the appendix. 
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2 PART I-·DISCR]MINATI~ LISTENING 
Lesson 1 
The aim.of lessons, always stated at the beginning of lessons, 
may be mad~ clear to stud~nts in any way the instructor feels is ap-
propriate to her (or his) special class. Materials to be used will 
be attached to lessons. 
Aim: To practice listening for detail and emotional slant. 
Procedure: 1. Teacher will read aloud the poem 1'A Summer Morning" by 
Rachel Field. Before reading, the students should be 
asked to listen for 
·' 
a. The things mentioned in nature that indicate it is 
summer. 
b. The words that might indicate how tha poet feels 
about her subject .. 
2. After completing the reading, these questions will be 
written on the board: 
a. What time of day is it in the poem? 
b. What kind of birds are seen? 
c. What did the ocean do? 
d. What type of tree was mentioned? 
e. Whom did the poet hear and what did he say? 
The answers should be written, and may be brief oneft 
s~ntence ones. 
Students should check their own papers, grading them on 
the basis of 20 points for each correct answer. 
3. Follow-up discussion with students: 
a. For what two reasons were we listening to the poem? 
To recall details re summer. 
To note poet's feeling, or bias, or slant. 
b. Why did we forget certain things? 
Inattention? 
Only one reading? 
Too many details? 
3 
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c. How can we know the poet's feelings? 
Words she associates with summer are pleasant 
Picture she presents is agreeableJ happy. 
d. Does the reader or speaker help or hinder listening? 
Good reading can make it interesting~ meaningful~ 
Good reader holds listeners' attention. 
Poor reader makes listening d~fficult. 
e. How can you be a better listener? 
Give reader strict attention. 
Concentrate, thinkwhile listening. 
4 
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Materials fo~ Lesso~ 1 
''A Summer Morl\ill$" Rach~l Ftei.d 
I saw dawn ~~eep across the sky 
And all the gulls go flying by. 
I saw t~ s~a put on ita· dress 
Of blue -mid-summer loveli:n:.ess, · 
And heard the· tre.es b~gin tp stit 
Green arms.o£ pine and junip~r. 
· .
. I heard the wind call .out and s.aY~ 
"G~t up,; my dear, it is today. 11 
0 
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PART II--CRITICAL LISTENING 
Lesson 1 
~: Listen to detect bias, emotional slant, lack of objectivity. 
Procedure: Discussion 
1. What is bias? 
Prejudice; to irtcline to one side. 
To present only one side of question. 
Could explain where meaning comes from (to cut 
material on bias, across the grain, not with 
line of material). 
2. What is slant? 
Not straight, on an angle. 
Inclined--again to one side. 
3. What is objectivity, subjectivity in writing or 
speaking? 
One is physical, actual facts or realities 
reported. 
Other deals with emotional, mental, realities 
of writer. 
4. In what kind of material would you find each kind of 
writing? 
Objective: texts and scientific or medical Journals. 
Subjective: fiction, poetry, drama, editorials. 
5. In what areas of life is this difference important? 
where should we be aware of it? 
Politics--study of history? 
Religion? 
Art, music, literature? 
Read the selections on attached sheet, asking ~lass to 
see if these are evident: bias, slant; etc. 
BoSTON UNIVERSilY 
EDUCATION LIBRARY 
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After each reading, discuss how they detected it; why it 
is important. · 
Follow-up assignm~nt 
A~k students to bring in an article showing either bias 
or the lack ~f it, and be ready to discuss these ques-
tions. 
Use these for Lesson 6 of this section. 
>. 
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Materials for Lesson 1 
Selection #1* 
Wh~t sickening details in the daily journals! Even the family 
newspapers, like the Herald Tribune and the London Times record 
freshly the horror of crimes committed daily. Politics were never 
more corrupt and brutal; government is riddled with small, material-
istic ~inds. The arts--our novels, plays, and music--are shocking and 
deal with the undignified and degraded. Our painters are obsessed with 
unlofty thoughts; our sculptors represent the trivial and the unimpor· 
tant. Businessmen are shameful, greedy, and interested only in profit 
and material gain. Our culture is immoral, tragic, and selfish in 
every corner; beyond repair and beyond hope. 
Selection #2* 
We had a funeral today in this town, and the longest funeral 
procession in the memory of these hills, A good man has gone away--
and yet remains. In the short time I have been here, I never came to 
know him personally, though I saw him often in the country roads, a 
ruddy old gentleman with thick, iron-gray hair, somewhat stern of 
countenance, shabby of attire, sitting as erect as a trooper in his 
open buggy. one muscular hand resting on his knee, the other holding 
the reins. No one who knows this community can help knowing Dr. John 
North. I never so desired the gift of moving expression as I do now, 
that I might give the faintest idea of what a good man means to a 
place like this and how vividly and long his memory will live here 
among us, 
Selection #3* 
Our Europe cannot perish; she will certainly remain. Her re-
ligion has in it those victorious energies of defence which are the 
basic condition of establishment, Europe, though she may repel at-
tacks from within and without, is always secure. The soul of her is 
a certain spirit, reasonable and full of chivalry. The gates of hell 
shall not prevail ag~inst her. Her people have merged, her cities 
fallen, her soldiers believed to have lost all because a battle turned 
against them, Her colonies have been dangerous, some say on the de-
cline, She has risen from her misfortunes; she will always rise. She 
cannot die, but only grow stronger and greater. 
*From Essays for Discussion, 
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Selection /14* 
The SDviet Union's twin cosmonauts both landed by parachute 
after their epic flight through space. Their ships weighed about five 
tons each. The closest their·ships came to each other during their 
joint flight was about three miles. They landed six minutes and 125 
miles apart in the desert region of remote Kazakstan. They both ob-
served "glowing particles" passing their spaceships during flight. 
Col. Glenn of the U.S. also had remarked the presence of such parti-
cles. c·ommander Scott Carpenter observed the particles during his 
later flight as well. "We do not feel we understand the nature of 
these particles yet; they may be simply exhaust of the. rocket motor," 
one ~f the Russian spacemen commented. 
Selection /15* 
Associate Judge of the Supreme Court Felix Franfurter today 
retired~ and President Kennedy has appointed Secretary of Labor 
Arthur Goldberg to replace him. Mr. Justice Frankfurter, Vienna-born, 
came to the U.S. at the age of 12, not speaking a word of English. 
At the Law School of Harvard University, he was brilliant and success-
ful. He was the leader in the Supreme Court of the Conservative Wing. 
Although Mr. Goldberg is classified as a Liberal, and even a Radical 
by some, he may be difficult to classify, as was his predecessor, 
Mr. Frankfurter. 
*From.Chtistian Science Monitor, August 1962. 
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PART III--APPRECIATIVE LISTENING 
~: To listen to hear rhythm and mood in poetic language. 
Procedure: Discussion 
Is language rhythmical? Yes, 
1
especially poetry, 
often prose. 
Is language capable of expressing moods, feelings 
through sound? Yes. 
1. Read Selection 1f:l. Ask class to listen for "mood words." 
How do the words here help mood or feeling? 
Image of Being awake-Qeternal motion. 
Words such as "beauteous" instead of beautiful--
·Softer. 
"holy time" suggests peace, quiet. 
Image of the Nun in adoration--again suggests 
repose. 
11~un sirtR1ng"--tranquil jcene. 
"Heaven is ~entle" 
2. Read Selection #2. 
How is mood set here? Is it sad or just quiet? 
"~plls the knell"-·1 1 s are liquid, soft sounds, 
"lowing herd slowly o'er the lea"·-more l's. 
"glimmering landscape"--soft lights suggested. 
"solemn stillness"- ... l's and s's are soft sounds. 
3. Read Selection #3. 
How did poet achieve mood here? 
Short, emphatic phrases. 
Hard-sounding words such as mark, bound, mocks, 
storm. 
Image of boundlessness, space in phrases like 
earth's wide regions, blue above and blue 
below. 
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4. Read Sel~ction #4. 
Why is this so "rhymy"? 
A nons~nse verse, for amusement; delighting .the ear 
(especially of children). 
5. Read last selection. 
How did po~t get across mood of courage, manliness, 
~ fearlessness? 
Short, clipped words--"black as the Pit from pole 
to pole" 
"bludgeoning~" 
"bloody but uilbowed11 
Images are bold, masculine-!.'unconquerable soul" 
"clutch of circumstance" 
"have not winced nor eried 
aloud" 
56 
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Materials for Lesson 1 
Selection 4/:1 ~- "It Is a Beauteous Evening" Wordsworth 
It is a beauteous evening, calm and free, 
The holy time is quiet as a Nun 
Breathless with adoration; the broad sun 
Is sinking down in its tranquility. 
The gentleness of heaven is on the sea. 
Listen! the mighty Being is awake 
And doth with His eternal motion make 
A sound like thunder -- everlastingly. 
Selection 4F2 -~ '1Elegy Writt.en in a Country Churchyard" Gray 
The curfew tolls the knell of parting day 
The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea 
The ploughman homeward plods his weary way 
And leaves the wdrld to darkness and to me. 
Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight 
And all the air a solemn stillness holds, 
Save where the beetle wheels his droning flight 
And drowsy tinklirtgs lull the distant folds. 
Selection 4/:3 -- 11The Sea11 Procter 
' 
The sea! The sea! The open sea! 
The blue, the fresh, the ever free! 
Without a mark, without a bound, 
It runneth the earth's wide regions round. 
It plays with the clouds, it mocks the skies 
Or like a cradied creature lies. 
I'm on the sea! !'m on the sea! 
I am where I would ever be 
With the blue above and the blue below 
And silence whbtesb'er I go. 
If a ~torm should come and awake the deep 
What matter -- I shall ride and sleep. 
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Selection 4fo4 -- 11The Owl and the Pussy Cat 11 Lear 
The Owl and the Pussy-Cat went to sea 
In a beautiful pea-green boat 
They took some honey and plenty of money 
Wrapped up in a five-pound note. 
The Owl looked up at the stars above 
And sang to a small guitar 
110 lovely Pussy, 0 Pussy my love 
What a beautiful Pussy you are. 
You are, you are 
What a beautiful Pussy you are! 11 
Selection 4fo5 -~ 11 Invictus 11 Henley 
Out of the night that covers me 
Black as the Pit from pole to pole, 
I thank whatever gods'may be 
For my unconqueraQle soul. 
In the fell clutch of circumstance 
I have not winced nor cried aloud 
Under the bludgeonings of chance 
My head is bloody but unbowed. 
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PART IV--CORRELATED LISTENING 
Lesson 4 
Aim: To present Social Studies material in order to 
1. Listen for facts 
2. Listen for bias 
3. Listen to make judgments 
Procedure: 1. Read selection re Japan, asking the students not only 
to listen to facts but to be ready to make certain 
judgments about them. 
a. Ask students after reading to put down at least five 
facts they heard in the selection. 
b. Ask them to write one fact which seemed unimport~nt 
to them. 
c. Ask them if the selection revealed anx bias, feeling 
or emotion regarding the facts; that is, i£ the 
speaker did anything more than objectively stating 
the facts. 
d. Ask them how they feel this was done if it was at all. 
2. Discussion 
a. What do you feel are some of the important facts? 
Size of country 
Products 
Large cities 
Tremendous growth and change since World War II 
b .. Do you feel speaker was completely objective? 
No, since many qualifying words were used to 
describe places and facts, thus hinting that 
speaker has reacted to these himself. 
c. How do you know there is opinion involved here? 
Use of words such as beapt,ifu.!, lovely to de-
scribe mountains, cduntryside, women, homes. 
Use of words such as fascinating to explain 
cities, industries. 
Statements that many Americans reacted favor-
ably to its appeal. 
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d. Has opi~ion any place in this type of material? 
Possib~y~ Influences listener to want to find 
out more about this topic? 
Holds our attention better? 
Makes for mo~e dynamic talk, less 
dull? 
e. Does it influence~ judgment? 
Probably, unconsciously. 
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Materials for Lesson 4 
Mountains in the Ocean 
The island group which makes up what is known as Japan is in 
the western part of the Pacific Ocean, close to the mainland of the 
continent of Asia. The largest of these islands is Honshu; the four 
isl~nds of the country all together are not as large as California. 
Japan is inhabited by 90 million persons; California has only 14 
million. 
Japan's seasons resemble ours very much, and its climate is 
i~e~l in many ways. There is enough rain throughout the year: the 
spring is green and in autumn many leaves turn splendidly vivid as they 
do here. The countryside is lovely all year around. 
Much of Japan's land is used for raising rice and other 
vegetables such as peas; beans and sweet potatoes. The hillsides are 
used for planting tea, for which Japan is justly famous. 
Japan is perhaps best 'khown ·for its silk and the beautiful 
kimonos, or robes, made from the silk materiil. Japan makes much of 
the silk used throughout the W?rld. 
Because Japan is an island country, the Japanese catch and eat 
more fish than any people on earth. The fishermen catch tuna, shark 
and mackerel in the deep ocean waters, and close to shore in the shallow 
waters there are fine fishing areas also. 
Japanese homes are generally simple and quite lovely--wooden 
with thatched roofs, and always with a garden, which is often a thing 
of beauty. The Japanese are artistic in many areas, and in flower 
raising and arranging they are world-famous. 
Tpkyo, now a.very much westernized city of about 8 million 
people·;· is in .the beautiful Tokyo Bay. Many modern buildings have 
sprung up in Tokyo since the last World War~ and clothing styles~ as 
well as many other older customs, have become almpst completely western. 
The influence of the United States has been great on Japan: its govern-
ment is slowly becoming democratized, its industries have grown aston-
ishingly rapidly since the war, and its people have prospered with its 
new liberalism. Americans in the armed services during the war found 
Japan intriguing, and we continue to travel there and find it so--with 
its charming Momen, its lovely countryside, famous Mount Fuji 1 the 
famed cherry blossoms, and the new bustling cities. Japan has emerged 
as a new and surprisingly complex nation of the 20th century. 
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CHA'R lV 
PUN OF r S'l!UllY 
I 
1;11ilfj acope of the atudl,.;•• Th•jttstening curriculua de•cd.bed in 
I 
Chapter Ill was ua~d by the egperi.,i.ltal group for • ped.od of ten 
weekll. Sinca thfte we~e. thirty l••~ona tc be eoJCPleted, it was. •ua· 
Belted tblt tlu:e!> be !>""Silateli lli&Cb ~eek. 'l!lul laJlSOU weJ:fl deaipeil to 
taka approximately twenty minutes, t~is tiu w•s to be taken f~om. the 
I 
l.ansuaae: art• block of the proal'••· I Any otllO:r lanauag~ •1!'t• acttvitles~ 
f 
which tight include lillteuing .aa wel\1 a.s tpeald.ng~~ wtitinth and r4iacJlns, 
! 
wet~ eMpeetea to continue durin& tbi~ peri~d. 
I 
th$ control group, durtng theJel ten w•eks. ~eceived no fpecial in• 
$ttuetion in li•tening. The •~t•tin~ languase art• proaramwas to p~o­
ceed witllout change or.' additton~ ~ha~hert ol: not it included tQme io,ei• 
dental.~ork in listening. 
The firat testing cf both stoup~ took plae• in late September and 
early October.. The C~Xperimental. aro~p began to work wtth the U.ateuing 
lUten:i•b on Octobar 15. The. -retett~ns. again of br>th groups. was 4one 
in JanJl&ry of the prae. acadea1c yeart 
1 
Detc~iRtion of,the ngpulati~n··i ~large grou~a~ • control and an 
experitqental~ we~e ueed iu tbit etud:)'" 'fhere were in the vicinity of 
I 
I 
400 •tudents in each cf the two g~o~• wh•n they were origtnally tested. 
I 
the exact n~bera ~f pup~le and elaf~•• tn.•ach group are inatca~ed in 
I 
Table 1~ 
0 
0 
0 
Table 1. Number of Students and al•$se~ ~ested··Octobe~ 1962 
Gl'oup 
Exped.mental 
Orad• S 
Gt:4d& ,f) 
Total 
Contt:ol 
Grade S 
Gtac!e. 6 
Total 
) : • • It j g it 
Number of 
Students 
180 
226 
406 
202 
-201 
403 
r•• tRJ(WI' ,,.a r)'¥f r m:: 
NUI'ber of 
Classes 
8 
9 
17 
1 
7 
14 
the control group of 403- waa tt.ken entit:.ely fros one c;oUlllunity; a 
sliahtly better .than average $U'tn.trban town nea'.r' Boston, with a mean 
mental age a little higbe:t than. natlonal noms. 'lbe e~pel':l.mental group 
of 406 was taken fr4m two differ~$.\t f:~\3n;tttf.es: one a high ®eio-
economic BO$'tCU. suburb with typ:.t~•lly higher men·ta1 age&l~ the othet' an 
industrialized $mall ~tty ~0 miles f~QmBQston with a ~a~idly growing 
population ~nd, r$cently• an infl~ of •k11led labor and tecbn!cians. 
l'hEl eortib:fnation of tlu!tie two <very 41ff•tent a'rea$,. it waa hoped, would 
be comparabl$ to the control population. 
J?psc.:tiJ!;1-on of pret:eat meaaurea, tui!.s!· •· The instruments emplolJed 
with both groups fOr the prete~ting tn Septemb~r~ctobar we;e as follo~s: 
l/ (a) Otis Quf.ek ... scorills Me'ntal Ability Test. Beta Form CM; (b) Stanford 
!I 
Achievement Reading '.te$t. lnte1:mediatte Fom JM• and (c.) ST81> Listening 
!7A~tbur s. 'OHa,. Atie Q~iek•Scoring Mental Ability Tes.t, Hat"court:, 
lb;ace. and W()rlci,. Inc. • New York. 1954. 
1/Truman L. ~l1ey. ett al ... ~tanford Ac-hievwnt 'fes!• YonkerB-on•Budson, 
New Yod~. World BOQk Co •• 1953. 
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It was decided to use the Otie inatr~nt becauee of its brevity 
and eas• of administration. Since ~he~ther two testa (particularly the 
Listening on•) were long, and the n~ers of students to be te$ted were 
large. time was~ of neceaaity~ a consideration. 
The S~P Listening instrument; which ia administered orally and 
' 
take$ a mi~~um of 7S udnute$ to c~lete, ia the onl' stanoa~dtzed 
listening teat available fo~ uoe in the elementary ~chool grades. 
Ordinarily. Fot'IU 4A and 4B are su~eated for Grades $ anc.t 6. ltoweve~~ 
I 
after $xamining these .forms and taking intc> consid,ration the nature of 
the population to be used in tha study. it was felt that Forma 3A and 
JB. more difficult teats, ~ight be ~r• suitable to the population in 
question._ The Educational TeJting Setvtce in Princeton, New Jersey w•s-
contacted with ~ega~d to thi• probl••= the possibility of uains a fo~ 
other th~n that usually •pecifitd fo~ Grades S and 6. It waa suggested 
that one or twa clas8es eimilat to ~bose to b$ used in the main expert~ 
•nt be teated wttb the 100re difficult fon:s, since STEP scores obtained 
from d.i:fftrent forms Ol:' levels are ~omparable. Further., l?orm 3A WQuld 
be too difficult fo~ only the lowes~ 6 par cent of an ~selected Grade 5 
' group, and 3 per cent of a~rade 6 $roup. 
Brie£ de,s~.ril!tion of pilot studx .... 4 pilot study was conducted in 
June, preceding the fall teating. One hundred twenty fifth and .sixth 
I 
I graders weJ:'e teste<t~ uaing S'X'EP Liatentna Test~ Form 3A. It was found 
,!/Cooperative Teet. Division, §eguen.$!!1 'rest of, Eduea~1pf¥!,l,P.ro&tess:.:, 
Liatenina, Eu~ational Testing Service; P~tnceton, Ne~ J•rsey. 1957. 
-C 
tha~ a tlOl:'Ml curve of $CQJ:tUJ cQuld be obtainad ueing tbi.s fom. Out 
• r 
of 60 Sctttb grader$* fo~ exa~Jple • 4? •rec ~t th~ fiftieth percentil• 
or hiJhe~; ou~ of 60 fifth graders, 30 ~eta ~t ~he fiftieth pe~cen~Ll• 
or hig~er. Table 2 show$ more -.ctly the &-eaulta of the .. itot. atudy. 
-
.......... 1 • I I I '" 
ltl II 
.. I I I h '*"' I ..... Ill- "ph J ' I 
Group No. Tested ~an n&w Scqre ercent1le s.n. Band 
Cra4e S 60 4$.7$ so- 14 12.10 
Grade 6 60 s~.u 6& ... 83 9.45 
On. the ba•is o£ thu sample • typ~al of tbe population to be 
~e•ttd in tbe ac~ual •tudy} it waa c;tecided that lJ'orm 3A cQuJ,d be ueed 
auQce$afully. 
Uae ,of tbfr ,aud!gmet~ _17.~!.tt'•• Since it w-.s felt that any etudent 
-~itb a he•r~ns difficulty would (l) ~ield AQ i~curate acorc on the 
o~ally adminlatered li•tenioa test, ,anQ (2) b• unable to profit from 
' 
liat•ntna t~atntng with the aame d•lr~e of eff!qiency $~ • $tUdent with 
l 
no bMt-ing proble11, thotwt pupils 'Whote. OUIIlulat.f.va folder~ or •dtc:al 
' 
racor4t indicated a f&ilute on ~h~ Mattacbusetts ~udiometer Te't wet• 
01.d.tt•d .from the •t. to be collsldew~d.. Table 3 11hows these omiestons. 
Table 3. Numbers Omitt~d .Vua to FaLlure on Mllssae!husett~ Audiometer 
tett, 
I I J & Ui 
Sxp6l'i1:III!ntal 
Gr•de S 
Gtat!a 6 
Contzr()l. 
Grade S 
Gr-.de 6 
1111 !I 
• I !I 'l:Yiil" 1111 I -
.No. Omittea 
1 
2 
0 
4 
180 
226 
202 
201 
173 
224 
262 
191 
DeG!1J;;!!tion Jo£, re~esti!!Si ... After th~ ·special materialt had be•n 
Uied by the e2(parimenta'1 group for t~n ~~~kr;:. both the c<m.trol and~ ... 
p•rtmental groupa we~e tetested to ~$cet~ain any differ•ncea o~ s~tlar~ 
itles.. Thet $tQnfotd A~bievemtlnt R••9lng Te•~• thb tlhue lom KM Inter~ 
mediate. wttS- re;ldminiatere~ to discottet! .1.£ geiu in rQ.ditlS W4t'• aesoei-
ated t.ri~h gains in liatenin$. Th• STEP Li•t;•nins ~eat. now fota 3B, 
al4o w~s given both g~oup~ to deta~n~ the ~•~£u1neaa of ~bt ~peri• 
aental leru•ons in incrtaaing l:tet.mtna pqwer.,. 
0 
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This study b$d as ita ~in pu~po'e the construct~n of a dtvelop• 
1nental aet of -.ter1a1s in u .• tenins for GJ:ad~s 5 and 4~ ancl thr. eva1· 
uation of thoee matcn.•tal• with regatti to several cr1~eri&. The $pecial 
cu~t'iculua was used by the e~perlJDental g¥eup fo1t t:*tl wet~ks. F~llowtng 
thia tr•tntns, both the exper~t~l and con~ro1 gtoupa were retested 
to atce~tain the value of the .mat$riala in ~~oving listening #killa. 
The listening data wert exami~•d to 4et•rmtne: 
(l) g~oup diffefFnc~': the difference between the reteat scores 
in li"Stenbia of tbe ••p•riuntal e.n<l cQatl'ol group• • Orade$ 5 
and 6 being tr•attd ••parately 
(2) ~~ di#farences! the difftreaee between the retest 1~etening 
scores of boy• anc:l sirla 
(3) G~ade level,differ~sse!: tbe difference between the retest 
liatellins scores of fifth Sli&4e tatudlmte and ~ixtb sra@ stu-
dent• 
(4) Intel+~sence level diff~f•nc•~: th~ difference• between the 
retest liatenins s~ores of •tudenta with high* average. low 
average. and low intelligence quotients, Grade$ S and 6 •a-in 
being examined sepatately. 
Other 4ata. ruuAely., J:"eadina score• -a124 results of the tntelltaence 
test•• we~e analyzed to diacover: 
b 
~ 
(1) Qorrtla~ions: the correlation of li,tenlng scores with two 
ota~r factor•··~eading acorea and intelligence te•t scQr:e8. 
(2) Transfer value of listening tra1~ina: the effect of the ex• 
perimental ~terials in liatening on reading scores, t.e., was 
thet'e any t;carry ... ooqer:u benefit from one ls.ngl.lage ar:ea (or•l) to 
another (written) language area. significant in the •xperi• 
~ntal group. 
Data~~l~ted.~o .sreues,befor~ ~g~a,ttns.~· The enperimen~al and eon• 
trol groupo were compared with regard to three variables: chronological 
ag~. intelligence ~coEes, and listening score$. Tables 3a through 3f 
•how the results of thia comparison. 
Table 3a.. A Comparison ox Mean Chronological Ages--Experimental. and 
Cont:tol Gt'oups, Grade 5-... Befot'e Equating 
!I!QIIIi M j I ;t ; J II 
Group 
lxped.untal 
Cont~ol 
No~ Mean 
173 
202 
124.56 5.16 
U.0 .. 90 4~72 
4.66 .516 9.03 
A cU.ffer•nce in means o.f 4.66 yields a critical r~tto of 9.()3j 
which ta eqtietically signifi~ant in favor of the experimental group. 
Table: 3b. f,. Compa-risQn of Mean Chronological Age$ ..... £xperimenta1 and 
Control GJ:oupe, Grade f) .. ·Befor• Equating 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.81 Diff. S.E .. d c.a . 
Experitaental 224 136.93 5.~1 • 395 
3 .. 12 .567 6.56 
Control 197 133.21 5 .. 70 .407 
68 
0 
0 
0 
A difference between groups of 3~72 yields a c~itical ratio of 
6.S6, statistically significant in favo~ of tht experimental group. 
Table 3c. A COIDpa~ison of Mean Intelligence .Scores•-EJtperimental and 
Control Groups~ Grade s-.. Befot'C!l Equating 
::•:: ¢ trl 'i 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.B.m Diff .. 
173 
202 
llLOO 12.20 
109.70 10.80 
.931 
.762 
1.30 1.08 
Control 
A cr:itical -r&tto of 1.08 is obtained from the difference in means 
of 1.30. This is not significant n~tisttcally. 
table 3d. A Comparison of Mean Intelligencct scores-... Espedmental and 
Control Gro-.aps; Grac1e 6 .. •Be.fol:"e ~quating 
.-a= •n u• ~ • 1:1:111 II I I I I 1 za 1 == = ••• * ::=1 Ql I Gt'OUp No. Mean s.n. s.a.m Dif£. s.E.d c.a . 
2xpt\rimental , 224 113.50 14.00 • 937 
5.75 1.308 4.40 
Control 197 107.75 12 .. 80. .914 
~he difference of 5.75 yields~ critical ratio of 4.40, Wbich is 
statistically significant in favor ~f the expe~!mental group. 
Table 3e. A Compartson of Mean Liattni.ng Scores-·Experimental and 
ContTol Groups. Grade 5--Before Equating 
Group No~ Mean S.D. ~;E•m Diff. s.E.4 . I .. , .. ... . I 
""' 
! •••Jt If 
' 
.. 
Experimental 173 41.10 12.30 ,938 
2.50 1."21S 
Control 202 38.60 10.95 .113 
c.a .. 
l; 
2.06 
69 
II 
* 
0 
0 
0 
A c~itical. ~atio of 2.06 is obtained fro~ tbe difference of a.so. 
Tbi$ is not significant ot~tistically. 
Table 3f. A Comparison of ~n Listening Sc:oretJ--E~perimental aud 
Control Groups, Grade 6•-Before Equating 
~=' ; 4 ' , , ; u'l ':tz ·••:::~::r=-c=-.........,r,w=rtt::••eiJ't=t==-=e=w 4 !Ji ; $.: j $ ; 4 f¥ ::;:~ Gro1.1p No. )lean s.n. S.E.m Diff. s~s·d c.a. 
Experimental 224 49.55 14.35 .961 
3.5.$ 1.299 2.73 
Contt;ol 197 46.00 12.25 .875 
The difference ~n means of 3.55 yields a critical ratio of 2.73• 
which is ~tatisttcally eignificant in favor of the exper~ntal group. 
An examination of these data reveals tbat the two groups were, on 
the whole. too ~isstmilar to be compared without first equating them. 
nata related to equating.•• On tbe basi~ of the score data Qbtained 
; 
from the pretesting. the control and experimental populations were 
equated with ~egard tQ three c~1terta; (l) ehronological age; (2) in• 
telligence; and (3) listening scores.. Tables 4 through '9 indicate this 
equating of tbe two gr-Oups on three variables .at the ttiO grade- levels• 
fifth and atxtb. 
Table 4 .. A Comparison of Mean Chronological Agea ... -Grade 5 
Group No. Mean s.n. s.s.ll Uiff. s.a.d c.a. 
A A l Mdn ' q I' Y II .......... "................... 't¥811f .,...,., ...... ( , I 
EKperitoental 
Control 
156 
151 
123.41 4.34 
122.94 4.81 
.349 
.393 
.,47 .526 .694 
'lbe critical rati-o of .894 is low enough. to be considered not stn· 
tistically significant and indicates the two s~oups to be equal. 
70 
0 
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Table 5. A Comparison of Mean Chronological Ages••Grade 6 
!xp~rimental 164 l35.7S 4~71 .36$ 
.so .S04 .992 
Cont;ro1 159 135.25 4.34 .345 
.. m' 'I I ~' • 
' -~ ' HiM d IIIIIIIIIIM '· '"· . ., .. , .... , ~, ~ .... 
The critical ratio of .992} whtch is the result of a differ•nce of 
.so, is low and not statistically significant; indicating the two g~oups 
to be comparable en th~ f~ctor of cbtonolQSical age. 
Table 6. A Comparison of !lean t.Q. Score$---Grade 5 
I *' t L 
No. Me~m Gt'0\11'> 
..... ; IICCJ;t •• .....,.._ l 4 I ; 4 I "' f F 
Expe:dmental 
Control 
156 
l.Sl 
111.85 11.45 
111.28 11.00 
.919 
.898 
.57 1.284 .. 444 
The ditference. of .57 yields a CJ:it:ical t."atio of .444, ~hich ia 
not significant s;atietically and indlcatea the groups are comparable. 
tt'? ue;::: = re•wtt•::; rrc •1 ,._,. n t tll(•;c Jhli : &«k•:=• ._,,,, • 'r: •• *"' •=~' J · WI'ZJ Group No. Mean S.D. S.£.111 Diff. S.E.0 C.R. 
Expel'itneQt•l 
Control 
164 
159 
lo9.9S 1o.aa 
l09.4S 10.9~ 
.8.52 
.. 874 
.so 1.220 .410 
'The difference of .SO yields a c.ritlcal ratio of .410. This is. not 
a ~tattatically significant critical ratio and indicate~ tbe groupa are 
71 
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o· 
~~~:iii:~~~;·~,;·. \ '1 :;r<m!= • . ,, l;=l ' "'•fl'lt%:11• •t)y ~=' :ISi:H~ ,, L •• :t; i1:t II*' e u:zls ••r=::cw ~-' ' I I « :AI;i; Group No .. Mean S.D. S.E.m Ui£!. s.s.4 c.a .. 
Expewiutenttl 156 42.10 12.6() 1~012 
1,.,7.5 1.371 1*211 
CoAt:l'ol . 151 40.35 11.4,5 .. 935 
'.th~ oifftn::enc• between .ans of 1. 7$ is not lafse and yield$ a 
eritieal tatto of 1.211. which 1• not sreat enough tQ b~ st•ti.stically 
significant. 
==-~:::1 'IU;!I C':'; IM I , •... ft ~0 r ·~·~~.,,,,, I 1:3fjt!'ICIT;;; IIIC I Q:s;,li~~i ~i:W .. I!'tlrtl' P 111 Ul li i l lllt:i 
Group No .. ~ean S.D. S.B.m Dift .. s.a.d C.tl • 
Jl(peri~tal 164 49.0S 10.5.5 • 826 
1.40 1.212 l.lS:$ 
Contx-ol 159 "?47 ... 65 ll.l.S .S$7 
The critical ratio of l.l5S is not $tatist1cally $ignific•nt and 
indicates the g~ou~a are compa~abl• in l1$tentng ability. 
Number, of <:ao~s rema.~ma .~or .fj'i,lal d!~,!l.,4nal;rai.~~ ... 'fhtougJt th~ 
equating process. many of the ortsin$1 ca,sea ~te d!sr:fltde4. Table 10 
ijQQW$ the numbers involv~~ tn thts p~oce~$ and th' casea which were 
ftually considered in ana1yzt~g th• data of tb~ $tuoy. 
( 
0 
0 
0 
Table 10. RUT4bot .o£ Ca'"'ao~; O;ttted tll-rough ~quaetnt 
-
~ 
GtoQp Nu.b.ar Befor-. Nuzaber After 
lquating Equatiull 
!xpei!h'lent 1 
G2:ade S 173 156 
.c~•d• o 224 164. 
'total 3~7 320 
Control 
G.:ade S 202 l!Sl 
G~ade 6 .1.97 1S9 
tot•l 399 310. 
or~d tot al 196. 63() 
Status of the ~roup• after ~• of ext)eri1:1:iental uteriala .. •• Table$ 
11 •net ll 1 ~dicate tba ~:riU.c.al -r•ttQA' obtatnl!!4 on ea.tb g~ade lev•l b4• 
tween the e ~e;'.-ntal an4 control g_.oupt a.t th4l end. o£ tba atudy. 
02:oup No. Mean s .. J;t. $.E.m llitf .. S~E"d c.a. 
f;)tpld.Mnta 
" 
156 .49 .. 20 15.17 1 .. 218 
9~6S 1.$62 6ij30 
Conttol 151 ~~~3S 11.99 .979 
' 
~~~~~- ~ ,!, It: Iiiii ! .. "'." .. I! ,., ... c • • 01 ·~ .... 6~ .. , 
the di ferenc« o£ 9.85 it a aubatantial one and y~aloa • critical 
ratio of 6 .. ~ o. ~bich i• $tati.,tic•lly tisnitlce.nt in fa.vor of tht ex·• 
per~n~al group. 
~ . 
1\73 
0 
0. 
0 
~~----.-~-
Tables 11a thrQugb llc indic•te the mean gains in Grade S for the 
two stoups from October to January. 
Table Ua.. A Comparison ·of Mesa Beginning and Ending Listening Scores. 
Grade 5•-Bxperimental Group 
==~=~ s:=:=== = = a:a::=•:::: : ;:~ :: : 'ZS:: I •• "~! ; ·~~::.: I~ i ;0 ~ ~ 
' 
. 
=· ·=-= ~ l:11t: ill II I ! •: ~ Score No. Mean S.D. S.E.m iliff. S.B.d c.a. 
Beginning 156 42.10 12.6() l.Q12 
7.10 1 .. 583 4.49 
Ending 1.56 49.20 15.17 1.218 
Th$ difference of 7.10 ~etwe~n pretests and poatte$ta in the ex-
perU~ental fifth grades yields a Ct:'itical ratio of 4.485. which is 
statistically signific~t. 
table llb. A Ccmparisbn of Mean Begtnntna and Bnding Listening Scores • 
Grade S•·Control Group 
u dNi I' 4 t; 1 )1l 1''t'1 A t ••rx. at $i#::::'nZ}Jt r i!f*# ''I *A • f t .5 I Xlf. 1i 
Score • , ., ~: Mean,, S .. D. S.E.m •.•. ptff. S .. E.g t 1 J;t J ' c.a .. 
-
Beginning 
End ins 
151 
' 1S1 
40.3.5 11.45 
39.35 11.99 
1 .. 00 1.3S3 .739 
A critical ratio of • 739 1& bbtatne4 from the <.U.ffe"rence between 
means of 1 .. 00 for the control fifth gwade~. Tbis is not significant 
statistically,. 
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table lle.. A Comparison of Mean Cains foX~ the !2q1erimental and Control 
Groups•-Gtade S 
'* ·~ a ::.:~fe= ~~-::;,: ~~~~ u il:: 1:1 :: =: ,::, :1:: ::::;=;1 I • 1 • u •==:;a .:: :::i;= ::i : i I ll!C ;; Group No. Gain S.E:s l)iffl< in Gain s.E.a C.R • 
I 
' 
. • J , .. I ; . l 41 ..... kit I 
Experimental 156 7.10 1.583 
61110 2.082 2.93 
Cont:rol lSl 1.0() 1-3.S3 
A diffe~ence tn gains of 6.10 b~tween groups yields a c~itical 
ratio of 2.927. which ~s significant statistically. 
table 12. A Comparison of Mean List~n:tng Scor«'s, Grade 6-.-January~ 1963 
I :Sa •• ~~ 1:: ::=1111 I Iii 1:110! I I ill;:: • I n;:l=iild I ~ l=lill
1i:'""":l:.t:= :;I'':: 1:1 ;:s:~ ¥ •= •:=:= I 111::::::;: 
Group No. Mean S.D. S.£. 111 Diff. S.E.0 c.a. 
Experimental 164 54.2S 11.30 .,884 
6.53 1.332 4.90 
Control 159 47.72 12.54 .. 997 
The crltical ratio Q£ 4.90 is ~tatiStically significant in £avo~ of 
tbe expo~~ntal ~oup at the sixth grade level. 
the mean gatus of Grade 6 egperimental and. control groups were com• 
pared. ~he difference between the two groups fielded a ~tatistically 
•!snificant critical rati~. th1a i• indicated by Tables 12a thro~h 12e, 
Table 12a. 4 OoJWad.son of Mean Beginning and and:lng .Listening Seore&, 
Gra4e 6•-SKperiment•l Group 
Store No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. s.s.0 o.a . 
Beginning 164 49.05 10.55 • 826 
.S.20 1.209 4 .. 30 
Ending 164 54.25 11.30 .a84 
75 
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The difference Qf S.20 b•t~••n p~eteat• ana po;tteata tn the aixth 
srade expe~i~tal group yields a sianificant eritica1 ratio of 4.30. 
Table Ub. A Comparison of Mean Bes1nning and Ending Ll~tentq Scores, 
Graci• 6•-Control Group 
., .. u I 1 »il r = 1 J •••:lUX ,. ~· '• I ll! M "''*I •• I T t • 
-Sco~e .No. Mean S.D~ S.B.m Diff. s.s.d c .. a. 
......... 'lt 
' 
ltlll i'll1 , ; • ., •• > ... 4f I 111; t~ I llt\ u ~ ... .. • #btjl 
Beainning 159 47.65 ll.lS .887 
.01 1.3.34. .OS 
Ending 159 47.12. 12~.54 .997 
The difference in ,_all$ of • 01 between control sixth gradtJs yleldJJ 
a critical ratio of .os~ which ls not statistically significant. 
Table 12~. A Compa'tison of Mean Gains for Grade 6••Bxperi111ntal and 
Control Croups 
tt rs , a;;= • e • ' J • c f •• • • 'I = t • • * t r • • • It If • c G, •• *" •: '=** * e e~ 
Group 
ilsu ILl 
Cont-rol 
$.20 
.01 
5.13 1.800 
The diffetence in gatn between the two groups waa 5.13, which 
itelds a cEitical t~tio of 2.$5, wbicb 1a significant statiatically. 
2.85 
Data related to aex diff$rence!·•· The li•tenins scorea of boy1 and 
girl• we~• comeared to dtecovar any dtsaimila~ities with ~egard to ··~· 
Table•· 1:3 an4 14 indicate. the find.ings in tbia mattew. 
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Table 13. A Comparison of Mean L:btening Scores for Gran• S, Boys vs. 
G!tla-~3anuary· 1963 
=--:m • w1 •w: 
·-· 
- : • ll I R J • hi .... 3 
. , -..... 
GJrOUp No. Mi!an S .. D., S.E.111 Uiff~ S,.B.d .o.a. 
l!lxp•riantal 
Boys 80 48.20 12.20 1.374 
2.35 2.047 1.15 
Girls 16 50.55 13~15 1 • .518 
u .. , .. 
The difference of 2.35 yields a ~ritical ~atio of l.lS, which is 
not statistically significant thouah·the differenc• is in favor of the 
g:trlJ. 
77 
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Table 14 ~ A CompaJ:'bon of Mean Lbteni;ng Scort~s. for Grad~ 6 ,. Boys vs. 
Gi~l•••January 1963 
i::llltr::;~:r,:t;:~~::~·~··lllll!.lll:.-.tlrl:lim:lt~:z;:;:."tts:t' I - •= :=!ll ~~;;"#;;fJ~!ii*i~ IIUii ·,:::=~:til: ;'I~IC IU'I:~IlQ-Group No. Mean S.D~ S.ltm J>1ff. S.E.d C.R. 
, .. WI 1' esr-. ..... . tl d~ 
E~p.,rimental 
aoya $2. 54.2$ 11.4$ 1.272 
.20 1.786 .11 
Girl• 82 !i4 .. 45 11 .. 30 1. .. 255 
-
,. ..... 
The difference of .20, which favors th8 girls~ yields a eritical 
~atto of ~llt which is $t&tistically tnsign1fieant and shows no sis" 
niftc-.nt .dtffettnQe betw1en the. b<>Y« and girls. 
Bat~ r~lase~ t~ di~f¢[~ncea betseen.srast.~~V~f~··· Retest liaten• 
ing ecores of fifth gtaders were compat«6 with those of sixth sraders to. 
discover any d1ffe~encea wt~h xe•pect to gr4da placeme~t. ·. T•ble• 15 and 
16 show the r•st.tlta· of tb'i\~e <:omp4r.isou. 
tablt lS. A Collparittou of Metm Li-$tening Scores fot t~ Bnpe~im•ntal 
'Group~~3anuary 1963 
l!ifth Grade 
Sixth Grade 
156 
164 
--·-JI•-14-i'•~E ._., 'F*'*)t'lltio 
49 .. 20 1S.11 
54 .. 25 11.30 
5.05 l.$0.5 
The ~•n difference betweon Grades S and 6 in the ~~perimental 
$_t0l,lp W.J S.G,S, wbich yielda a C:t'ltical t'atf.o of 2.80:~ Which i3 ~t;atiS• 
t~ally significant in favor of Orad6 6. 
0 
0 
0 
~able lSa indicates the difference in the two grades befo~e teaching 
Table 154. A Compariaon of Mean Listening Scores for the Exped.men.tal 
Group••Oct~ber 1962 
n=s:=rr==::=:.-.,s~=n=~:,;; : :::mm:•r 'i!::t::r - : ;;::: ... I :~:::s ; ; a:,:; : ==';;;?:; :; 'lj,) .q: j = 
Graclf! No. Me$n S.D. S .. E.m Diff .. s.a.ti c.a. 
5 1S6 42.10 12.60 14012 
6.95 1.349 5.15 
6 164 49.05 '11.15 .887 
Before training, the experimental sroups• difference was 6.95. 
·~bis yields 4 critical ratio of S .. 15, which is sta.U.sttcally signifi· 
cant in favor of Grade 6. 
~he difference between gradea was greater ~afore the training 
period; the teachiJlg of U.stening would s'em to narrow this differeuce .. 
a:I 
Table 16. A Comparison of Mean Lietening Scores fqr the Control GroUp--
January 1963 
U:!:: ;;, t l " ''T i ;• ;; r: Je;:::o=ttttl J I : ra rc Ci 
' 
):;;!;;;:J:"l'''! ;; a:•l e I 1' ;.= 
GradE$ No. Mean $.0~ S ... E.m Diff. S.E.d C.R,. 
s l.Sl :l9:ss 11.99 .J79 
8.37 1,397 
6 159 41.12 12.54 _.997 
The atffe~ence between G~adea 6 and 6 in the cont~bl group was 
8.31, which yields a critical ratio of S.99, ~hich ia statistically 
significant in ~avor of G~ade 6. 
5.9.9 
Table 16a indicates-the d~fference between srades using the pretest 
data. 
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Table 16a~ A Compariton of Mean List~ning Scores for the Control Group 
Grade 
5 
6 
••October 1962 · 
llll::;;::=;liilllliMI'We;;pq I. fth JIJ I' t=t I iS; '111it lf .. li'W :'1 ~ 
l51 
159 
40.3.$ 11.45 
47.65 11.15 
.935 
.aa1 1.288 c$.67 
!he difference between gradts was 7.30 inOctob,~, which yields a 
cri~ical ~atio- of S, 61, statisttc•lly $1gnt~icant in favor of Gra4e 6. 
Without ttalnin&; the ~~fference after 10 ~eeks wa• areatat between 
the two grades. 
An eaamtnation _of these• tour tables together leads on~ to the .eon-. 
clu1ion that dir~ct teaching of the liat~ning ekill tends to ~rrow the 
difference betw•~n grade•· 
~ata ra~~·d te. levels of ~n~ell!genc~.-· ~be expertme~tal data were 
separatea L~to four categories ba1ad on intelligence test scores. · Jbe 
next group of tablee indic•tes the findinge with resa~d to 4iff•renee in 
listening scores on £0u~ l.Q. levelf for the exp~r~ntal group•. The 
fil:'st five tab'lea dea,l with ~;ade s, tba n•xt five with GJ:ade -6. 
Table 17. A Co1.1lpatrison of Mean Beg!nnins and Ending LieJtenf.n$ Score• 
for Grade S~·Firat qua~ter (120•140>t.Q,.)~•Experimenta1 Group 
Score No. Mean S.D. S .. B.m l)iff. s.E .. d c.a. 
Beginning 99 ,52.00 6~70 1.081 
9.67 1.481 6.67 
In ding 39 61.61 6.20 1.006 
80 
0 
0 
0 
The Cl'itical tatio of 6.67-; obtained f1rom the d:tffeJ;'~nce tn meanS: 
' 
Table 18. A Co1apa1:'ison of Mean Bestnninl an4 EndinS Listening S(!or4lltf / 
t~t Gr$de 5••S•coodQua~ter (11~~119 t.Q.)•·Experimental Group 
39 
2.358 
' 
whf.cb i$ statisticl.llly fiigntficant. 
Table l9. A ComparisQn of Mean ~gimU.ng 4nd Eudtns l.tstenins Seot:es / 
for Grade S••Thi~d Qua~te~ (103~111 l,Q.)••SKperimental Group 
'II! 'I W't .Q"'t; :n .... ,,,g;:; .• , .... ' I t=t ,, ( N . 
' 
.,, * Ill ilit!IIIII'C!!lll! 1 1:URI 
' 
iliihlf I J r, I bi 
Scqre No~ Mean s.n.. s.t,.,m nttf~ s.a.4 c . .a. 
..... I I 
' 
I t; • .. , f' 
,, 1!1 .. WI'"'~ . 
' 
.. ..... , .. b 1r [I 7 I,, II .. Ri h l:t..,.,. 
Beatntd.•s· $9 38.28 6.95 1.128 
3.32 l~$33 2.93 
Sndins 39 43.65 $.90 1.445 
A critical t:atio of 2. 93 1$ Qbtatrl~5d fro-. the difference t11 means 
·of S .37, ~his i' {ftatistically atsnir$.oant. 
Sl 
'1$ 
0 Table 20~ A Compa~.t~on of Mean Beginn:ing and Ending Listenitag Sco~es \, .... ,. 
fQt Grad$ S·~F~urth Quarte~ (87~102 I.Q.)••Expe~fment31 Grou~ 
0 
0 
neg inning 
Ending 
7.15 
9 .. 1.5 
1.161 
1 .. 48.5 
.6J.)l 1.484 
-flit P ;1 SVirl11~lq_,p,1;trtal 11!1 ~~~--~,-------------------
A dlffe~enn~ of 6.01 1n ~ans )i.lds a e~itica~ ratio of 4.0s, 
which 1s •t•ttsti~ally significant. 
Evel:'y one of the fou~: levels o.f intel:Ugenc~.t .tn Crace S made 
st•tiatic•lly significant gain~ iu li~taning abilitt. 
\.. 
Table 21. A Comparf.~on Qf Mean Lt.st:•ntng Scot:~$ B~twe~n Qua.tters for 
Crad4 S•wJanuary lg63••EMperiwental Group v" 
~~:11::~ Pl:~::l~=~• r:: 1::1 ·=::::n~=mn~:;,::l:;t''l!t~ :z;·: :i;:• =Hct.;;ltR==~·,. =:;;:.:=;;' ;r.;::.;:::::s;::::::: 
Quarter No. Gain s.:e.~. , Df.f£. in Gaia ~~~,,~.' ~·~·-• .- ............ tt "1: HI,,. ... 1: • I J ... , fi'Jlt)lflll" ''f Vsl' 1 '' n, 
First 39 9.87 1.48 1.19 2.18$ .64 Seco~d 3-9 8.08 2 .. 36 
First 39 9'.81 1~48 4.5'0 2.)$3 1.19 Tbitd 3-9 s.31 1.83 
Fi~St $9 9~87 1448 3.86 2.093 1.85 
rcurth 39 6.01 1.48 
Second 39 s.oa 2.36 2.71 2.986 .91 Third 39 5~37 1.83 
Secono 39 s~oa 2~36 2.07 2.785 .74 Fo"*tth 39 6.01 1.48 
Thi'td 39 5.31 l .. ag 
.64 2.353 .21 l?out:th 39 6.01 1.48( 
"/ 
NoAe o~ the critic•l ~atio& is stat1tt1cally atantficant~ and the 
diffet~ce betwe~·~uarte~• t• thua found to be negligible on tbe fifth 
&~•4• level. 
a f ·•=-• 1 1 'Jir · 1 11 1 r ll!ur u:m: · ··••HI "'* li 1 11 ,,,, 1 ,., 
$<:ot:e No. Mean :S.D. S..~.m 'J.)tf£~ S .. E.d C: .. ~~ 
M r 1 I • ( A .: t I I' ~· I* ( J t ~ l ,•1' I 1 PI' F J P .. •!'4 11 1 ~· I If f " F ~ ll" 1 f H .... 
Besintl:l.ng 4.a 58.19 '1.15 1.117 
5.61 1~687 l.33 
EndinJ 42 63.$0 8.10 1.26.5 
....... l"'i ~ ., .. , . ~ ltll! ,, ., ~~ .,, .. .... ,, II ~ -~ il"'l ~l!lilrl~ ...... ... J ., ••• 111111 t .. , !~ 
~he d1ffer~nca between the Glans of 5.61 yields a c~ittcal watio 
of 3.33.- whiclt1.a statistically li&niftc...nt. 
~abl• 23. 1t. Coqt-.lil•on of Mean Beatutdug and !udiq tieteni'nS Sco~• // 
for~rade 6••S•cond Qua~te~ (lll•116 l.q.).•Jxperizental G~oup 
l&I:IUl ir It "*'Mt'lrll : • b • J11: lEI I I ...... , .. •• I JiJt I t 
Scolrtt No. Mean s.n"' S.J::.m Uiff. $.~~4 C • .R.. 
-
I , I I ,., .... , I ... ',p, • .,. 
Beatuntng 41 SO.t>S 1.40 1.1,.6' 
S.60 l .. ~%7 2.91 
Enc.U.na 41 S6.2$ 9.10 l . .S$3 
A critical t:at:io ot 2.91 t.a obtained ftOIQ. th• cltff•reuc;e in •au 
of S.60. This i$ •t•tistically aiantficant. 
'1>1 
&3 
17 
0 
0 
0 
'table 24.. A Comparison "f Me .. n Besf.ntlin,g and Encl:l.q Listening Scores /,. 
£0~ Grade 6·-~hi~d Qua~ter (lOl•llO t.Q.)•~Bnp~ri~ntal Croup 
41 
41. 
4,.65 
50.90 
s.zs 1.723 
II '= 
c.a. .. 
s.os 
A diffet<tnce J.n ae•nQ o.f .5 .. 25 yteld• a c~J.tieal t4t!o .of J,.os.-
wbieh is •tatisttcally significant. 
Table 2S ~ A. C<mpar1aon of Mean llt?Jginn:tns and Endi~ Listenitl$ Scores. 
fo~ Grade 6••Fourth Quarter (79~l02 X~Q.)••Bxpert~ntal Group 
'liitl! ., ~~ ':Cit=tlt , "' : "m=-n=-= ':n:. :e =:; !tli:llirli • $Ifill r~• •:~t::;IJ!:f Mi 1;;1 ; ; ' lll I I •• rl '!;''?#':II t : •.• ';;I•J ., ::I;:~ 
$core ~o. M~ S.D .. $.1 •• Dif£,. S.!.d. c.a~ 
s~atnntna 4tl 40.00 7.,65 1.224 
5.15 2.224 2~32 
Bncltns 40 45 .. 15 11.60 1~8S7 
.,.. .... . ·~~~ I~~ I 
' 
1 j m ~~~~~~._ q II I I •""'II ~ llflil . 
' 
. ~ . ~ ! !"'I! ,. 
" 
..... I • I I ~ lljlll 1 , I 
A c~itl.eal yat14 r$f. 2 .. 3% f.$- qbt«d.ned froa tbe dUference lu me~n~ 
ot 5.15. This i$ net atatittica11y ilsn1ficant at thG ~Ol 1~-l estao-
U.she4 far th:t• .atu4y. llQweveJt; •t. the • OS level of s.igoi.fieancJ it is 
•cceptable>. 
':the tit'at threQ quart.Rs of ~h• aixtb gradt, Wlde st•tietic•J.ly 
atpificant gainJ at the .01 lev•1 of aign1.f1cane~. ~ht loWf$$1: qw.rte~ 
achieved a sain whlch yielded a e~ttical ~at£o aianifican~ •t the .05. 
level.. 
0 
0 
0 
Table 26. A Co~pa~i.son of Mean Li$ten1ng Score$ Between Quartets fo-r / 
G~ade 6~·Jan~~y 1963·-Experimental Group 
•It~~ U;;;::~;:;r;:;:•:;;:~~;II;W ;: ; :,:~;~ 1.'1 • = txza==::; .. , =~ ~, ~::;:;~I I IC:i;i; ;=;:;=:;II ~:II :II= II I ~ ~ : ~ ~ I :1: I' ~J;;:.:~;~;;~·~~r;·a:twwaa 
quat:te:t No. Cain S.E.4 I>iff. :l.n Gain $.E.g 
-
l?irst 42 $.61 1 .. 69 
.01 2.565 secontl 41 5.60 1.93 
Firat 42 .5.61 1.69 
._36 2.411 Third 41 5,.25 1.72 
Fir: It 42 5.61 1.69 p A6 2.,790 llousttb. 40 ..5.,15 2.22 
second 41 $.60 1.9.3 
.. 3S 2.585 Third 41 $.25 1~12 
Second 41 :S.6() 1 .. 93 
.45 · Z.94l Fourth 40 5.15 2.22 
'lh:Lrd 41 ,,..25 1.72. 
.10 2.808 Fourt:h 40 .5.15 2.22 
...... ) IJ"~tilil' 'HI ._.I\ i 4 4• n' '' t t••'~~ !f T ..... llll Li • II till ... 
No c:d,eical l"atio obtainecl trow the d:Ufere:nee$ in gains waEP 
atat1$tica111 stgaificant on tbe ei~th grade l$Vel. 
o.a. 
.oo 
~1S 
.)6 
.14 
.15 
.04 
In t.he HUi8 way, the control group 4ata were sepat'ated. into tour 
quarters bas~d on I.q. sco~es to ascert~t:n if~ ~ithoyt training, any ~f 
the ~nt•lligenc• l~vels ~er« able to ~k~ significant gains in listen• 
~a~ 'l'he f<)llowins tables indicat• the ~:tndinge. :f.n ~his ~egud. Again, 
th• firat: sr:oup deals wf.th Gradf:\1 Stt the next t.iith Grad~ 6. 
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0 
0 
0 
'l'able 2'1. A Comparison of l«ein Beginning and Ending Listening Scores 
fQr Grade S•·Fi~$b Quarter (116-136 l~Q.)•wCont~o1 Group 
Score 
' . 
No. 
• ~[1; •'Wil t 'l 
Mean S.D. $.E.m Diff. 
.. ,.q1111r ~ 4>p-'lf I I lt ...... b J -i:p; bill H 
49,11 
51.00 
8.03 
a.,so 
1.320 
1.397 
H*'f' 4 t 1111\"'l .. !loiT*f'ltoiol' 'l'~ltoMiN'IfJ'(t\li,kJIIy;.4tl• 1'1 t•olllfiiJIOOI lloi:ll(*'"' d t If rl 
s.2 •. 4 o.a. 
J tlJ -= 
1~921 .. 98 
lb~ I bll II:~ I I t P 
A cd.ttcal ~aU.o of .:98, statiatically not sipificantll is obtained 
from the d:liferenee in means of 1.89. 
Table 28. A Comp&J."ison ox Mean .Beginning anfl Snding Listening $cores 
fo~G~ade S~·Second Quarter (109•115 I.Q.}••Control Gr.Qup 
•N•\CI:'n iJ 1 Cf2'J•tf~~:slt!~tU 2: 1~ ··~li;:W.~~ ,. '.::: :.;;;J:::::;:::eJ ~-:: .=:~t.:~ 
Score No. ~n S~D ... S.E.m Diff .. S.E.d C,B.. 
Beginl;ling 38 41.66 7~75 1.2.74. 
.39 1.890 .21 
En cling 38 42,25 a.so 1.397 
The .diffettenc~ between the. means of • 39 yi?1da a crit.Lcal 1:atto. of 
.21. whicll b not. stattst:tcally significant. 
Table 2t~ A C~pa~~$on of Mean Be&inning and Ending ~istenigg Sc~res 
£or G~ade S••Th1rd Quart~t (102·108 1¥Q.)••Control Group 
Scor& No. Mean 
*/1 I cl ' t 1 i !&I J"l ~ ;rj i II "" 'r 
Beginning 
Ending 
38 
.33 
31 .. 6S 
~-=AJ• , H • • ~ • n· r $iii;,~.~~;" el' 44:u;-== , ;;x:~H::= e: : 
S.D. S.S.w Diff. S.E.0 C.R. 
• lC'.,•'h ••; ~~ ... - • 1 ..,..,..., "' "'~~ 1 '' .... r• J ,., ••r 
1.290 
1,.380 
3.02 1.889 
4 pP ) 1!J I 11d~o11 I a I .. 1 'r111 • )',...t ~ 94 ;p 
·0 
0 
0 
The difference b~t~een the se•n. o~ 3.02 yields a c~itical ratio 
of 1.60;$. which is not ff.igntfi.c•nt •tatiatically. Iuap~cti.on of the 
two aaans n\vuls- that thi• qua21ter- mlde no gaina whateve-r; ou the con"" 
t~ary• there ~~ 1oaa. 
Tablfi 30. A; CQmpad.aon of Mean Se;imd.ng f.ll4 Bnd£ng Li.tJtening ScoJ:ea 
for Gr•ea S••F~urth Quarter (84~101 I.Q4}••Control Group 
31 
31 
7.60 
8.10 
1.266 
1.350 
2.,57 1.850 
A 4l:ittc•l ratio of 1.39 is. obt~dn•d fr~ the d1ffetence be~ween 
lqtm$ of 2.57. Agatu. the meant "'veal a los.s t:ather tba.n .a gain on 
the t:ete~.tt .. 
Non• of tb• level~ of 1ntelltsence made etatiat(oally siSQtficant 
pins :in Gl'ade S of the contr:ol population. The two lower quarters 
showed loa$•• ~hen tetested. 
87 
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Table 31 ~ A Comp•l'iaon of Mean llC!l&tnntng end Ending Listent.ng Sco1:ea / 
for Gr•de 6-•Fir•t Q~ter (117•134 l.Q.)••ControlGroup 
~111\111 ,._,, 'IHI::CH:='I lo ilf'l '!!)":qaniU#'t ! I*' l ; 'll !jlpiU::t\~jM W ,., ! I; ~;m~' 1 ' ~ ilij;;:at 
Sco):e uo* Mtan s.n. s .. a... llf.ff. s.l!!.4 c.a. 
40 
4.0 
ss.sa 
60.7' 
1.112 
1.056 
1.87 1.533 1.22 
The c1U~f&rf;lnce of lDUDa of l.$7 y1e1da a cr1f!i~l t:atio of 1.22. 
which ia not etat1$tical1y •isntfican~. 
0 
0 
0 
Tabla 32.. A Comparison of Mean Beatnntna and Ending Listening Sc:o;es 
for Grade 6•-Becond Quatter (111•116 l~Q.}~control Group 
Score ,Wo. Me4!1 S .. D. S,B.m, Di££. S.E~d C~R .. 
•••' U ;n'b At"t ll'tlillr'f!!Hiftll '" :toll:~, "'*"*'8 .... "' A,J:Q¥11 .r t; 11t1f I ; ! r; I ')jl p u a ... l 
40 
40 
1~184 
1.369 
.. 37 1,.809 .21 
l' l •• rri; • ~ .. ..,.... t 'rr 4 ;19HJ 111 ' a -n a '* •• l• £1 t f T _., ¥~ .......... 
A ~ritical ~tio of .21 is obtained from the difference between 
~an$ of .37~ This ia ~ot $1gn1fieant &tat1$tically. 
Table $3. A Cotnpil&tison of M•an ~ .. glmlirlg ;and End:big Listening Seorea 
for ~ade 6·~fbir4~ua~ter (102~110 l~Q~)·~~trol Group 
*'IT[ II! ~ I ~i;:;~~li llll;il:o:;;;: j~ 'II*~ I~':::;,'#:;;;::;::~~., •!'~U;l;:l=:; =·o . .-·::: I ~ ;; . 
' 
I d : : 
Seo:~:e No. Mean s.n. s.a .. m Dif£,. S.E.4 c.a.-
Beginning 40 44.75 S.9S 1.433 
I 1~: 
l.SS 2.-214 ,84 
Bndiq 40 42.90 1,0 • .55 1.689 
A diff(!.renca 'f.n meana of ltSS yields a cd.td.cal ~atio of ~M,. wbic'b 
ia "ot $tati$ti~ally $tgftifitant. As in G~ade s. the third quarter means 
reveal a los• ~n the ~etest tath•r th•n a gain. 
Table 34. A C«npad.son of Mean ln~s.innt~ and. ·Ending Listening Scores 
fol;' (}ra..Ue 6-... :voutth qua~tel; (80 .. 101 l.Q.) .. -c()ntrol Group 
1. i'i:ll:=~ ': :a=s1 t: u '~:=::IC'; C 1.1~~: I "•i:: : 
' 
'!II! •• I I t II :; li!ll I ~;-·~:1;.11: •• : ;~;;!~:; ,: ~~ ~~ ; 11':111111 
:secrEt No. Mean S.-D. S.R.m Diff. S.E~d c.a. 
Beginn~s 39 ~S.03 9.65 1.566. 
l.Ol 2.266 .. 46 
Bnding 39 37.00 10.10 1.639 
/ 
I 
., 
0 
0 
0 
A ed.tic~l t'&ti<J o-f .. 4 6 t• obtatued f~ora the. dlffetenc~ betW$en 
••n• f>f l.Ol. lbta ratio t• net •tatutic$lly a:tsnt.f:tcant. Again, 
the retest scor4s tndicate 4 loss in this quarter. 
None of the tnt•lUgene• levels made •tatiatically aipU!ical\t 
sstns in Grade 6 of thct control aroup. 'l!h• two lower quax:tua showed 
lo•aes on tbe retest. 
Dat;a 1:~l&tj!d,.,to,.co~telatiolf!,··,.. ~a~les 3S ar,ul 36 •how tb6 corl'ttla .. 
tion coefficients o.btaiaed betw~~ lt•tening and intelli&ence. and 
l4~tenins and readin&• The two grades were tl:'eated ·separ"tely. Egp~ri• 
~tal g..:oup classes onlJ were. ust4· 
Table 3,5- Ccn:rel.atioh C~efficients of I,tstenin$ aQ.d tnt~llia,enc~ 
12.02 
11 .. 05 
110.2 
110.1 
I2A6 
12 .. 41 
the•• coeffic14Ut$ allow a &1r 't'elatlonshtp • not -marked.~ ·not of 
l)aJ:tticulatly va'luable pr4aciicttve pot~tial. 'Ttu~ col'telAt:totl~ at'~ 
slightly higher than tho$e ri~~ted in othtr ~~udi•$, 
4S.l 
... 17111 \ ll_ t~ C lA i C 
11.0.$ 
67.6 
1.$ .. 6 
16.61 
1S.07 
Correle.ti9n 
Coefficient 
. ' 
.81 
0 
0 
0 
' 
ported, pa!tt1cu1u1y the Gradf;l $ coefficlent •. .nd were l)tQb•bly i;nf1u• 
enced b,- a td.cl6 _range of acor-et) with e.atr.eme ease$, in both \fariablee •. 
!I 
It .ta :(nteu:-•t:.tns to note. l\Qwever., tbat: Goldseeu.•s. •rly study~ 4nd 
~evetal t)ther:• condue.t~tl since then., •t.re$8 that reading ud u.sf;entng 
CO$p~eh•n•ton a~e htshlY correlated) ·aad coeftictents ~Y be obtained 
betlleen .60 and. .a2. 
~ata p~~ta~iDS tp f~"t~an,!iftst: value11 •~ ...... ~~ las~. tablea indf.~ate 
the 'nUJu1t• of compat<irlg the ~. s•tn• in t<U41ng of the up~totmental. 
~d control groups~ tbis analy~i$ was ~on~ to diecovet if the liattn• 
h'lg ttaintng ba4 any .a}'P':t:eciable or Qlt!&$Utabla effec~ on reading skit~ 
~ ex9atiaental elaase$. 
table 37. A Conaparl~on :Of Mean Beainnin~ and BnQlng B.eacU.ng $core• for 
Grade $-·Enperimentlll Gx'oup 
156 62.35 17.35 
156 69.60 21.62 1 .. 7:36 
!.225 3.26 
A critical ~atio of 3.26 is obtained ftom the difference betwe~n 
Ule$08 of 7.25.. This J:"epreaent$ 4. atatiet:icall,- significant satn in 
:t"eadtng • 
..... 1 .... i • • •• .... 
lJBs.uy Goldfltef.n1 Jead,ty, andJ.istenws, Carehenaipn.,,at, 'flarious 'Ct~n~, 
J;rollfiid .ftate•,• Contributions to Educati9n No. 621. Teacht,Dr-s Coll.,ge. 
Columbia Untv•rs1ty. New York. l94th p. 6.. 
0 
0 
t.bl• $8. A Ocmparison ()f Man Beainntng and Endius !teadin$ Sca-res fot: 
C~a~e 6••Expertmental Group 
~-··!~·=:!i li#IIJII«!:.VJI:I::r(IW ,- ' ..... :t,.lil:ili!~lll ••• ircM *""'ilffC¥1f£•• .II:'%111Q : :ooe:! I ,, I I ..•. , I a: ; :•tx••nw • ,,. 
Seer• No. Mean s.n~ S.E~a l)iff. S.E .. d C.l\-
Bestnntns 164 71 ... 90 18.00 1~409 
4 .. 75 2.4;J4 l.9S 
Ending 164 76 .. 45 25.35 1.985 
'the diff•t4nce in .-na of 4.7S ytelda a critical ratio of 1.9!$., 
which i& not •iantficant ~tattstic•lly. 
Table 39., A Coqt•r!Son of Heal\ Besilmtns and ~ndtna Readiq $eor~l £o~ 
U1:aU. S•·Control Gtt>up 
~-i~i"~:'t!:;n:;;;~~::-;::::=;;M;H'I!'I!ll"':r=i:t! )qit#!l::l\ )¥ Cl liM:''#'""'~~~· "'"')!I ;i SIIU#"W!'«;'~ 
Score No.- Keen S.D.. S .. S.m Dlff. S'"'E .. 0 c.a. 
l3eginn1ng l!U 54.30 14.25 1.164 
1.80 1.a1a 4.16 
io4,n$ 1$1 62.-l,O 17 .. 98 1.468 
... ;J • •u I • sa' . ~ .,.,....._, ~K • illl!o fj' I WI Cl• .... ,. . ~~~~ ~ .,. ..... _.~ 1 ••• lj .. ....,.! ~ I ' ,, I . ,. "" 
A ~n~:Ld.cal to•tio ot 4.16 1• cbtained :fr• a diffe~ence in .aut of 
7 .ao. 'hf.a 't.e}'n:•senta a •tatiatically fi&Uific:ant pin in tudtng .. 
Table. 40. A. CUmparuon o£ Me~ Beginnill8 and Endins Reading S«:ote& for 
Grade 6••Ccmtrol Gt:oup 
_, I ~~=U'#u ............. !r IIW ) 11:~ ¥1= "*''" I zr:;11 I .,. !11IIIIJIS14; $1! II !Iilii sq:.lf II J! SUIDlii=-
SCOJ.'& No. Me•n s.n. $~!.11 Diff. s.t .. d _ a.a. 
"'* , "" a; • '"' •• ;(ib"'!i •< • 1 ; !v •• • 111 1 ••; t u u ··" • t ': r J t ' ,, m l s .:w •• '• ;;rJ:: tel llu• t 
l59 69.90 18.30 
159 72.60 24.60 
1.U. 
---'~-----.~-----------------------------------------------
0 
0 
0 
A dtffotence b~tween ~ana of 2.70 yields a cr!ticul tatio ~f 1.11, 
which 1s nQt significant atatistic~lly. 
·Tabl11 41. A Comparison of M•n Iuradiu,s Gains for Grada s ...... ~Xpe:-,;1mental 
and Control G~Qupe 
i~perltnenul 
Control 
1.56 
151 
7.25 2.225 
1.80 1.873 
~ J ' f lt fl... • f I~ t :.1'..,., ; Hr•r'Mijoll"•'" )I - h Citi'JP ' iE t "''"''It< ,.l7011ll*l I'• I 41 j_" 1"'fll F IM' ll'ttrJ ' 
. 2.908 .19 
A.dtffQrenc• ib gain& between the experimental and control groups 
of .SS ytelda. a critical ~atio of .19, whteb ~a not statistically sts• 
nificant and indicates an tbe. G~aQe S level that the two groups wer$ 
equal in raa<ling sa:f.n$. 
Table 42 ~ A ColQpariaon of Mean Rea41ng Gains fo:t Gt'a<ie &-.-s~ed.mfn\t~l 
and Co~trol Groupa 
"'·c;;;;;p" ·~· 'C~l;.~n~-· s.E~ 
W•• •J J' r, , ;~,•:•'"'' J .,,, i 1 l~;.l."'* 1 >, "' .. v .. • .,.., • t ,. • r ,...._ 
Esptn:imental 164. 4.7S .2.434 
2.05 3.444 ~60 
Control lS9 2.70 2~4l1 
.. ' pol ~ I I., ........ "~ ; . _, ...... ft., ~ :r-11. """I ~ --~~~~~~· ~·" , ... ..,.~""' ~ II ... • . ~,.. r-.1~ ' ~ ' ~ I ,I • ...-
A cttitieal l:'l,lU.o -<>f. .60 la obtained ft'Onl • (U..fference in me-ans of 
2.05.· this ts ~ot stati$tically n{Snificant and indi~ate~ t~at the two 
groups on th$ Grade 6 1•va1 were comparable in ~eading gains. 
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. CHAtaUR Vl 
SUMMUY AND CONCLUSION$ 
1. Introduction 
the purp~se of this study was to build a listening eu~Tieulum for 
Gra<1~i S and 6. and to analyae closely th~ results <;f us~ that CurX'iC• 
ulum; partteula~ly ~1th regard to ~ny c~nge~ in the liste~ing skills. 
Data ~re treated and examined to ascertain differences betw~en e~pert• 
mental and cont'l;ol sroups, b~tween boys and g;tt'le; and between grade. 
levels and ·int~lU.gence levels- Correlations were compt.Jted betwe~n 
1i$tening and ~ea4!ng~ and listening ~nd intelligence. The value o£ the 
U.$tening training on another language skill.o t>eading, was found by eom• 
pa1ting mean .reading gains of the upet!illtn.t$1 and cQntrol populatiop.s. 
A S1.1ll!fM.'rY of the findings follows. 
q'opp differepcta.~· Tbe experi~tal Stoups in bothGra4es Sand 6 
bad $t4t1stically si$Qificant gains, wbicb would seem to indicate that 
apeoifie, plannech davelopiGental lilteniug training improves listening 
skill on both gralle le~~ls. The gain was substantially more significant 
in Grade S than in Grad4 6. 
S!§ differences~~· No oteti~tically aigntficant differences between 
boys and atrl~ were found in t:hie study at ei.ther grad~ level. :rhe e"• 
perimental group findings were very slightly 1u favor of th& girla. 
§rade difference~.-- Findings in thit st~y f4vo~~d ~h~ e~th grade 
in both the experimental and control groups, ancl th& difference& were 
stat1$t1cally sisnifi~~t in each case. Heweve~~ uhe .aperi~ntal 
aroupe thawed • ~h ~ll•r difference betwe~ stade level• than did 
th• conttol groups. Tht• uy ~~Jan tU.t training in liatt:nin$ ud.nhliaed 
quit~ a®•tant:t..U.y tb• 4£fterence• one would norally eapect to find 
between fifth •nd atxth arade 1eYe1•· 
. !n,t,llience 4.-~ffel'~ncea ..... lnte1U:eenc• •eu.d toe b• • factor in 
this •tudy ~ to t~ 4earee that tn botb gt;ade 1-.vela tb.a upper; quatt•r • 
tho~• with 1.(!. •col:'ea.- bettieen 117 •nd 140. gained more s:tgnificantl;y 
thU Any otber grol.Jl}.. ~vert •11 ctuattfrD JUde etatlstkally -Sig• 
ntficant ,.itu• • wltb th• acept1on of th• lowese quarter- t?f tbe ai."Ctb 
. 
aracle (I,.Q .. licoreli 79•102)~ wh•-w:• t- cd.tic•l tatio 'tiaa llOfi •tan1£ieant 
•t the .01 lev~l e•tabltshed for tht atudy. but wher• tbete wa$ a d~f~ 
fennc• tu -.ana of S.ls. wbteh yielded .a atatiatic:ally atgnlfi~ant:: 
critical rattQ at the .os 1•ve1 of •iantfi~ance. 
XI\ Cracle S o£ tb$ exper:!Mnta1 &t:Qup thel lowht qurter. those 
with l.Q. •• rangtna .from 81 co 102, made qcellent gains, aecon4 only 
to tba top quarter. 
l1l Cltade 6 of the apftil'aental poup tb' thtrcl quartcn:, with I .. Q .. '• 
between 103 and 110~ satned moat st~ificant1y after the top qua~ter. 
Cont~l g;o~p data were •na1yce4 in the aa.e w•ywttb ~•l•tion to 
fO\Uf iutellia•nce l•v.Ua or ctuatttr•... At no l•tt•l• nor in any q.uartel'· 
in either: atacie~ wa• a atati.•t:f.caUy •ip:tfleantt gain in U.suatn_s 
achieved. A• • atter of f.act t in bQtb s-r•de• th& lOWbst two qu.rterst 
w1tb l.~.•& of 80 to 110. •~w•d 1Qatea ~ather than gain•. 
Cotrel&ticna.-- Co~telation co•ffic1•ntt foun4 betwa•n 1iat•ning 
and 11\.t~ll:tsen.o• wet'e .13 fo~ th• fifth gude and .75 fo'l:' Gr•de 6. 
0 
theae arQ slightly higher co~ffie~nts than ar~ g~nerally reported. lt 
woul4 be erronaoua to i~fat from the•e data that the •tudents with the 
higher x.q. scoree inva~iably have bette~ listening skills •no are the 
only onea who can pt"ofit f~orn listenius training. Thill aaaumption was 
clearly negated by the g&int data of the four intelligence l~vel• re• 
ported above. 
The correlation foun4 between listening and reading vas .91 for 
Grade S and ~ 74 for Gr:acle 6. These bigb coefflcienta were undoubtedly 
influenced by several entreme cases in b~tb variabl~~ and wide tangee 
witbin the 1.1ample -of •core•: 10 score pointe in reading and .53 point$ 
in listening. lt would· be invalid to assume here. too, tbat all good 
readers rare good Ustene'tli\• or that pins; in one sldll area assure like 
gaina in the otlWt:~ The utransf'eX' v~tueu •tudy described below will 
point up the fallacy of this hypo"t:hettis. 
Jransfer va~ua ~f li~tenins.trainina.·- No statistically signif1• 
cant cU.fference in mean re!..ding gains was found between the- exptrimental 
and control groups. Tbis would •eem to euggest tbat tht• type of listen• 
ina tr4!ning has no appreciable t~anefer value to the reading skills 
are& on these grade level•. Both fifth grade groupa--exped.snenta1 and· 
control-~de atatistically significant .sat~s tn reading froe October to 
January~~ while neither oillth grad~ 8t"Q\Ip made gains of statistically 
significant not• during the •a=- period. 
2. Implications foJ:" Education 
As in4icated above, the sains in listening skille were substanti~ 
ally more algntffcant in GradeS than inGr•de 6. This i• patttaularly 
Q , intereating with r•sard to Grade S, a !net\ JUl\Y of tlul ftfth srad.e 
0 
0 
t•acO.r• uatua t:be ut•r1ala felt tb&t a:n.tcb <Jf the vocabulary· and 1nany 
Qf tbt conctpt• dealt witb w•~• too ao~hi•tic•te~ for fifth araders 
and t:llGre •utt:able for Ule in Grade 6.. lt had • tn £act._ been th* feeling 
of altact&t: •v$tyone involved in the t~el:'iment tbl\t stxth. sradelt$ -would 
profit more from thtJe ex•rci~• than would fifth s~•d•r•. 
~- retult# of the $tvc:ly w;:,uld •eem to. imply that this type of 
aateriat can be •ucc••afuliy e.ploy•d with both s~ade l•vtl• an4 that 
if ~Jtailar lefaon• were conltt:ucted. wtth aojuatuntt in voc•bUlft1 ·~ 
conc•ptual •8phl!l•ea. they could be pf valu• with •tudente 1n tb.e fliddle 
•l ... ntary ;rade$~·thi~4 and fourth. 
Sine• the •~peri~ntal data favor•d th& s~l• a11aht1y~ tbl$ typt 
o~ 11tten1ng tr•i.ning may hava been .,~• ben~fietal.,. ot' appealed _.rt; 
to girls than to boys. TOp:l.ce ot liD:re $pectfic tntare•t to J»ya should 
p.rhapa b* included o~ •dded ~o the .. terial•t adve~ture talea; a¢i~nce 
telection&- $ports p~rsonaliti•~ •to~t•~-
Th& re•ults of analy~iug the data with r•spect to intelltsence 
le.vel agad.n •usseet that •11 •tudenta cay profit froa l1st:e~ traird.ns 
reprdl••• of thatt- l.Q .. ttUtt acor••· lt thur •eetll$ to. be invalid for 
educa.tor• to •ay bere•ftor that liat•ntna •blltty 1$ tabotn an4 un• 
cbattaeabl•, even f.J:remadial,. Thita fallacy in thinking is p&1!'~1.eularly. 
well 11•hown upu by t~ fO$Ulta in Grade 5; where students in th• lowost 
q•t:t:er wit;h l .. Q .. •t of S7 to 102 uc.te the. moJt subat•nttal s•1n•; aft«~ 
the top c:tu.rtel'" 'fllhose :t. Q. • a •ue 120 to 140" 
The. CO'-ltrol srovp dat.J, whtcn 'te.Vaat.d no llienf.fi¢ant: gain tn any 
quarter and loas•s in li•t•ntna tkills tn the low•at tw9 quart•r• (l~~· 
SO to llC) of both grade le!Jiel• • aetm to toint out; that tf th6\ lii!ttni.ug 
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akiU.• are not tauaht •r•tt1Mt.1cally ~ they catlnot impr()W -t<r an)i' $Ub,. 
etanttal extentt i~d•ed they .. y det•~io~ate wltb neglect and inatttn• 
tion~ 
3. Indlcation- for J'UX"ther JteaeaTcb 
ThuS! f4r: • th« v••t •nd .COlnPl•~ field of liatel:l:i.ng t• largely un"" 
explotGd., both t~ 1tii educeti()lutl itlpli<:ationw an4 it11 110:re gen-t"al 
a()cial c;ont•~t • What luta he4!n Q"el!'tatu•d with regard. to t'bi• arq. oe 
the 1anauaa61 or eoamunteative~ art• id QCten rathet a~perf1~ial and 
inconcluaivt~ •l'beit encouraging,. Experi..ntad. &tuC:U.e" are al.mat.. 
unantmc)U$ly po•f.tf..V'til in thtir fitld.S.tlga with napaet to tbl ttte•cluA"bility" 
ot li•t•ntns ~d tbe advi•ahtl~ty of tt• tne~us1o~ in the el~nt4~1 
cun:.tculU* .. 
Tlli• ~art.U:ult.r atudy t•a brouaht into sharp roU.ef aOJ* ueaa of 
1nv•tt1gation ~hi-ch need ~re extenatv• and 4etai1•4 ana1ya1ih A fw of 
tht•• •r••• ot attuiy wlll be •usa••t•d her•• w1tb the. hope that tbe.ae 
will atimulate ~utio~lty o~ t~ p•~t Qt ~•••a~cbe~a and t~lC~4 tn a 
c()mpal:&tlwly 11llw, but t.uutu••ttona.bly chal.lenstng. fi•ld of inqutrt. 
1~ ~· d•sirabi.lity of tnveatig~t~g the diffe~enc~• betw~en types 
of U.et-enlngl ~.u.•criatn.tttvet ct'f.tlc•l, ana appreciative• .. 
11h1cb aJ:ea• ar• •re dtffict.tlt• which ea$iet; and th• :relation 
ot tnt~ll1genc• to •ucceaa ot faU.Ute in each typ1. 
a. In th.b- ~esu~? «ll it• •n•ly•ta qf th• STEP lnatrU~Htnt.- to . 
det.e'riDf.ne which q\\e$U.ont are of wMch vatiety • ~qld be Ul$e• 
f~l .. 
1> ~ Speclfl.c t:~aining in tbe three. (or~ :more) typ.aa could be: 
.valuated ~~• preci••ly lf queationa of a critical t~,·~ 
0 
0 
to~ exampl~, -•r• aepa~at•d out to ascertain if ~erc!s~s 
in t:hi& l?att!<=Ula~ ~aptent We~e lll0'£411 ()l' less 1/S.luablt!ii then 
in. ~U.$crilllina~iV4\ 01r appre9iat1ve U'$!\S. 
2. !lle p()•~1'btU.ty <lf eotnpiltins vocat>ula2ty scores e.,lsm.• .(on readt~s 
~~ intelligenc~ teat$) wtth •ktll in l1s~en1ns, theteby as~er~ · 
tainint the ~elation bet••~ verbal flutncy and listening skil1v 
In tbi8 tesarth btens1ve voeQbuluey en1:te~nt miSht be tried 
'" ~ sin$le a!4 to impJ:OVinS listenins ~nd 8Ub$eqtJently compm:-ed 
witb otba~ ~thods. 
3. !the pottgibilit)" of comparing 'reasoning tJCOt"e$ f!P~! (on ari.th· 
~tic or intelligenc6 testa) ~~th skill in critical ltstentnsj 
t~~r•by dtscove~i.GJ the ~elation between ability to tbi~ losi• 
c;aU.y and~ lts~n c.d.ti.e~ally. In tbia- con~et!on, httenflltva ~ork 
in reaaonlns 7 .logic~ and clear thi~ki.ns migbt t>• employed eu~, 
aid$ to tbtl impt'()vetaent f.lf li&teninih and coapaJ;ed. with ·otlle~ 
procec.turetf. 
4<t The: pQ&;d.bU.ity of CQmPatin$ creat;£-vity 1n 'Writil!g,- attietf.e or 
muti~•l en.duvo:ts with akill in aJiptec.i•tiv~ lUteni,ng,. thereby 
loeettns ~' ~elation between tkill or originality in the ex• 
pre&sive areas with skill in •biltty to ltst~ appr~ciati~11 c~ 
af!sth~tieally. With tespect to th11 t J;ncenJiv6' prllet:J.Qe- mtgllt 
b$ stven in the recognition and analys!a of a~t foxms (ltusuts~ 
tic and Ji.onU.1lg~iet1c) aa aida in :1~-roving li.,tenillS• and thie 
method compated. with oth$r# quite .d:t£~r!Qnt in nature. 
S ... ~ advteabilf.ty of dev!atns • q,uesu::ionnait>e.::. chec~1ut Ol' 
other inetr--nt: to 4itlc()vet t¥hetbe,;- pt)o-r -aocial and/o~ 
emotional acJjuttae.nt ta ~elated to fiOOl' U,atmtns habits, and 
$ood. ac.tjuttaent to lOUd ,lictentna.. Further. any iaprov.,.nt 
(ot w<u:senillr:J) of the pertonal adjufltrent could b• ~u~•4 to 
note it• influence on the 111tentna abiliti••· 
~. Tn. nec•••it)' of 4oing contl:Oli:ed "'tt".an•fer valueu atuci:te•-: 
after •¥tend•d ltatentns t"l'•tnin&, cloet •kill t.prova in 
•· o~b.er laJlSU&s• areas $~!\ ae tQatns._ .compoattion,- wttttq, 
oral at.cu~:ta:ton~ l'•p~rting* deba~lna. and dr-.tuingt 
- . 
b., no.nlanauaae tlubjeeta •uch •• arttm.etic anct acience? 
c,. social Q'l:" 8.l:'OUP attltwi•s and apprectattonst 
d. per•OlUll at"'buteo such •• indel*tdence) ~artU.lity,. •nd 
thotoughntti$1 
0 
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2 PART I--DISCRTIMINATI~ LISTENING 
Lesson 1 
The aim.of lessons, always stated 
may be mad~ clear to students in any way 
propriate to her (or his) special class. 
be attached to lessons. 
at the beginning of lessons, 
the instructor feels is ap-
Materials to be used will 
Aim: To practice listening for detail and emotional slant. 
Procedure: 1. Teacher will read aloud the poem "A Summer Morning" by 
Rachel Field. Before reading, the students should be 
asked to listen for 
a.·The things mentioned in nature that indicate it is 
summer. 
b. The words that might indicate how the poet feels 
about her subject .. 
2. After completing the reading, these questions will be 
written on the board: 
a. What time of day is it in th.e poem? 
b. What ~ind of birds are seen? 
c. What did the ocean do? 
d. What t:ype of tree was mentioned? 
e. Whom did the poet hear and what did he say? 
The answers should be written, and may be brief one~ 
sentence ones. 
Students should check their own papers, grading them on 
the basis of 20 points for each correct answer. 
3. Follow-up discussion with students: 
a. For what two reasons were we listening to the poem? 
To recall details re summer. 
To note P.oet's feeling, or bias, or slant. 
b. Why did we forget certain things? 
Inattention? 
Only one reading? 
Too many details? 
BOSTON UNIVERSITY 
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c. How can we know the poetJs feelings? 
Words sh~ associates with summer are pleasant 
Picture she presents is agreeable, happy. 
d. Does the reader or speaker help or hinder list~ning? 
Good reading can make it interesting, meaningful. 
Good reader holds listeners• attention. 
Poor reader makes listening ddlff.icult. 
e. ·How can you be a better listener? 
Give reader strict attention. 
Concentrate, think while listening. 
4 
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Materials for Lesson 1 
"A Summer Morning" Rachel Field 
I saw dawn ~reep across the sky 
And all the gulls go flying by. 
I saw the sea put on its dress 
Of blue mid-summer loveliness, 
And heard the trees begin to stir 
Green arms of pine and juniper. 
I heard the wind call out and say! 
"G,et up, my dear, it is today." 
0. 
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Lesson 2 
To listen for aequence, order, organization in stories. 
Procedure: 1. Story attached to be read by teacher. 
Before the reading, inform students they are to prac-
tice listening for the order of events, the organization 
of the story. 
2 .. After the reading, each student will get a worksheet. 
The directions are: 
Rearrange these phrases so that they are in the 
correct order. 
I was cutting weeds with a heavy scythe 2·* 
I went into the house 4 
I was visiting my grandmother 1 
I swung the scythe hard and cut my foot 3 
The doctor said it wasn't serious 10 
My grandmother took me to the doctor's 9 
Later, my foot got red and sore 8 
My grandmother put my foot in water 6 
I ·took off my shoe and sock 5 
I stayed in bed an hour. 7 
*Numbers indicate correct order. 
Students may correct own or each other's papers. 
Ten points off for each error. 
3, Discussion with students: 
a. What helps us in remembering order? 
Logic. 
Common sense. 
Concentration while hearing story. 
Effort to "picture" action as it takes place. 
b. Why is sequence or order important? 
If story is logical, it is easier to follow. 
If it is jumbled, it is hard to understand. 
In retelling stories, order is essential. 
In writing or telling stories to audience, it 
is desirable--even necessary--to be well 
.org.anized. 
lOS 
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Materials for Lesson 2 
Selection 
One morning last July, while I was visiting my Grandmother in 
Noank, Connecticut~ I had an accident. I was cutting weeds in the back 
yard. They were very thick and high. The scythe I was using was 
heavy, and the sun that day was very hot. Once I swung the scythe too 
hard, and cut my foot. I went into the house. My Grandmother took 
off my shoe and sock. My foot was bleeding. The scythe had taken of.f 
,· 
a piece of skin about the size of a dime. My Grandmother put my foot 
in salt water, and made me stay in bed for an hour. 
I didn't notice anything wrong until Saturday. When I woke up, 
I saw that my foot was red around the sore place. There was a big 
yellow spot in the middle of the sore. My Grandmother took me to the 
doctor. ~e said my foot would soon be good as new. 
0 
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Lesson 3 
Aim: To listen to ascertain the main idea or central thought of poems. 
Procedure: 1. Discussion period 
a. What should a title to story 9r· poem do? 
Tell us what the st.ory or poem will be about. 
Give us the general idea or large unit of 
thought. 
Tell us the important thing in it. 
b. If we have a choice, then, which is the best title? 
The one that gives us the main thought in the 
best way. 
2. Directions to students 
I will read several poems to you. On the board you will 
find three possible titles for each poem. Choose the 
one, in each case, which you feel tells the main thought 
of the poem in the best way. Questions? 
Poems to be read--without titles! 
answer. 
Pause while students 
Choices to appear on board: 
1st poem: a. A Noisy Pet 
b. My Hairy Dog * 
c. People Like My Dog 
2nd poem: a. How Creatures Move * 
b. All Animals Can Move 
c. Animals Have Fun 
3rd poem: a. I Like Cats and Cakes 
b. Choosing * 
c. Give Me a Rose 
4th poem: a. Lightning Is Fast 
b. Horses Run Speedily 
c. Swift Things Have Beauty * 
*Indicates correct answer. 
Students should correct their own papers. 
I DO 
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3. Discussion 
a. Is this type of listening harder? Why? 
Listening, not to iso~ated facts, but whole. 
Listening, remembering and thinking all at 
once. 
b. What questions can we ask ourselves that will help? 
Is this the author's main concern? 
Is this what he is trying to say firsf·of all? 
16) 
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Materials for Lesson 3 
1. My dog 1s so furry I've not seen 
his face fo+ years and years. 
His eyes are buried out of sight 
I only guess his ears. 
When people ask me for his breed 
I do not know or care. 
He has the beauty of them all 
Hidden beneath his hair. 
H. Asquith 
2. The lions walk on padded paws 
The squirrel leaps from limb to limb 
While flies crawl straight up a wall 
And seals can dive and swim. 
The worm he wiggles all around 
The monkey swings by his tail 
And birds ~y hop upon the ground 
Or spread their wings and sail. 
But boys and girls have much more fun: 
They leap and run 
And walk and run. 
Unknown author 
3. Which will you have, a ball or a cake? 
A cak~ is so nice; yes, that's what I'll take. 
Which will'you have, a cake or a cat? 
A cat is so soft; I think I'll take that. 
Which will you have, a cat or a rose? 
A rose is so sweet; Illl have that, I suppose, 
Which will ~ou have, a rose or a book? 
A book full of pictures--oh! let me look! 
Which will you have, a book or a ball? 
Oh, a ball! No, a book! No--
There! Have them all! 
E. Farjeon 
10 
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4. Swift things are beautiful 
Swallow and deer. 
And lightning that falls 
Bright-veined and cl¢ar. 
Rivers and metebrS, 
Wind· in the wheat. 
The strong withered-horse, 
The runner's sure feet. 
E. Coatsworth 
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Lesson 4 
.Aim: To listen for immediate recall, to follow directions. 
Materials: Individual worksheets, teacher-direction sheet. 
Procedure: 1. Explanation of worksheet 
Usin~ lined composition paper as shown1 have students 
a. Put names at top 
b·. Number down the left side from 1 to 10, skipping a 
line between each. 
c. Indicate~ specific thing will be done for each 
number, and no direction will be read more than 
twice. 
Worksheet items to be read by teacher: 
a. On line 1, draw four circles. (repeat once) 
b. On line 2, draw five small triangles. (repeat) 
c. On line 3, draw two rectangles. (repeat) 
d. On line 4, print your last name. (repeat) 
e. On line 5_, write the numbers from 1 to 10. (repeat) 
f. On line 6, write--do not print~-the name of your 
street. (repeat) 
g. On line 7, draw two squares and fill in or darken one 
half of one of them. (repeat) 
h. On line 8, draw a circle and divide it into eighths. 
(repeat) 
i, On line 9, draw a circle, a square, and a rectangle, 
one after the other. (repeat) 
j. On line 10, write the even numbers between 10 and 30, 
(repeat) 
2. Discussion with students 
a. What is important in following directions? 
Exactness. 
Concentration. 
Understanding properly, thoroughly. 
b. Can the reader or examiner help? 
Read clearly. 
Be specific, exact. 
Speak well, not too fast. 
12 
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The teacher should correct these. They must be done 
exactlx as directions read. On the following day, 
possibly, discuss same. 
j 
3. Follow-up discussibn 
a, Which items are easy; why? 
b. Which were harders why? 
c. How can we improve in this special skill? 
111 
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WORKSHEET -- Lesson 4 
Name ------------------------------ Date -------~~-
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
14 
Lesson 5 
Aim: To list~n to distinguish relevant or important details. 
Procedure: 1. Story attached from Greek mythology to be read aloud 
slowly by teacher or good student reader. 
Before reading: "We are going to listen again to hear 
details, but this time we will try•to 
sort out those which are important 
from those which are not. 11 
nHow do you think we can tell which 
.2!!. important? 1' 
Instructor may wish to elicit answers such as: 
Those that help or make main idea clearer? 
Those which make story or characters mor'e clear? 
Those upon which important action is based? 
Oral reading of story. 
2. Discussion 
a. What did the queen for whom Hercules was slave re-
quire him to to? (act a~ a woman) 
Is this important in way of detail?' (no) 
Why not? (not necessary to action of story; has no 
results) 
b. How did Hercules save Prometheus chained? 
(he slew the bird of prey) 
Is this relevant? (yes) 
Why? (indicates character, strength of Hercules) 
c. What was Hercules promised if he helped King of Troy? 
(six horses) 
Is this important? (not clear-cut answer) 
Why. yes? (when didn't get them, action occurred) 
Why no? (actual specific reward does not matter; 
could have been anything, and results 
would have been the same) 
d. What did Hercules do when reward was refused? 
(attacked the city) 
Is this necessary? (yes) 
Why? (action resulting was main event in story) 
/D1 
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e. When he returned to Greece with his friend and cap-
tured princess, to whom did she give birth? (Teucer) 
Is this important to story? (no) 
Why? (did not change main part of story; nothing to 
do with Hercules--main character) 
f. How did Hercules try to kill himself? (by fire) 
Is this basic? (yes) _ 
Why? (shows his character; has results) 
g. How did Hercules' wife g~t a love potion? (from 
b~ood of centaur) 
Why is this important? (results in Hercules' 
attempt at suicide) 
h. What happened when he tried to kill himself? 
(Jupiter took him to Olympus) 
Why is this important? (tells his fate) 
I~ 
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Materials for Lesson 5 
Later C~reer of Hercules* 
Many stories are told df ~ercules, who became the national hero 
of Greece. Once a certain madness, which tortured him several times 
during his life~ caused him to kill a friend, Iphitus. Fo~ a punish-
ment, he bound himself to serv.e as slave for three years. He p+aced 
himself under the orders of a woman, Queen Omphale, and it. is told that 
to show her power over himA she commanded Hercules to put on the gar-
ments of a woman and to spin wool, while she wore his lion skin. 
When the great Prometheus had been chained by Jupiter to a high 
rock, one consolation he held' in secret was that one day a descendent 
of Jove would come to free him. This event was fulfilled when Hercules 
himself, in the course Df one of his journeys, saw Prometheus~ and was 
filled with pity for him. He therefore slew the bird of prey which fed 
on.Prometheus and freed him from his chains. 
At one time, the king of Tro~·o.ffended Neptune. To calm him, 
th~ king decided to sacrifice his own daughter Hesione to a sea monster. 
Hetcules and his friend Telamon happened by, and when asked by the king 
for.aid, and with the promise of six horses, Hercules engaged the 
monster in battle and slew it. Now the king refused to reward him. 
Hercules, in anger, attacked Troy, killed the king, took the princess 
Hermione, and gave her in marriage to his friend Telamon. All three 
traveled back to Greece, where Hermione became the mother of Teucer, 
later to become a famous archer in the Trojan War. 
Hercules married Dianira> and it was through her that death came 
to him. Once they came to a river, where the centaur Nessus carried 
travelers across for a fee. Hercules placed Dianira on Nessus' back, 
but instead of carrying her to the other side, the centaur started off 
with the beautiful maiden to his cavern. From the shore, Hercules 
~aunched an arrow into the heart of Nessus, who in a moment before he 
died, whispered to Dianira that his blood was a love potion which would 
enable her to keep Hercules always in love with her. 
Foolishly, she believed Nessus and, in a jealous moment, she 
soaked a robe of Hercules' in the supposed love potion. It was in 
reality a deadly poison, and tore into Hercules' flesh when the robe 
was placed on him. He ascended a mountain, built a wooden altar, 
placed himself on it, and ordered it to be set afire. The king of the 
Gods, Jupiter, intervened, snatched him to Olympus, and there he was 
reconciled with the gods forever. 
*From Classical Myths, M. J. Herzberg (ed). Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 
1941. 
I~ 
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Lesson 6 
Aim: 
-
To listen for sequence, order of events. 
Procedure: 1. Discussion 
"In listening for the order of events, what did we say 
was useful?" 
"Picturing" action mentally while listening. 
Logic, common sense 7 reason--pattern. 
Concentration. 
nLet's try this again, to see if we can improve in this 
skill. I will read you a set of directions, where 
order or sequence is basic. I will read it once only; 
see if you can "picture" it to help you recall it in 
proper order." 
2. Oral reading of attacll.ed material--recipe. 
3. Hand out small sheets of paper to students. 
4. 
"Please write in· short sentences five or. six steps in 
the correc;:t order from the material you just heard." 
Steps should include: 
a. Get pan hot, grease it. 
b. Have eggs ready, pQt them in. 
c. Turn heat down. 
d. Get eggs all cooked. 
e. Put filling in half of it. 
f. Cover with other half. 
g. Garnish on plate. 
Discuss if time: 
a. What makes this difficult? 
Only heard once? 
N9t accustomed to recipes? 
Too many steps? 
b. Did logic help? 
c. Did picturing action help? 
d. Would note-taking while listening help? 
e. Can you listen as well while writing? better? 
( lD 
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Material for Lesson 6 
Recipe for Cheese-Meat Omelet 
Preheat frypan to 360 degrees, grease with butter. 
Prepare eggs: beat slightly, add water, seasoning. 
Pour into hot frypan. Turn down heat immed~ately to 300°. 
Let cook until omeLet is creamy and set, no longer liquid, 
Spread with filling of cheese and meat cubes, over half the 
omelet. 
Loosen edge on opposite side, lift and cover filling with 
otb,er &ide. 
Lift folded omelet with two spatulas onto platter. 
Garnish with parsley and tomato slic~s; shake grated cheese 
·over top if 4esired. 
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· Lesson 7 
Aim: To listen for Main Points or Central Ideas. 
Procedure: 1. "I will be reading several short selections to you, and 
we will be looking for Main Ideas while listening." 
"Do you recall why we said this was especially hard?" 
Listening to whole, not parts, takes broader 
understanding. 
Trying to get basic point, not superficial 
details. 
Often have to look behind words for intention 
of writer. 
"Let's see if we can do this now, so that underlying 
ideas come through to us." 
2. Hand out blank sheets on which to jot down answers. 
Ask students not to take notes while you are reading. 
3. Read Selection #1. 
Ask them to write main idea in one sentence. 
, 
4. Read Selection #2. 
Ask that they write down the one essential 
point. 
5. Read Selection #3. 
Jot down central thought of writer. 
6. Read Selection #4. 
Discuss main idea with them. 
Is it mainly about education, or visual aids? 
What has printing press to do with it? 
What does he me.an by "revolutionary results"? 
What would be main asset of bringing these 
machines to classroom? 
7. Read Selection #5. 
Discuss main idea with students. 
What fascinates writer about this man? 
Does writer envy him? Does he understand him? 
Do you think he knew him well? 
If there is time, class might like to discuss first 
three selections. 
111-
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Materials for Lesson 7 
Selection #1 
In human.terms, the concept of democracy is a simple one. It 
merely states that all men, as much as is humanly possible~ shall be 
porn to equal opportunity~ equ~l justice before the ~aw, a~d shall 
share equally in the responsibiiity toward their government, which in 
turn shall pe responsible to th~m without favor. Nowhere ?oes it imply 
that men are ·born with equal minds, equal talents or equal bodies, or 
that they should all be reward~d despite their different personalities. 
. . It does imply that the road to opportuhity must be kept open, and that 
the growth of conditions which hinder oppprtunity, justice, and r~­
sponsibility should be prevented. It also implies that it is the job 
of government'and citizens to.feel their highest duty is to guard the 
progress that has been made and plan for future progress, so that less 
and less there will be born in a democracy the unfit, the unequal, and 
the irresponsible. 
Selection #2 
Every scientific invention that widely affects menrs lives is a 
peaceful revolution. Every new condition which breaks up concentra-
tions of land, power, or wealth is a peaceful revolution. Every good 
ideq implanted in manrs mind is a peaceful revolution, every new and· 
illuminating idea. The invention of the printing press wgs, one of the 
greatest revolutions the world has ever seen. The invention of the 
automob~le has had more to do with changing men 1 s haoits, points of 
view, and the conditions under which they live than all the writings 
of revolutionary writings, with the Russian Revolution thrown in. It 
has helped to wipe out class distinctions, make more leisure time, 
make more jobs, more skilled professions open. So the peaceful revo-
lutions go on, continuously affecting man's life and culture. 
Selection #3 
London hardly seems like a city of war. The fashionable 
restaurants and nightclubs are surprisingly full. The movies and 
theatres are packed and the life of the average Londoner goes on as 
usual. Only one change is really striking. London is now a childless 
city. A hush lies over the big parks. The famous lawns where children 
played are deserted, On the streets one sees a few children now and 
then, but very few. It is as though a modern Pied Piper had swept the 
city from en~ to end, and only the grown-ups are left to occupy the 
great city. 
I I~ 
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Selection 1/:4 
The invention of the radio, talking film, and television is 
destined to affect the process of education with quite as revolution= 
ary results as followed in the wake of the invention of the printing 
press. When we have really adapted these instruments to the enterprise 
of education~ we may find that they have enabled us to reduce the cost 
and raise the quality of education at the same time. We suffer a 
shortage of the commodity of genius, teaching genius in particular. 
The printing press has spread the~attered geniuses to every part of 
the world; through radio and film and television) we can bring into 
the classroom living genius itself. 
Selection 1/=5 
He inter~sted me because he was so quiet and solitary and so 
happy; a well of good humour and contentment flowed at his eyes. His 
joy was unspoiled. Sometimes I saw Him at his work in the woods, 
felling trees, and he would greet me with obvious satisfaction. When 
I approached him, he would stop his work, lie on the trunk of a pine 
he had felled~ tumble on the ground, rolling with laughter at anything 
which made him think and tickle him. Looking up at the trees he would 
exclaim, "By (;eorge, I can enjoy myself here chopping; .I want no better 
sport." In the winter, he had a fire by which he warmed his coffee in 
a kettle; as he sat on a log to eat his dinner,. the chickadees would 
come round and perch on his arm and peck at the potatoes in his hand. 
He said he liked to have the "little fellers 11 around him • 
. All above selections from Essays for Discussion, Anita Forbes (ed.). 
New ~ork: Harper and Brothers, 1940. 
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Lesson 8 
~: To list~n to Follow Directions. 
Procedure: Discussion 
1 .. what did we decide about listening to Directions? 
Necessity for attentiveness. 
Necessity for being exact, precise. 
-Speaker can help or hinder. 
2. Do you think "picturing" or "visualizing" helps? 
3. What other helps can you think of? 
"I am going to ask you, one at a time, to come to the 
board and follow one specific direction. You win a 
point for your team if you do so exactly. If you make 
any error, you get no point. The team with the most 
po,ints wins. n 
Class may be divided any way teacher or students wish: 
boys versus girls, perhaps. 
There should be a score-keeper. 
There are only 20 individual directions; teacher may 
wish to make up more, or simply have 20 participate. 
Directions (to be read once only--clearly, slowly) 
1. Write the ~numbers from 10 backwards~ 
2. Print your name, putting last name first. 
3. Wri;e the odd numbers from 1l to 11· 
4. Draw two circles, one inside the other, and two squares 
the same way. 
5 .. Make an equal number of question marks, exclamation 
points, and commas, all in a single row. 
6. Print the name of your school and town. 
7. Write the exact date of your birth, including year. 
8. Write the telephone number of your best friend, and 
right under it, yours. 
9. Print the title of a book you have recently read. 
10. Draw two triangles of unegual size next to each other. 
11. Draw two circles of equal size next to each other; 
divide the first into fourths. 
12. Draw four circles of egual size and divide the third 
and fourth into halves. 
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13 .. Draw three triangles of any size and two e,qual .squares. 
14. Write down all multiples of 5 from lQ to 50. 
15. Write down ail mu~tiples of 10 from So to 120. 
16. Wri~~ today's date, including day of the week, using B2 
abbr.eviations. 
17. Write tomorrow's date, with.day of the week, using.only 
abbreviations. 
r ' 18. Write the following numbers in a row: 10 -~ 29 -- 37 -~ 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
14 -- 3. . 
Write these numbers in a column down, underl~ning each: 
12 -- 4~ -~ 35 -- 58 -- 2. 
Writ~ the word ~AN, in capitals and six words under it 
that rhyme. 
I ' Write the name TIM and next to it five names beginning 
with the same letter. 
Write the first nam~s of your mother, ~ather, and any 
sisters and brothers you hav~, all under one another. 
0 
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Lesson 9 
Aim·£ To listen for Main Ideas 
Procedure: 1. Home assignment 
a. Ask students day before to clip o~t short article 
in paper or magazine--no more than 3 or 4 para-
graphs~-and underline main ideas; be ready to tell 
why. · 
b. Ask two good students to pre~are 5-minute talks ~n 
any subJect they wish (sports~ travel, entertainment, 
etc.), making the main thoughts clear, to present to 
class. 
2. In class 
a. Have as many students read articles as time permits. 
Lead class in discussing the main thoughts for each 
article. 
b. Have two talks given, allowing students to lead 
class in discussion. 
Some suggested questions might be: 
How do you know this is the main idea? 
What other ideas could be considered important 
here? 
Are there sometimes several in one article? 
What are some ways we can spot them? 
0 
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Lesson 10 
Aid: Listen to Follow Directions. 
Procedure: 1. Home assignment 
At least one day ahead of this 'lesson, ask three teams 
(of two students each) of the better students to pre-
pare short demonstrations using the d~cector-follower 
arrangement, using recipes, manual work, writing, draw-
ing, or physical movements. Important to remember: 
a. ~p ha~e directions clear, exact, concise, ~asy to 
follow. 
b. To listen carefully to be able to act smoothly, 
precisely. 
2. In class 
a. Present three teams, asking class to watch care-
fully so as to offer some constructive suggestions 
for both director and follower. Each demonstration 
should be followed by some discussion: 
What were good qualities? poor ones? 
Why were some easier to followZ 
How could it have been improved? 
b. Teams may lead their own discussions if they wish, 
and class could rate the~ if they feel so inclined. 
1{6 
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PART II--CRITICAL LISTENING 
Lesson 1 
Aim: Listen to detect bias, emotional slant, lack .of objectivity. 
Procedure: Discussion 
1. What is bias? 
Prejudice; to irtcline to one side. 
To present only one side of question. 
Could explain where meaning comes from (to cut 
material on bias, acros·s the grain, not with 
line of material). 
2. What is slant? 
Not straight, on an angle. 
Inclined--again to on~ side. 
3. What is objectivity, subjectivity in writing or 
speaking? 
One is physical~ actual facts or realities 
reported. 
Other deals with emotional, mental, realities 
of writer. 
4. In what kind of material would you find each kind of 
writing? 
Objective: texts and scientific or medical Journals. 
Subjective: fiction, poetry, drama, editorials. 
5. In what areas of life is this difference important? 
where·should we be aware of it? 
Politics--study of history? 
Religion? 
Art, music, literature? 
Read the selections on attached sheet, asking ~lass to 
see if these are evident: bias, slant; etc. 
27 
After each reading, discuss how they detected it, why it 
is important. · 
Follow-up assignmJnt 
A~k students to bring in an article showing either bias 
or the lack ~f it, and be ready to discuss these ques-
tions. 
Use these for Lesson 6 of this section. 
/';):6 
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Materials for Lesson 1 
pelection 11* 
What sickening details in the daily journals! Even the family 
~ewspapers, like the Herald Tribune and the London Times ~ecord 
freshly the ho~ror bf cri~es committed daily. Politics were never 
~ore corrupt and brutali government is riddled with small, material-
istic minds. The arts--our novels, plays, and music--are shocking and 
deal with the undignified and degraded. Our painters are obsessed with 
unlofty thoughts; our sculptors represent the trivial and the unimpor-
tant. Businessmen are shameful, greedy, and interested only in profit 
and material gain. Our culture is immoral, tragic, and selfish in 
every corner; beyond repair and beyond hope. 
Selection #2* 
We had a funeral today in this town, and the longest funeral 
procession in the memory of these hills. A good man has gone away--
and yet remains. In the short time I have been here, I never came to 
know him personally, though I saw him often in the country roads, a 
ruddy old gentleman with thick, iron-gray hair, somewhat stern of 
countenance, shabby of attire, sitting as erect as a trooper in his 
open buggy~ one muscular hand resting on his knee, the other holding 
the reins. No one who knows this community can help knowing Dr. John 
North. I never so desired the gift of moving expression as I do now~ 
that I might give the faintest idea of what a good man means to a 
place like this and how vividly and long his memory will live here 
among us. 
Selection #3* 
Our Europe cannot perish; she will certainly remain. Her re-
ligion has in it those victorious energies of defence which are the 
basic condition of establishment. Europe, though she may repel at-
tacks from within and without, is always secure. The soul of he~ is 
'a certain spirit, reasonable and full of chivalry, The gates of hell 
shall not prevail against her. Her people have merged, her cities 
fallen, her soldiers believed to have lost all because a battle turned 
against them. Her colonies have been dangerous, some say on the de-
cline. She has risen from her misfortunes; she will always rise. She 
cannot die, but only grow stronger and greater. 
*From Essays for Discussion. 
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·Selection 1/:4* 
The S.oviet Union's twin cosmonauts both landed by parachute 
,after their epic flight through space. Their ships weighed about five 
·tons each. The closest their ships came to each other during their 
joint flight was about three miles. They landed six minutes and 125 
miles apart in the rlesert region of remote Kazakstan. They both ob-
served "glowing particles" passing their spaceships during flight . 
. Col. Glenn of the U.S. also had remarked the presence of such parti-
.cles. Commander Scott Carpenter observed the particles during his 
later flight as well. "We do not feel we understand the nature of 
these particles yet; they may be simply exhaust of the rocket motor, 11 
one ~f the Russian spacemen commented. 
Selection 1/:5* 
Associate Judge of the Supreme Court Felix Franfurter today 
retired~ and President Kennedy has appointed Secretary of Labor 
Arthur Goldberg to replace him. Mr. Justice Frankfurter, Vienna-born, 
came to the U.S. at the age of 12, not speaking a word of English. 
At the Law School of Harvard University, he was brilliant and success-
£ul. He was the leader in the Supreme Court of the Conservative Wing. 
~lthough Mr. Goldberg is classified as a Liberal, and even a Radical 
by some, he may be difficult to classify, as was his predecessor, 
Mr. Frankfurter. 
*From Christian Science Monitor, August 1962. 
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Lesson 2 
Listen to di~tinguish fact from opinion, figures from feelings, 
statistics from sentiment. 
Procedure: 1. Have students look up "fact 11 and 11opinion" in dictionary. 
2. Discuss the difference: 
a. With what realities are facts concerned? 
External, proveable~ scientific ones of 
physical world. 
b. What are some examples of this? 
The fact that winter follows autumn. 
The fact that plants need light and food to 
grow. 
The fact that some people are taller than 
others. 
The fact that penicillin helps cure certain 
diseases. 
c •. With what is the field of opinion concerned? 
Feelings, sentiments, attitudes and ways of 
thinking. 
d. What are examples of this? 
The opinion of a person that he likes violin 
music. 
The feeling of a critic that he finds a cer-
tain play well written. 
The conviction of a voter that Mr. X is the 
best candidate. 
e. How can one tell the difference when listening? 
Vocabulary used? Tone of voice? 
Knowledge of subject necessary? 
Ability to think logically while listening? 
("is this reasonable, consi-stent, etc?ll)· 
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f. Why should we be aware of this difference? 
Should not accept feeling for facts. 
Should recognize valid arguments; reject poor 
ones. 
Actions and attitudes will be affected by what 
one hears. 
Much talk calculated to convince; should be a 
bit cautious. 
g. Where is informed or authoritative opinion valuable? 
Critics of art, music, drama. 
Editorials on current events. 
Medical opinions--educated guesses. 
h. Whose opinion is valuable? 
What is an authority or expert? 
Is a doctor an authority on art? 
3. Read selections attached. Discuss each with class. 
a. Which type is each selection, fact or opinion? 
b . How could you te 11? 
c. Why do papers print articles like the last selection? 
f. Follow-up assignment 
Ask students to make two lists (at home or in class). 
One should contain places where factual material is 
found. The other should list types of writing that 
contain opinions. Collect these lists and~· 
I 
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~aterials for Lesson 2 
Selection 1/:1 * 
Lo, the poor pede~trian, the vanishing American. He gets his 
ankles splattered in wet weather; in dry weather he cannot open his 
·~yes for dust. W~t or dry climate, he has his dignity shattered. 
Motorlsts either whoop at him or snoot at him. They seldom offer a 
lift. Walking, once the country dweller's main means of locomotion, 
is now reserved for cities. To buy a pack of cigarettes three hundred 
Y.ards up the road, we find it necessary to drive·. You may think this 
is wildly exaggerated. It isn't. The only people who come to my 
country door are peddlers--of soap, brushes, magazines. They walk to 
inspire my sympathy; their cars were waiting for them around the bend! 
Selection 1F2* 
We make our friends, we make our enemies, but God makes our 
next-door neighbors. Hence he comes to us clad in all the careless 
terrors of nature-=he is strange as the stars, as reckless as the rain. 
He is Man, most t~rrible of beasts. That is why the old religions 
showed so sharp a wisdom when they spoke of one's duty to one's 
neighbor. The duty toward "humanity" in general may be a personal 
choice, even pleasurable--a hobby. We may work in the slums because 
we are suited to do so, or because we think we are; we may fight for 
the cause of international peace because we are fond of this fighting. 
We may be so made as to be fond of lunatics, or interested in leprosy, 
or the cause of the Black Man. But we must love our neighbor because 
he is there; he is the .sample .of humanity actually given to us. He 
may be anybody, he is everybody. He is a symbol, an accident. 
Selection f/:3** 
I am in favor of reasonable foreign aid and of legitimate rights 
for all people. But I should be most interested to know why Navajo 
Indians in Arizona, United States of America, are permitted to live in 
mud huts in desert wilderness, while so much attention is given to aid 
other groups, within this country and outside of it. Why are Navajo 
children allowed to sit by the rQad in broiling desert heat waiting 
for tourists to take their pictures and give them a little money to 
supplement the family income? Couldn't workers, similar to those in 
Peace Corps work, help Indians who live too far from a school to attend 
one and are consequently uneducated, illiterate? Could money assigned 
to go to underdeveloped areas be spent to irrigate their land? To say 
they want to live that way is not a convincing answer. We are not sat-
isfied to see other people live that way; why should the Navajo be the 
exception? 
*From Essays for Discassion. **From Christian Science Monitor, 
August 1962. 
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Lesson 3 
Aim: Listening for poor drganizatiort 
Procedure: Discussion 
1. What do we mean by organization? 
a. Has order, logic, reason. 
b . It is clear . 
c. It avoids repetition. 
d. It "sticks to the point." 
e. It does not have many irrelevant details. 
2. Why is it important in speaking ~r writing? 
a. Easier for audience to grasp. 
b. Understanding is precise, not vague. 
c. Easier to recall. 
d. Easier to take notes if desired. 
3. How shall we look for it? 
a. Talk seems planned, thought-out. 
b. Main points are made clear • 
. c. Details don 1 t confuse, get in the way. 
d. Stays on the topic, does not wander, 
e .. Sums up, or reviews well. 
4. How can we write well-organized material? 
a. Outline ahead--see main points. 
b. Think about what we want to say in general. 
c. Avoid unnecessary details, repetition, wandering. 
d. Sum up, go over difficult points. 
e. Consider interests, background of audience. 
Class Assignment 
Divide the class in half--any way that is convenient. 
Group A: Write one-page organized paper on "Why I Want 
to Go to College" 
Group B: Write one-page organized paper on "Why I Like 
Living .Here" 
Keep all these until Lesson 8. Use them there. 
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Lesson 4 
Aim: Listen for faulty logic, unreasonable arguments. 
Procedure: 1. Read attached selection, asking class to note logic~ 
good arguments. 
2 .. Discuss: 
a. What is wrong with this material? 
Unreasonable, emotional, not based on facts. 
b. Why do people use this type of writing? 
To convince~ to arouse or excite to action. 
c. Where is it undesir~ble to use this type of material? 
Serious discussions and debates. 
Writing for paper, commenting on news. 
d. How do we detect poor arguments? 
Our own reasoning ability. 
Knowledge of the subject. 
Ability to ask questions; look into the ques-
tion. 
e. Is unreasonable talk used in advertising? Why? 
Often; to convince, stimulate into buying. 
f. Why is this question of logic important? 
What we hear influences our lives in ~o many 
ways. 
Our actions and attitudes need to be based on 
sound arguments. 
g. What might be good reasons for 12-month school year? 
It would give more time to "extra11 activities 
such as art, music, physical education, etc. 
Questions and problems could be more thoroughly 
explored in the academic subjects. 
More time could be devoted to individual stu-
dent work. 
/d-l 
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3, Class exercise 
a. Jot down 3 good arguments for voting for candidate X. 
Write down 3 poor reasons for voting for the same . 
man. 
b. Think of as many good reasons for buying a certain 
product as you can, specifying what it is--car, 
soap, etc. 
Give some poor reasons. 
Keep these to use in Lesson 9. 
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Materials for Lesson 4 
Selection* 
Students, Teachers, friends! Your assembly committee has 
me to come here today to discuss with you my reasons for wanting 
school year of twelve months. There are many reasons for this. 
me list them for you: 
asked 
a 
Let 
l.·School buildings are not used in summer. They stand idle, 
falling into disrepair. No one takes care of them, and no 
one cares. 
2. Teachers need extra money they could earn from a longer term. 
3. Students would be able to graduate sooner, or better yet, 
get a better education. 
4. The schools would be able to take more people in because 
there would be 25 per cent more time; this would reduce 
crowded situations. 
5. We would be able to use teacher time better. Now most of 
them need to work in the summer. Many go to school because 
they have nothing else to do. 
Some people s~y teachers need their summers to learn better how 
to teach. I know you'll agree this isn't so. Some say we can't 
afford to keep the schools open all year. I think with the additional 
students we would be able to handle, all this wouldn't cost any more 
than we now spend. Last, some say summers are too hot to hold school. 
We can install air-coolers, then, and this would solve that problem. 
*From the STEP Listening Te·s-J:, p. 14. 
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Lesson 5 
Aim: Listen to draw conclusions, make inferences and judgments. 
Procedure: 1. Discussion 
Put these definitions on board: 
Conclusion: a final determination, result, settling. 
Inference: the deduction; accepting as a consequence 
or outcome. 
Judgment: decision; mental faculty of being able to 
decide correctly by comparing ideas and 
facts; criticism. 
Examples to be used orally in connection with above 
definitions: 
Conclusion: I have heard all the facts, both for and 
against the proposal, and am now ready to 
come to a conclusion about what I feel and 
will do about it. 
Inference: I know John became seriously, even danger-
ously ill. I also know Dr. B. operated on 
him last week. I further know that John is 
now much improved. I therefore infer, or 
feel that it is reasonable to assume, that 
Dr. B. is a competent physician. 
Judgment: All the necessary information has been 
presented to me on a certain question; I 
have thought seriously about it~ "mulled 
it over" in my mind and am now ready to 
make a judgment or criticism with regard 
to the whole question. 
a. "When do we make judgments, draw conclusions?" 
Every time we read, listen, discuss, see film, 
art work, travel. 
b. ''Why are intelligent decisions difficult?" 
Need knowledge of subject; be able to reason 
logically; see ''behind'' the obvious. 
c. 'Why are such judgments important?" 
This is the way we form attitudes, d~cide 
actions, form personality. 
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2. Read attached paragraph. 
a. '~hat can we conclude or infer reasonably from the 
;reading?" 
Writer thinks we ought to live with happiness, 
not by the clock. 
Writer thinks we ought· to live creatively. 
Writer feels that talent or greatness cannot 
be planned. 
Writer feels everyone should feel and act 
freely. 
b, 11What is not reasonable to deduce from his words?" 
Writer feels how we spend time is unimportant. 
Writer feels we should never make any plans, 
Writer feels geniuses and talented persons are 
lazy, 
(Students may suggest others.) 
3. Question of interpretation 
1S7 
a. "Does everyone get same message from listening?" (no) 
b. "Why not?" (each listener has different experience, 
background, character) 
.c, "Are. diffe;rent meanings possible?" (yes 1 often) Why? 
d. "What does jumping to conclusions mean?" 
(decide without thought) 
(not enough evidence) 
(poor reasoning) 
(biased on subject) 
,~, 
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Material for Lesson 5 
Selection* 
Everything in the universe goes by indirection. .There are no 
straight lines. There can be no greatness without abandonment and 
spontaneity. I dare not go out-of-doors and see the moon and stars, 
but they seem to measure my tasks, to ask how many lines or pages are 
finished since I saw them last. Not so was it in Belle Isle. The 
days there were all different, and only joined by a perfect love of 
the same object. Just to fill the hour--that is happiness. The 
savages there delight to play in the surf, coming in on the top of the 
rollers, then swimming put again, and repeat the delicious maneuver 
for hours. Fill my hour, ye gods, so that I shall not say "Behold, an 
hour of my life is gone_," but rather, "I have lived an hour." 
Shakespeare made his poems as a bird weaves its nest--because it must, 
because it feels it necessary for life to continue. Painters paint 
for joy, not in cold blood. Songs are written as charming accidents 
of the composers' lives. A song is no song unless the circumstance is 
fine and free. Nature acts itself out through the hands of artistic 
masters·; they are but instruments--they receive and give the talent 
happily, freely, without calculation, or it is not greatness at all. 
*From Essays for Discussion. 
d. 
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Lesson 6 
Aim: Listen to recognize bias, slant, 
-:---
Procedure: 1. Remind students night before lesson to bring in material 
re bias assigned in Lesson 1--article showing bias, or 
lack of it, 
2. Have students read as many with bias as time allows. 
Allow class to discuss important points: 
how can you tell it's biased? 
does it matter here? 
is writer an "authority"? 
3. Have two or three without bias read. 
What type of article is it? 
Why should it not be slanted? 
4. Discussion 
a. Does anyone know what 11prdpaganda" is? 
Webster: 110rganization has as its purpose 
the spreading or encouraging pf par-
ticular principles or doctrines, re-
ligious, social or political." 
b. In what connecti.on have you heard of it?. 
Russian use of it, its allies--Cuba? 
Our use of it? 
c. For what purposes does Russia use it? 
To convince its captive people, and others, 
of goodness of communism. 
To discredit the U.S. and any democratic system. 
d. How do they do this? 
Twist the truth. 
Fabricate the facts. 
Omit telling the truth (A-bomb tests not re-
vealed in their own 
newspapers) 
1'33 
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Take advantage of things which happen to ridi-
cule; criticize; racial problems here; crime 
waves; corruption in~overnment; poverty in 
' some areas. 
e. How do we do1 it? 
Through Voice of America. 
Through Peace Corps, diplomatic corps. 
Through newspapers. 
I~ 
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Lesson 7 
Aim: Listen to sift fact from ~pinion. 
Procedure: 1. Remind students night before that they have list to 
bring in--types of writing ~ontaining factual and 
opinion styles. 
2. Choose four or five to read their lists. Make com-
posite list on board. Add new ones not mentioned by 
these students if others in class have them. 
List should include at least the following: 
Factual type 
News articles 
Newscasts 
D9cumentary films 
Scientific articles 
Medical jo¥rnals 
Textbooks 
Tax statem~nts 
Bank statements 
Police files 
3. Discussion 
Opinion type 
Editorials 
Fictional work--plays, 
novels, essays 
Reviews--of books, movies, 
drama, art 
Reported interviews 
Gallup polls and the like 
a. Where might you find a combination of both? 
College lectures 
Magazine articles 
Political speeches 
Bi~~raphies and memoirs 
Advertising 
Weather reports 
Interviews 
Travelogues 
Surveys 
b. Of what must we be especially conscious in regard to 
bias? 
So-cailed "expet.ts" ori authorities. 
Se~timeht, e~otionally-packed statements. 
Correct presentation of facts; giving 2Qih sides of 
controversial questions. 
c. What is it to be gullible? Is this intelligent? 
To accept everything without question; this is 
immature and unintelligent. 
}""$ 
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d. What is it to be a s}(e~tic? 
Accept nothing without absolute proof~ some-
times not even then! 
e. Is there any middle road? 
Accept that which is reasonable; question 
others' opinions; deliberate before coming 
to conclusions. 
I~ 
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Lesson 8 
Aim: Listen to detect poor organization. 
Procedure: 1. Using papers written by class in Lesson 3, read to them, 
or have students read their own, one paper with good 
organization, one with poor. 
2. Discuss 
What made ------'s paper well organized? 
Do you think it was easier to listen to? follow? 
understand? 
Do you think you will be able to recall it better? 
Why was the other not as good? 
What difference does it make? 
3. Read attached selection. 
a. Regarding organization, what do you think about it? 
why? (in logical order, main points clear, not. too 
marty details) 
b. Let's see if we can outline it) as the writer may 
have done himself. 
Could be: Family background 
Education 
Work 
Marriage 
Death 
c. How does this help us with organization? 
See main points clearly. 
See proper sequence. 
Makes it easier to write in paragraph form. 
Will be clearer to listener. 
4. Class assignment (if time allows) 
Will you write, in outline form, keeping organiza-
tion uppermost in mind, your own biography. Have 
at least four main sections, with some subheadings. 
143 
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Material for Lesson 8 
Selection* 
Edgar Allan Poe came of a good Maryland family. His father and 
mother were actors, members of a wandering troup of players. Edgar 
was born in Boston in 1809, where the troup happened to be playing. 
Two years later both parents died in Virginia, and the children were 
separated for adoption. Edgar was turned over'to John Allan, a mer-
chant of Richmond, who gave him an education. 
Poe went to the University of Virginia, where he gambled, ac-
quired debts, and a reputation for drunkedness. He was removed from 
the University by his guardian. Mr. Allan tried to put the boy into 
his business, but there was a quarrel and Poe went north to join the 
Army. About that time, when he was eighteenJ he wrote his first book 
called Tamerlane. 
After two years in the Army, Mr. Allan helped him get an ap-
pointment to the Academy at West Point. Poe soon tired of this and 
began to accumulate enough demerits to cause dismissal. Mr. Allah then 
disowned him and Poe faced the world penniless, with no friends, a 
collection of bad habits and a talent near genius. 
For the rest of his life, he depended on writing for his living. 
·He wrote stories, poems and criticism for several magazlnes before he 
was recognized. Then he became an editor. For years he worked on 
magazines in Baltimore, Philadelphia, and finally New York. He would 
work for a while, then his irregular habits and his dissatisfaction 
with the world caused him to lose the job. 
In the meantime, he had married a 13-year-old cousin, Virginia 
Clem, to whom he was devoted. In 1847 she died in their poverty-
stricken home. Two years later, when he was planning and arranging 
for another marriage, he paid a visit to Baltimore. He was found 
unconscious in the streets there and removed to a hospital, where he 
died. 
*From Short Stories for Study and Enjoyment, H. T. Eaton (ed.). 
New York: Doubleday, 1944. 
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Lesson 9 
~: Listen to detect poor arguments, inferior reasoning. 
Procedure: 1. Choose three or four good papers done in Lesson 4 
(points re candidates and products) 
2. Let students read their own--without telling if these 
are good or bad arguments. 
May lead class in discussion of their own points. 
3. To be brought out: 
a. What makes a poor argument? 
Illogical. 
Appeals to emotions. 
Not related to point, irrelevant. 
b. What makes a valid one? 
Reasonable. 
To the point. 
Considers the facts. 
4. Examples: ask class if each of these would be valid 
reasons or arguments for action: 
a. For reading a certain book 
Well-known author. 
Exciting character studies in it. 
On best-seller list. · 
Everyone in class has read it. 
A movie is to be made of it. 
Beautifully written. 
b. For donating money to a charity. 
Organization helps orphans. 
Must meet goal for this class, school or club. 
Famous man at head of it. 
Donations of over $20 will be published. 
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c. For belongin~ to a club or organization. 
Prestige value. 
Boss be~ongs. 
Do interesting things. 
Not very expensive. 
Meet worth-while people. 
Does not'allow Negroes in. 
5. Have class suggest good and bad arguments for going to 
Europe, stopping smoking, going to church, l~arning to 
dance, and the like. 
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Lesson 10 
~: Listen to draw conclusions. 
Procedure: Discussion 
1. Where do you think people get political views? reading? 
listening? 
Research study at University of Michigan--1952 
presidential election--found voters got 58 per cent 
of information through listening, only 26 per cent 
through reading. 
2. Where do we get our opinions re music, art? 
Discussions with friends, h~ar critics' opinions. 
3. Where do we get our religious ideas? 
Listening in church, in discussions at pome, with 
friends. 
Point is: every time we listen, make judgments; fo~rth / 
attitudes. 
4. On what should these judgments be made? 
Known facts, or facts that can be looked up. 
Own research or reading of background material. 
Statements of qualified people in that field. 
5. What part doe~ emotion play? 
. 
In artistic fields is generally accepted as valid 
part of whole (music, architecture, poetry, drama) 
In Bclence? medicine? what about instinct her~? 
In mathe:matics? 
In religion? is faith feeling or fact? 
What conclusions can you justifiably.come to from these 
statements? (might mention a few not valid, too) 
1. rfin 1928 Rankin wrote in an educational journal that 
adults spent 45 per cent of time in listening and 16 
per cent in reading." 
2. The President of the Council of English Teachers feels 
that listening is the hardest language subject to teach 
and learn;· it is complex, not the same thing as good 
hearing. 
14? 
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3. Until 1950~ 2~000 studies about reading had been done 
and only 15 in listening. 
4. Colleges and large corporations are giving tests and 
co~rses in listening to students and.employees. 
5. Out of 9 language books for Grade 6, only 3 had any 
planned teaching in listeping included. 
6. After a 10-minute talk of nonsense with no real mean-
ing~ over half of a cbllege class said they got a real 
message from it. 
7. ~any authorities feel that students get at least as much 
information now through listening as througn'reading, 
from first grade o.n. 
8. In the studies done so far ih listening, intelligence 
does not seem to be related to improvement in listening 
after training. 
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PART III--APPRECIATIVE LISTENING 
~: To listen to hear rhythm and mood in poetic language. 
Procedu~e: Discussion 
Is language rhythmical? Yes, especially poetry, 
often prose. 
Is language capable of expressing moods, feelings 
through sound? Yes. 
1. Read Selection 1Fl. Ask class to listen for "mood words." 
How do the words here help mood or feeling? 
Image of Being awake-=eternal motion. 
Words such as "beauteous" instead of beautiful--
softer. 
"holy time" suggests peace, quiet. 
Image of the Nun in adoration--again suggests 
repose. 
"~un siiilt'ing"- -tranquil scene. 
"Heaven is gentle'' 
2. Read Selection #2. 
How is mood set here? Is it sad or just quiet? 
11
'tplls the knell"--l's are liquid, soft sounds. 
"lowing herd slowly o'er the lea"--more l's. 
"glimmering landscape"--soft lights suggested. 
"solemn stillness"-=lls and s's are soft sounds. 
3. Read Selection #3. 
How did poet achieve mood here? 
Short, emphatic phrases. 
Hard-sounding words such as mark, bound, mocks, 
storm. 
Image of boundlessness, space in ph~ases like 
earth's wide regions, blue above and blue 
below. 
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4. Read Selection #4. 
Why is this so "rhymy"? 
A nons~nse verse, for amusement_,. delighting the ear 
(especiaily of children). 
5. Read last selection. 
How did pzyet get across mood of courage, manliness, 
~ fearlessness? 
Short, clipped words--"black as the Pit from pole 
to pole" 
"bludgeonings 11 
"l;>loody but unbowed" 
Images are bold, masculine-!!unconquerable soul" 
"clutch of circumstance" 
''have not winced nor cried 
aloud" 
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Materials for Lesson 1 
Selection 4f:l -- ''It Is a Beauteous Evening" Wordsworth 
It is a beauteous evening, calm and free, 
The holy time is quiet as a Nun 
Breathless with adoration; the broad sun 
Is sinking down in its tranquility. 
The gentleness of heaven is on the sea. 
Listen! the mighty Being is awake 
And doth with His eternal motion make 
A sound like thunder -- everlastingly. 
Selection 4/=2 -= "Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard" 
The curfew tolls the knell of parting day 
The lowing herd winds slowly o'er the lea 
The ploughman homeward plods his weary way 
And leaves the wdrld to darkness and to me. 
Gray 
Now fades the glimmering landscape on the sight 
And all the air a solemn stillness holds, 
Save where the be~t!e wheels his droning flight 
And drowsy tinklirtgs lull the distant folds. 
Selection 4/=3 -- "The Sea" Procter 
. 
The sea! The sea! The open sea! 
The blue, the fresh, the ever free! 
Without a mark, without a bound, 
It runneth the earth's wide regions round. 
It plays with the clouds, it mocks the skies 
Or like a cradied creature lies. 
I'm on the sea! I'm on the sea! 
I am where I would ever be 
With the blue above and the blue below 
And silence wh~fesb'er I go. 
If a ~torm should come and awake the deep 
What matter -- I shall ride and sleep. 
1$1 
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Selection :ffo4 -- "The Owl and the Pussy Cat" Lear 
The Owl and the Pussy-Cat went to sea 
In a beautiful pea-green boat 
They took some honey and plenty of money 
Wrapped up in a five-pound note. 
The Owl looked up at the stars above 
And sang to a small guitar 
110 lovely Pussy, 0 Pussy my love 
What a beautiful Pussy you are. 
You are, you are 
What a beautiful Pussy you are!" 
Selection :ffo5 -= "Invictus" Henley 
Out of the night that covers me 
Black as the Pit from pole to pole, 
I thank whatever gods may be 
For my unconqueraQle soul. 
In the fell clutch of circumstance 
I have not winced nor cried aloud 
Under the bludgeonings of chance 
My head is bloody but unbowed. 
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Lesson 2 
Aim: Listen to prose for appreciative purposes. 
Procedure: Ask class: Is it necessary to have poetic forms or pat-
terns to have rhythmical language, artistic 
use of language? Can these exist in prose, 
d.rama, essays? 
1. Read Selection #1. 
What makes this so vivid? real? 
Author refers to simple things, common feel-
ings may be shared by all. 
Colorful images such as "swallowed sun -
sparks" etc. 
2. Read Selection #2. 
How does author paint picture with wo~ds? (appeals 
to senses) 
Sound of rain on roof (sense of hearing) 
Everything clammy (sense of feel) 
Mos~uitoes droning (sense of hearing, vision) 
3. Read Selection #3. 
How is this descriptive? 
Use of words such as silent, circuitous, intermin-
able~ air raw and pointed, 
flakes adhesive. 
4. Read Selection #4. 
Imagery here somewhat poetic? 
tapestries, torches 
footmen 
perfumed rooms 
silver on table 
secret smiles 
4. Read last selection. 
How make solitude poetic? (with images) 
She "enveloped him in her delights" 
Trembled when a bird passed. 
Changing clouds melt into one another. 
l~l 
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Moon on the ocean of sand. 
Freshness of the stars, imaginary music in the 
skies. 
Ask students to find one particular poetic or artist~c 
prose section and bring to class. Remember to collect 
the next day. 
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Materials for Lesson 2 
Selection 4/:1 -- "Bliss" Katherine Mansfield 
Although Bertha was thirty, she still had moments like this 
when she wanted to run instead of walk, to take dancing steps on and 
off the pavement, to roll a hoop, to throw something up in the air 
and catch it again, or to stand still and laugh at--nothing. What can 
you do if you turn the corner of your street and you are overcome, 
suddenly, by a feeling pf bliss-absolute bliss!--as though you had 
suddenly swallowed a bright piece of that late afternoon sun and it 
burned in you, sending out a little shower of sparks into every part, 
every finger and toe? 
Selection 1fo2 -- "Rain" W. Somerset Maugham 
The rain fell with cruel persistence. You felt that the 
heavens must be empty of water, but still it fell down, straight and 
heavy, with a maddening iteration, on the iron roof. Everything was 
damp and clammy. There was mildew on the walls and on the boots 
that stood on the floor. Through the sleepless nights the mosquitoes 
droned their angry chant • 
. Selection 1F3 -- "A Lodging for the Night" Robert Louis Stevenson 
It was late in Nove~ber. The snow fell over Paris with rigor-
ous, relentless persistence. Sometimes the wind made a sally and 
.scattered it in flying vortices. Sometimes there was a lull and 
flake after flake descended out of the black night--silent, circuitous, 
and interminable. The air was raw and pointed, but not far below 
freezing, and the flakes were large, damp and adhesive. The whole 
city was sheeted up. If there were any late birds in heaven, they 
saw the island like a large white patch, and the bridges like slim 
white spars on the black ground of the river. 
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Selection 4fo4 -- "The Necklace" Guy de Maupassant 
She imagined silent antichambers, heavy with Oriental tapestries, 
lit by torches in bronze sockets, with two tall footmen in knee-
britches sleeping in large armchairs, overcome by the warmth of the 
stove. She saw vast salons hung with antique silks, exquisite pieces 
of furniture supporting priceless ornaments, and small perfumed rooms 
created just for little parties of intimate friends, men who were 
famous and sought after. She imagined delicate meals, gleaming silver, 
food served in marvelous dishes, murmured compliments listened to with 
secret smiles as one forked the rosy flesh of trout or the wings of 
asparagus chicken. 
Selection 4fo5 -- "A Passion in the Desert't Honore de Balzac 
Solitude revealed to him all her secrets and enveloped him in 
her delights. He discovered in the rising and setting of the sun 
sights unknown to the world. He knew what it was to tremble when he 
heard the hiss of a bird's wing, so rarely did they pass, or when he 
saw the clouds, the changing and many-colored travellers, melt into 
one another. He studied in the night time the effect of the moon upon 
the ocean of sand. He revelled in the sight of a hurricane over the 
plai~ where the whirring sands made red, dry mists and death-bearing 
clouds. He welcomed the night with joy, for then fell the freshness 
of the stars and he listened to imaginary music in the skies. 
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Lesson 3 
Aim: Listen to be aware of colorful language. 
Procedure: Discussion 
1. What is colorful language? 
Descriptive, vivid. 
Picturesque. 
Unusual; particularly suited to material. 
Imaginative. 
2. Why is it desirable in literature? 
Makes it more interesting. 
Makes it more vivid, real. 
Makes it more unforgettable, impressive. 
Stirs the imagination. 
3. What types of words (parts of speech) are usually 
involved? 
Adjectives--to describe nouns, pronouns. 
Includes persons, things. 
Adverbs--to describe action words more fully. 
Verbs--to make action more vivid. 
Examples: look at very common words, for which we can 
substitute more colorful or descriptive ones. 
Note they are more precise than the common 
ones. 
"walk" prowl march meander toddle 
waddle 
tramp 
prance 
wander 
rove 
file 
"pretty"--delicate 
comely 
fair 
radiant 
exquisite 
plod trudge stalk 
shuffle straggle •.wend 
glide stride promenade 
ramble journey 
stroll strut 
saunter perambulate 
t;rim 
glowing 
dainty 
lovely 
graceful 
handsome 
refined 
blooming 
attractive 
elegant 
1~7 
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4. Class assignment: students should be encouraged to use 
dictionaries and thesaurus: 
Transform these simple sentences into colorful ones, 
using more descriptive words, as many as you wish. 
a. A ~irl walked down the street. 
b. A car went by the house. 
c. The man went into the building. 
d. The boys came out into the yard. 
e. ~he odor in the room took him unaware. 
15! 
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Lesson 4 
Aim: Discuss the similarities and differences between language and 
--..... 
music, as means of expression. 
Procedure: 1. In what ways do you think music and language are alike? 
They are both rhythmic. 
Do they both express feeling, emotion? 
Can they both evoke response? 
Can they paint a picture, set a scene? 
Can they both be colorful, descriptive? 
Do we listen to both in the same way? 
Can we understand both emotionally, 
intellectually? 
Do we react to both in the same way? 
Are a writer_ and composer alike? 
Express emotion, feelings, experiences. 
Set mood. 
Use sound. 
Get dramatic effects. 
Both have talent. 
2. What are songs, ballads, folk tunes? 
Language set into musical patterns. 
3. Does music enhance, enrich words? How? 
Emphasizes mood, makes feeling more obvious? 
Stresses rhythm, accent of words? 
4. Read attached selection to class. Ask them to watch 
musical aspect of peom. 
Would music enhance this? ·How? What type of music? 
(5'$ 
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Selection* 
*"Annabel Lee" 
Material for Lesson 4 
It was many and many a year ago 
In a kingdom by the sea 
That a maiden lived, whom you may know 
By the name of Annabel Lee. 
And this maiden she lived with no other thought 
Than to love, and be loved by me. 
I was a child and she was a child 
In this kingdom by the sea 
But we loved with a love that was more than love 
I and my Annabel Lee. 
With a love that the winged seraphs of heaven 
Coveted her and me. 
And this was the reason that long ago 
In this kingdom by the sea, 
A wind blew out of a cloud~ chilling 
My beautiful Annabel Lee. 
So that her high born kinsmen came 
And bore her away from me 
To shut her up in a sepulchre 
In this kingdom by the sea. 
For the moon never beams without bringing me dreams 
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee 
And the stars never rise but I feel the bright eyes 
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee, 
And so, all the night tide I lie down by the side 
Of my darling, my darling, my life and": my bride 
In her sepulchre by the sea 
In her tomb by the sounding sea. 
Edgar Allan Poe, 
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Lesson 5 
Summarize Appreciative Listening 
Procedure: Reading ,ef selections attached .• 
Discussion with class 
1. After Selection #1 
Is there rhythm here? mood? 
Would music enrich it? how? (there is a well-known 
song with these lyrics) 
2. After Selection #2 
What sort of mood is this written in? is ending 
serious? 
What kind of music might you write for it? 
3. After Selection #3 
How is the poet's mood achieved? 
How would you get somber quality in music? 
What instruments would you u~e? what tempo? 
4. After Selection #4 
Do you like this poem? why? 
If you drew a picture, what would you place in it? 
What are some of the colorful words or phrases? 
How did these phrases help make your picture? 
5. After Selection #5 
What is the mood here? is there a po~nt? a moral? 
Who is a fool? does poet suggest anything about 
:royalty here? 
Would this be good poem to dramatize? why? 
If there is time, some of the simple sentences rewritten 
in Lesson 3 to be colorful could be read and discussed. 
Try to look them over and pick the best to serve as 
examples of what can be done by students. 
l'SS 
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Materials for Lesson 5 
Selection 1F1 -- "There Is a Lady11 Anonymous 
There is a lady sweet and kind 
Was nev.er face so pleased my mind 
I did but see her passing by 
And yet I love her till I die. 
Her gesture, motion and her smiles 
Her wit, her voice my heart beguiles 
Beguiles my heart, I know not why 
And yet I love her till I die. 
Selection 1F2 -- 11Young and Old" Kingsley 
When all .the world is young, lad 
And all the trees are green 
And every goose a swan, lad 
And every lass a queen 
Then hey for boot and horse, lad 
And round the world away 
Yourig blood must have its course, lad 
And every dog his day. 
When all the world is old, lad 
And all the trees are brown, 
And all the sport is stale, lad 
And all the wheels run down, 
Creep home and take yotrplace there 
The spent and maimed among 
God grant you find one face there 
You loved when all was young. 
Selection 1/:3 -- 11The Raven1' Poe 
Once upon a midnight dreary, while I ponder.ed weak and weary, 
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore 
While I nodded~ nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping, 
As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door. 
"Tis some visitorll I muttered "tapping at my chamber door11 --
0nly this and nothing more. 
Ah, distinctly I remember, it was a bleak December, 
And each separate dying ember wrought its ghost upon the floor. 
Eagerly I wished the morrow, vainly I had sought to borrow 
From my books surcease of sorrow--sorrow for the lost Lenore 
For the rare and radiant maiden whom the angels name Lenore--
Nameless here forevermore. 
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Selection 1fo4 -- "Margarita Sorori" Henley 
A late lark twitters from the ~kies 
And from the west 
Wher~ the sun, his day's work ended~ 
Lingers~ as in content, 
There falls on the old gray city 
An influence luminous and serene 
A shining peace. 
The smoke ascends 
In a rosy golden haze. The spires 
Shine, and are changed. In the valley 
Shadows ~ise. The lark sings ~n. The sun 
Clo$ing his benediction 
Sinks, and the darkening air 
7hrills with a sense of the triumphant night 
Night with her train of.stars 
And her great gift of·· sleep. 
Selection 1fo5 -- "The Fool's Prayer" Sill 
The royal feast was done; the King 
Sought some new sport to banish,care 
And to his jester cried "Sir Fool, 
Kneel now, and make for us .a prayer!" 
The jester doffed his cap and bells 
And stood the mocking court before. 
They could not see the bitter smile 
Behind the painted grin he wore. 
He bowed his head and bent his knee 
Upon the monarch's silken stool. 
His pleading voice arose 110 Lord, 
Be merciful to me, a fool!" 
"Tis not by built the onward sweep 
Of truth and right, 0 Lord, w~ stay, 
Tis by our follies that so long 
We hold the earth from heaven away." 
"These clumsy feet, still in the mire 
Go crushing blossoms without end; 
These hard, well-meaning hands we thrust 
Among the heart-strings of a friend." 
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"For our blunders--oh, in shame 
Before the eyes of heaven we fall. 
Forgive us all, and thou, 0 Lord 
Be merciful to m~, a fool. 11 
The room was hushed, in silence rose 
The king, and sought his garden cool, 
And walked apart, ., ahd murmured low, 
"Be merciful to me, a fool!" 
0 
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PART IV--CORRELATED LISTENING 
~: To present Social Studies type material for purposes of 
1. Listening for factual material--main ideas and details 
2. Listening for organization 
3. Listening for sequence 
Procedure: 1. Read the attached material about India~ asking the 
class to listen carefully for facts, organization, 
order of presentation. 
2. After reading is completed, ask class to answer these 
questions on paper~ 
a. What are India's chief crops? 
b. Why do the Indian farmers raise few animals? 
c. Why is Banaras famous as a city? 
d. How are rice fields different in appearance from 
other cultivated are~s? 
e. In what valley are Banaras and Calcutta located? 
f. Give three facts about Calcutta; any fact you heard. 
g. What historic facts were given with regard to India's 
past? 
h. Why were cattle mentioned in the part about the 
city? 
i. What is 11 j ute11 ? 
j. Describe the type of village house mentioned. 
Correct for discussion purposes the next time. 
3. Discussion 
a. Why are facts hard to remember? 
Several were presented at once. 
If they are unrelated, make little sense. 
Perhaps we don't have the necessary back-
ground? Easier if we already have some 
knowledge of topic. 
b. Did the organization help here? 
Was EQ! very well organized; this can be 
deterrent. 
If everything about farming had been presented 
together, it would have been more sensible. 
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The sequence of order was not conducive to 
gobd recall. If this were outlined, we 
would recall more facts and relate them 
more easily. 
Tests should be corrected before Lesson 2. 
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Correct responses to test items 
a. Rice_, ·wh~at; millet, jute, sugar cane. 
b. They do not ~ave enoug~ land to raise food for animals. 
c.~ It is consiCiered hoiy by Hindus. 
·d. ~he:y are greener and wetter'. 
e. In the Ganges Va~ley. 
f. Any of these will db: 
It is hot. 
It is crowded. 
Many. dress as we d~. 
Men wear short pants, no jackets. 
Many wear aandals. 
Women wear saris. 
Streets ate narrOW) with shops and merchandise. 
I Open squares with cattle, merchants, 
g. British ruled it until 1947. 
h. To show they were considered holy, not to be disturbed. 
i. Jute is fiber used to make burlap. 
j. Made of mud bricks, with thatch~d roof. 
lbl 
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Materials for Lesson 1 
We Visit India* 
We are fly;Lng over the Himalayas, highest mountains in the 
world, on the way to India. We come first to the Gang.es Valley, where 
the valley floor· is div.ided into little fields. The mountains are 
covered with green fdrests. 
India is large, but it is one of the most crowded countries in 
the world. Ther~ is not enough farm land to go around, so farms are 
very small. Most of India's people are farmers. Where the weather 
is warm and wate"r pl~ntiful,. farmers raise rice. Where it is cool and 
dry, they raise wheat and a grain called millet. Some raise a little 
cotton; but the crop'is small. They have few sheep, goats or cows, for 
they have·no extra land to raise food for the animals. 
As we fly down the Ganges Valley, some thousand miles or so 1 we 
notice differ~nt-looking fields; these are greener and wetter. They 
are rice fields, or paddies. This crop needs much care, so no one 
farmer can raise much of it, 
On the river Ganges bank, we see a large city with white and 
yellow buildings and strange towers. This is Banaras, holy city of 
the Hindus; the towers are part of their temples. The river, too, is 
holy, ano people from all oyer India. come to bathe in its waters. 
Finally, we cross a river and land in Calcutta. It is early 
morning, but already it is hot. It is crowded and busy with traffic. 
Many people are dressed as we are, many women wear the traditional 
sari, a draped garment usually made of embroidered silk. Men wear 
short trousers and no jackets; few people wear shoes and seem to pre-
fer light sandals. The streets are narrow, lined with small shops 
where workmen make and sell their goods--vases, jewelry, leather 
articles. In the open square, merchants sell their fruits~ cattle 
wander,. and children trade coins for sugar cane. 
Ther~ are beautiful parks and many modern buildings, but most 
of the people are very poor 1 and cannot read or write. They are living 
much' as their fathers and grandfathers lived 1 and without education, 
they have little hope of progressing. 
India was ruled by England for many years. In 19,47 ~ndia be-
came free and independent, but many British peopl~ still remain there, 
working and living as they did before. their country gave India freedom. 
The docks in Calcutta, along the river, are busy, too. B.a.les 
*From Elmlinger, Charles. Many Lands. New ~ork: Rand, McNally Co., 1962. 
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are being unlqaded from huge cargo ships. Most of them contain a 
product ealled "jute,n a fiber used to make burlap. It is raised 
along the' banks of the Ganges, and most of it is sold so farmers may 
have money to buy things they need in tlie city. Many boxes hold tea, 
another big product ra1sed in India. 
As we driv.e out of the' city, we see cattle in the roads. An 
Indian guide tells us these are considered holy animals and must not 
be dist~rbed. The houses in the small villages are small, with 
thatch~d roofs and often made of mud bricks. They sit on narrow dirt 
streets shaded by groves of bamboo and mango trees. 
lb3 
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Lesson 2 
~: To reread material heard before; attempt to analyze why listen-
ing was difficult, how it can be improved. 
Procedure: 1. Read again selection re India, asking students to listen 
so as to see why they missed questions on it before, and 
be ready to criticize selection. 
2. Discus.sion 
a. What is wrong with selection? 
A bit long. 
Bits of information often not fully explain~d, 
as with British rule, sacred cows, etc. 
Not well organized; skips around a bit; crops 
mentioned in three or four places, instead 
of all togsther. 
b. How would you present it in better way? 
Make it shorter, try to cov.er fewer facts? 
Explain facts presented more fully? 
Relate facts better to each other? 
Reorganize? Outline? If reader had suggested 
outline. 
c. How would outline help? Get topics in order? 
Can suggest outline form? 
I. Geographical features 
A. Cities, ports 
B. Rivers 
C. Mountain ranges 
II. Products 
A. Rice and other grains 
B. Tea 
C. Jute 
D, Sugar cane 
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III. History 
A. British rule 
B. Independ~nce 
IV. Reli~ious question 
A. Ternples 
B. Beli~fs 
d. How could we have listened better? 
Taken notes. 
Had some inttoduction to topic. 
Know ~ tb listen for more specific~lly; 
that is, only those facts about people or 
·th~ir products, or customs. 
lbS 
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Lesson 3 
Aim: To read Social Studies type material for purposes of 
___,.... 
1. Listening for facts. 
2. Listening for orderly presentation. 
3. Listening for objective, bias-free reporting. 
Procedure: 1. Read attached selection re Australia, asking students 
to be especially aware of those factors mentioned 
above. 
After the reading, ask them to respond orally to these 
statements with "Truett or "False": 
a. There is only one country on the continent of 
Australia. 
b. Part of the country of Australia is an island near 
the continent. 
c. Of all the continents, only Antarctica is smaller 
than Australia. 
d. The Mountains of the Great Divide are rugged like 
the Andes. 
e. Usually not much rain falls in the interior of 
Australia. 
f. The chief products of Australia are wheat and sheep. 
g. Pineapples and bananas are grown in northern 
Australia. 
h. Australia has the same n~ber of states as we do. 
i. Australia is very heavily populated. 
j. Sydney is a good harbor like San Francisco. 
k. Cattle stations are small in Australia. 
1. There are no industries in Aus.tralia at all. 
m. Sydney is the new capital of Australia. 
n. Australia keeps all the wheat it raises. 
o. There are many ores mined in the desert part of 
Australia. 
2. "Why was this selection easier to listen to?" 
It was shorter. 
It was better organized. 
It presented facts in a more related fashion. 
It presented fewer complicating facts, 
such as historic background. 
What was stated was usually explained, such 
as why cattle areas are large. 
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3. Can Bnyone suggest outline form? 
I. Geographical features 
A. Continent facts--size, population 
B. Cities and states 
C. Capital 
II. Products 
,A. Wheat 
B. Sheep 
C. Cattle 
D. Ores 
E. Fruits, vege.tables, etc. 
III. Industries 
A. Steel 
B. Farm machines 
4. Was there any bias or slant? (no) Facts reported 
only. 
0 
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Correct responses to True-False statements 
a. True 
b. True -- Tasmania 
c. False 
d. Fa~se -- old and gently rolling 
e. True desert area 
f. True 
g. True warm climate (also tobacco, sugar cane) 
h. False -- only seven 
i. False· 
j. True 
k. False 
1. False 
m. False 
n. Faise 
st~e~; farm machinery 
Canberra is capital. 
o. True -- gold~ silver, copper, iron, coal. 
J b~ 
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Materials for Lesson 3 
The Lone"!y Continent 
Sometimes Australia is called the island continent, since there 
is water all around it. Only Australia and Antarctica are not joined 
to other continents and appear to be islands. 
On the continent of Australia there is only one country--it is 
both a country and a continent, the smallest continent on earth, about 
the size of the United States without Alaska. Fewer people live in 
Australia than nn any continent except Antarctica; about as many live 
in the whole of Australia as ~ive in New York City. 
Australia has six states on the mainland, seven if we count the 
small island south of it called Tasmania. The state capitals of these 
seven states are Australia's main cities. Perhaps the most important 
is Sydney, the largest of the continent~ an excellent harbor ideally 
situated on a bay, much as San Francisco is. The capital of the whole 
continent is Canberra, a new city, built just to be the capital and 
serve as the governmental center. 
Australia's chief products are wheat and sheep. rarmers raise 
more wheat than is needed i~ Australia, and so much is sent abroad. 
The ranchers have so many sheep that more wool is grown each year than 
is needed, and this is sold to other countries. Almost one third of 
all wool grown in the world is grown in Australia. 
Beyond the wheat-raising area and the sheep stations, in the 
interior of the continent, little rainfall is known--none falls for 
as long as three years at a time. This central part of Australia is 
desert; few people and animals live there. Those people who do live 
there work in the mines) where gold, silver, copper, iron and coal are 
mined. At one time, Australia mined more gold than any other country 
in the world. 
In Northern Australia, many cattle are raised. Rainfall there 
allows grass to grow, but it grows very slowly, so only a few cattle 
~re kept on the land, and each station is very large so as to allow 
the most growth possible. One station is as large as the state of 
Vermont. 
On the southern coast, it is warm enough to grow pineapples, 
bananas, sugar cane and tobacco. Even citrus fruits may be grown there. 
Australia has some industries--steel mills make excellent steel. 
Australians need farm machinery, and they make much of it themselves: 
tractors, combines and cultivators. 
1 bV 
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Lesson 4 
Aim: To present Social Studies material in order to 
1. Listen for facts 
2. Listen for bias 
3. Listen to make judgments 
Procedure: 1. Read selection re Japan, asking the students not only 
to listen to facts but to be ready to make certain 
judgments about them. 
a. Ask students after reading to put down at least five 
facts they heard in the selection. 
b. Ask them to write one fact which seemed unimportant 
to them. 
c. Ask them if the selection revealed any bias, feeling 
or emotion regarding the facts, that is, if the 
speaker did anything more than objectively stating 
the facts. 
d. Ask them how they feel this was done if it was at all; 
2. Discussion 
a. What do you feel are some of the important facts? 
Size of country 
Products 
Large cities 
Tremendous growth and change since World War II 
b. Do you feel speaker was completely objective? 
No, since many qualifying words were used to 
describe places and facts1 thus hinting that 
speaker has reacted to these himself. 
c. How do you know there is opinion involved here? 
Use of words such as beaptiful, lovely to de-
scribe mountains,.- countryside, women, homes. 
Use of words such as fascinating to explain 
cities, industries. 
Statements that many Americans reacted favor-
ably to its appeal. 
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d. Has opipion any place in this type of material? 
Possibly: Influences listener to want to find 
out more about this topic? 
Holds our attention better? 
Makes for more dynamic talk, less 
dull? 
e. Does it influence~ judgment? 
Probably, unconsciously. 
1'17 
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Materials for Lesson 4 
Mountains in the Ocean 
The island group which makes up what is known as Japan is in 
the western part of the Pacific Ocean, close to the mainland of the 
continent of Asia. The largest of these islands is Honshu; the four 
islands of the country all together are not as large as California. 
Japan is inhabited by 90 million persons; California has only 14 
million. 
Japan's seasons resemble ours very much, and its climate is 
ideal in many ways. There is enough rain throughout the year: the 
spring is green and in autumn many leaves turn splendidly vivid as they 
do here. The countryside is lovely all year around. 
Much of Japan's land is used for raising rice and other 
vegetables such as peas, beans and sweet potatoes. The hillsides are 
used for planting tea, for which Japan is justly famous. 
Japan is perhaps best ·known ·for its silk and the beautiful 
kimonos, or robes, made from the silk material. Japan makes much of 
the silk used throughout the W?rld. 
Because Japan is an island country, the Japanese catch and eat 
more fish than any people on earth. The fishermen catch tuna, shark 
and mackerel in the deep ocean waters, and close to shore in the shallow 
waters there are fine fishing areas also. 
Japanese homes are generally simple and quite lovely--wooden 
with thatched roofs, and always with a garden, which is often a thing 
of beauty. The Japanese are artistic in many areas, and in flower 
raising and arranging they are world-famous. 
Tpkyo, now a very much westernized city of about 8 million 
people·;· is in .the beautiful Tokyo Bay. Many modern buildings have 
sprung up in Tokyo since the last World War 7 and clothing styles, as 
well as many other older customs, have become almost completely western. 
The influence of the United States has been great on Japan: its govern-
ment is slowly becoming democratized, its industries have grown aston-
ishingly rapidly since the war, and its people have prospered with its 
new liberalism. Americans ·in the armed services during the war found 
Japan intriguing, and we continue to travel there and find it so--with 
its charming women, its lovely countryside, famous Mount Fuji, the 
famed cherry blossoms, and the new bustling cities. Japan has emerged 
as a new and surprisingly complex nation of the 20th century. 
l7Z 
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Lesson 5 
!!m: To present Social Studies material in order to 
1. Listen for factual presentation 
2. Listen for bias 
3. Listen to make judgments 
Procedute: 1. Ask students if they have ever heard of Allen Thurman7 
Ask students if they think their children will study 
about Richard Nix6n and Henry Cabot Lodge? 
Ask them how these three m~n are alike? 
All these men ran for high office, and lost. 
2. Read selection re Thurman, asking for attention to 
facts, bias 1 judgments to be made. 
3. Questions (may be answered orally) 
a. Where was THurman born? 
b. When was he born? 
c. To what party did he belong? 
d. Where did he practice law? 
e. Against whom did he run there for Governor? 
f. What are two national jobs he held in his life? 
g. On what did he become an authority while in the 
Senate? 
h. With whom did he run in the 1888 election? 
i. Who defeated him? 
j. Where did he die? 
4 ."Why is this difficult to listen to?" 
Many facts presented in short space. 
Unfamiliar material. 
Have no background knowledge of the man. 
5. "How could we listen better?" 
Have had an introduction to it. 
Take notes. 
Try to think of only important details. 
Try to picture person~ his life, what happened. 
6. Was there any bias here? 
No, facts reported. 
7. Where might you find bias in reporting pf his life? 
His biography or memoirs. 
Newspapers of his day. 
/. 
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Materials for Lesson 5 
Selection*· 
' Al}~~ Gia~bery Thurman w~s bor~ in Novewber 1?13 ~n Lynch-
bqrg; Vir~i~if.. ·~~ pr~cticed law in Qhfo and became ?. w~~l-known 
lawyer the~e.. He was a life-long Dembcrat. Fbr two years he rep-
resent~d· ohio i~'the House OF"ReP~es~htatives, and. ~eFv~d as a Judge 
of the 1 Suprem~ Court fo~ fout'yeats. He ran for Gpver~bf of his 
adopted state, Ohio, against Ruth~~fotd B. ~yes. The c~mpaign was 
close ~nd exciting_, but Ha~es won. Thurman also served iii the U.S. 
Senate; wher~ he became an authority on questions' about the Consti-
tution. in 1888 he accepted the nomination to be Vice-Pr~sidential 
candidate-with Grover Cleveland runhing as the Presidential candi-
dat~.: 'Th~y. fan against Benjamin Harrison and his Republic~n 'Vice-
Presidential partner, and these two Republicans won the el~ction, 
beatin~ Clevei?nd and Thurman. Thurman died in ohio seven years 
later at the a~e of 82. 
*From Harper's Encyclopedia of United States Histbry. 
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-.Cotrect responses to guestlohs 
•' 
a. In tyn~hburg, Virgi~ia 
b. I? Novemb~r'l8f3 
c. Democratie 
d. rfi' Ohio 
.e: Rutherford B. Hayes' , . 
· f. Se'ilat;e,,;.House of R-ep~esi:mt~t~. Supreme Court 
g. O~~Cod,stitut;ional qu~stions ' 
~. Grover cl&veland ~. Be~jamin Harrison and his Vice-P~asid~~~ial partner 
j. Oh!i:o· 
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APP&NnlX B 
1£S.'l'l'OO INSTR~NT$ 
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests 
O by Arthur S. Otis 
MANUAL OF DIRECTIONS FOR BETA TEST 
• 
Forms CM and DM and New Edition: Forms EM and FM 
The Quick-Scoring Series I eludes questions on vocabulary, arithmetic reasoning, 
. . . . . etc. It must be remembered, however, that any test 
The Otts Quwk-Sconng Mental Abtltty Tests com- which involves the use of language can measure mental 
prise three tests, c~lled Alpha, Beta, and Gamma. The ability only to the extent to which we may assume that 
three tests are designed for grades as follows: pupils of the same age have had approximately the same 
Alpha Test ..... Grades 1-4 opportunity to learn. Consequently, if a pupil has 
Beta Test ...... Grades 4-9 grown up with limited educational opportunities, espe-
Gamma Test ... High Schools and Colleges cially with reference to language, his mental ability is 
not fairly measured by any test involving language. 
But in a given community in which all children have 
approximately the same educational opportunities, it is 
reasonable to assume that a pupil who progresses 
rapidly in school and learns much has greater mental 
ability for his age than one who progresses less rapidly 
and learns less. To this extent, therefore, certain 
achievement questions such as vocabulary and arith-
metic-reasoning questions, even though depending on 
language, do measure mental ability. 
The Alpha Test, both in the regular and the short 
form, consists entirely of pictures. The Beta and 
Gamma Tests originally were revisions and extensions 
of the Intermediate and Higher Examinations, respec-
tively, of the Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental 
Ability. New forms EM and FM of both the Beta 
and the Gamma Tests have been equated to the older 
forms. 
Purpose of the Tests 
The purpose of the three tests in the series is to meas- Alternative Forms 
ure mental ability - thinking power or the degree of 
maturity of the mind. 
It should be unoerstood from the outset that it is not 
possible to measure mental ability directly. It is 
possible only to measure the effect mental ability has 
had in enabling the pupil to acquire certain knowledge 
There are six forms of the Beta Test. Forms A and 
Bare published in a smaller size for hand scoring only. 
Forms CM, DM, E:M, and FM ~e for machine scoring 
or hand scoring. 
and mental skill. Of course, the answering of some Snecial Features 
type~ of questions depends less upon schooling and r 
more upon mental ability than the answering of others, The tests are self-administering. It is necessary 
and in making up the test the aim has been for the most. merely to pass out the booklets, allow the pupils time 
part to choose that kind of question which depends as to study the first page with a minimum of directions, 
little as possible on schooling and as much as possible and then let them go ahead and take the test. ,A single 
on thinking. examiner may administer the tests to all the classes of 
However, in the interest of variety it has been found a moderate-sized school in a day, by devoting a few 
necessary and even advantageous to include in verbal minutes to start one class taking the test, leaving the 
tests of mental ability, such as the Beta and Gamma class in care of the teacher, and going on to the next 
Tests, certain questions which might seem at first glance class, etc. This is a good way to assure reasonable 0 to be mere measures of achievement. This type in- uniformity of procedure in the giving of the tests. 
Copyrigh:t 1939, 1954, by Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., New York. 
Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. a 
PRINTED IN U.S.A, 
2 · - Otis Quick-Scorin_g Mental Ability Tests 
In addition to the ea;e of administration which thes~ 
teSts afford by virtue of their single time limit, a method 
of stencil scoring is provided by which the tests may 
be rapidly scored. 
Provision is made in Forms CM, DM, EM, and FM 
for the pupil to put his answers to all the questions on 
,one sheet of the test booklet. This sheet is called the 
Answer Sheet and appears as page 2. To use the 
Answer Sheet, the pupil tears it off from the rest of the 
booklet arid slips it under the booklet in such a way 
that the spaces for the answers appear just to the right 
of the test page. 
1 2 3 4 5 
A row of 5 spaces like this: n H on the 
Answer Sheet corresponds to. each question. The 
spaces are numbered consecutively and arranged so 
as to align perfectly with the questions on the test 
paper in -order to. make sure the pupil will not put his 
answer mark in the wrong row of spaces. 
To indicate his answer to a question, the pupil makes 
a vertical mark in the space that has the same number 
1 2 3 4 5 
as the answer he has chosen, like this: H . . I . . . . 
The Answer Sheet is then scored by a stencil key con-
taining holes so spaced that if the pupil has put his mark 
in the right space it will show through the hole in the 
Key; otherwise not. To score the paper, it is necessary 
merely to count the marks that can be seen through the 
holes in the Key. One application of the Key is suffi-
cient, of course, to score the whole test. 
Experience sho~s that this is the quickest possible 
method of scoring a test "by hand," so to speak. Its 
principal advantage is that the scorer does not have to 
look at each answer to see whether a cross is in or not 
in a given square or circle - he disregards all wrong 
answers completely and merely counts right ones. It 
is by reason of this scoring feature that the tests are 
called "Quick-Scoring Tests." 
The test may .be scored also by the International 
Business Machines Corporation scoring machine. For 
this purpose a special Separate Answer Sheet must be 
used. It is used in the same way as the Attached An-
swer Sheet but is printed and sold separately. Special 
mechanical pencils must be used by the pupils when 
marking the machine-scored Answer Sheet. Special 
Directions for Administering with the Machine Scoring 
Answer Sheet are given on the next page. 
Directions for Administering 
Two separate sets of directions for administering are 
furnished - one for use with the Attached Answer 
Sheet (see col. 2, this page) and the other for use with 
the Machine Scoring Answer Sheet (see col. 1, page 3). 
Be sure to use the appropriate directions. Give all 
directions slowly and distinctly, with a pause after each 
sentence. 
To .administer Beta, Form CM, DM, EM, or FM, 
address the pupils as follows: 
Use the following directions with the Attached Answer 
Sheet. (Directions for Machine Scoring Answer. Sheet Q 
are given on next page.) 
"We are now going to give you some tests that meas-
ure your ability to think. I will pass out the test papers' 
and as soon as you receive one, read the first page and 
do what it tells you to do ; that is, fill the blanks, giving 
your name, age, etc., and answer the sample questions. 
"Do not open or turn over the booklet. Part of the 
test is to see if you can follow directions.': ~ J,: : __ 
Have the test papers passed, one to each pupil, right 
side·up; that is, with the title page up. 
Allow a reasonable time for all to finish reading the 
first page; then say: "Is there anyone who does not 
understand how to answer the samples'?" Be sure 
all do. 
Instruct the pupils to tear the Answer Sheet off from 
the rest of the booklet. See that every pupil is sup-
plied with two pencils and an eraser. It is better not 
to have the pencils too sharp, principally because it 
is better to have the pupils make wide marks. 
Then say: "You are to put your marks in the spaces 
on the Attached Answer Sheet. 
"Slip the Answer Sheet under the edge of page 3 so 
that the column of spaces marked 'Page 3' is along-
side page 3 like this. (Show by holding up page 3 
with the "Page 3" column of the Answer Sheet close 
to page 3 of the booklet.) Notice that the arrow tips 
on the Answer Sheet point directly toward the arrow 
tips on page 3. In answering the first question, you 
put a mark in one of the spaces in the first roy;, and 
so on. 
"When you finish page 3, pull out the Answer Sheet 
a little way like this (Show.) so that _you can see the 
column of answers for page 4, and do page 4. Always 
keep the Answer Sheet shoved under the booklet so 
that the column of the Answer Sheet on which you are 
working is close to the test paper. 
"When you come to page 5, fold page 6 under like 
this (Show how.) so that you can get the 'Page 5' 
column of the Answer Sheet close to page 5 of the book-
let like this. (Show.) 
"Never put more than one mark in any row of 
spaces. 
"Is there anyone who does not understand what to 
do'?" (Answer any questions about how to take the 
test.) Then say: 
"As explained in the paragraph below the samples, 
the test contains eighty questions. You are not ex-
pected to be able to answer all of them, but do the best 
you can. You will be allowed a half hour. Try to get 
as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast 
that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time 
on any one question. No questions about the test willa 
be answered after the test begins. · 
"Now go ahead and answer the questions. Re-
member to make heavy black marks." (Continue 
with directions on page 3, column 2.) 
Manual of Dir.ec.tions.for Beta ·Test: Forms "G:M, -D:M, EM, and FM 
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Use the following directions with· the Machine Scoring 
Answer Sheet. ~ 
"We are now going to give you some tests that meas-
ure your ability to think. I will pass out the test papers 
with the Separate Answer Sheets inserted. As soon 
as you receive the Answer Sheet, fill the blanks here 
(Point to place on Answer Sheet.), giving your name, 
age, etc. Do not write anything on the test booklet. 
"Do not open or turn over the test booklet. Part of 
the test is to see if you can follow directions." 
Give each pupil a test paper with the Separate Answer 
Sheet inserted. Pass out the mechanical pencils, and 
then say: 
"Read this front page of the test booklet carefully. 
You see that there are spaces here for recording an-
swers. (Hold up booklet and point to the spaces.) 
DO NOT put the answers to the samples in these 
spaces. You are not to mark the test booklet in any 
way. 
"If you look in the upper left-hand corner of the 
Answer Sheet (Hold up an Answer Sheet and point to 
the spaces for answers to sample.), you will see spaces 
for the answers to sample questions a, b, and c. Put 
your answers to the samples in these spaces. Read 
the front page of the test booklet and answer the sample 
questions." Allow a reasonable time for all to finish 
reading the first page; then say: "Is there anyone 
who does not understand how to answer the samples?" 
Be sure all do. 
Then say: "All your answers are to be marked in the 
spaces on the Answer Sheet. 
"Slip the Answer Sheet under the edge of page 3 so 
that the column of spaces marked 'Page 3' is along; 
side page 3 like this. (Show by holding up page 3 
with the "Page 3" column of the Answer Sheet close 
to page 3 of the booklet.) Notice that the arrow tips 
on the Answer Sheet point directly toward the arrow 
tips on page 3. In answering the first question, you 
put a mark in one of the spaces in the first row, and so 
on. 
"When you finish page 3, pull out the Answer Sheet 
a little way like this (Show.) so that you can see the 
column of answers for page 4, and do page 4. Always 
keep the Answer Sheet shoved under the booklet so 
that the column of the Answer Sheet on which you are 
working is close to the test p;tper. 
"When you come to page 5, fold page 6 under like 
this (Show how.) so that you can get the 'Page 5' 
column of the Answer Sheet close to page 5 of the book-
let like this. (Show.) 
"Never put more than one mark in any row of spaces. 
"In making your marks on the Answer Sheet, move 
your pencil up and down two or three times so as to 
Omake a heavy black mark filling the space between the -two dotted lines in each case. 
"Is there anyone who does not understand what to 
do?" (Answer any questions about how to take the 
test.) Then say: 
"As explained in the paragraph below the samples, 
the test contains eighty questions. You are not ex-
pected to be able to answer all of them, but do the best 
you can. You will be allowed a half hour. Try to get 
as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast 
that you make mistakes. Do not spend too much time 
on any one question. No questions about the test will 
be answered after the test begins. 
"Now go ahead and answer the questions. Re-
member to make heavy black marks." 
(Continue here.) 
Write immediately on the board the exact time when 
the pupils begin to take the test. It is helpful to 
write on the board also the time the pupils must stop 
work. Thus, if pupils are started at 1 : 17, write this 
on the board and under it write 1:47. Or set your 
watch exactly on the hour and when it is exactly half 
past the hour by your watch, the time will be up. 
It should be understood by the examiner that no 
questions about the test are to be answered which 
might give the pupils the slightest help in answering 
the questions; that is, the examiner or teacher may not 
explain the meaning of any word or give any hints. It 
is permissible at the beginning of the examination for 
the examiner to move quietly about the room to make 
sure that the pupils are indicating their answers in the 
proper manner (making heavy black marks), and if 
during the examination a pupil becomes confused on 
account of the use of the Separate Answer Sheet, it is 
permissible, of course, to explain to him how to proceed. 
Thereafter it is better for the teacher to remain seated 
at her desk so that the room is quiet and the pupils may 
work undisturbed. 
The one in charge of timing the test should be particu-
larly impressed with the need to watch the time care-
fully, for it is very easy to forget the time and let the 
pupils work more than the time allowed. 
After exactly 30 minutes, say: "Stop! Lay your pencil 
down." 
If the Attached Answer Sheet is used, have the 
Answer Sheets collected, then have the pupils write 
their names at the top of page 3 of the booklet, and 
have the booklets collected. If the Machine Scoring 
Answer Sheet is usedJ have the Separate Answer Sheets 
and the test booklets collected at once. 
Directions for Scoring 
Hand scoring 
A Key for scoring the Attached Answer Sheet is in-
cluded in each package of tests. 
The pupils have been instructed to be sure not to 
put more than one mark in any row of spaces. How-
ever, if in the case of any item two marks have been put 
in the same row of spaces, draw a colored line through 
the row of answer spa,ces and give no credit for that 
item. 
4 Otis. Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests 
To score an Answer Sheet, lay the Key over the An-
swer Sheet in such a way that two of the heavy arrows 
on the Answer Sheet show through the holes of the Key 
and point directly toward the two arrows on the Key. 
The Key will then be adjusted so that all the marks 
that the pupils have made in the right spaces will show 
through the holes. The number of marks so appearing 
is the pupil's score. This score should be written in the 
space provided at the top of the title page. 
Ordinarily in scoring this test there is no need to mark 
the answers right or wrong but merely to count them, 
for only the total score is of significance. To avoid 
errors in counting, after the numbers right have been 
counted, continue tlie count with the wrong and omitted 
items and make sure that you end with 80. 
In the interest of accuracy it is well for each Answer 
Sheet to be scored independently by two persons. If 
this is done, the score obtained by the first scorer may 
be written at the foot of the page. Then, after the 
next scorer has scored the paper and compared his 
count with that made by the first scorer and found it 
to check, the sheet may be turned and the checked score 
written on the title page. 
M ackine scoring 
It is assumed here that all persons attempting to 
score the Otis Answer Sheet on the International Test 
Scoring Machine will have thoroughly familiarized 
themselves with the scoring techniques described in the 
various International Business Machines publications, 
particularly as they concern the manipulation of the 
machine itself. To insure scoring of satisfactory ac-
curacy, the following steps are suggested: 
1. Adjust the machine properly, according to the 
manufacturer's directions. 
2. Set the master switch on A and the formula 
switch on R. 
3. Scan each Answer Sheet carefully before it is 
scored. Where 'more than one answer has been 
marked for an item, erase all marks for the item. 
Erase any stray pencil marks n;J.ade in an answer 
space, inasmuch as even very small and light 
marks are sometimes sensed by the machine. If 
the pupil has failed to make complete erasures, 
make a clean erasure. If the marks are too light, 
go over them with one of the special lead pencils. 
4. Check carefully by hand a certain proportion of 
the Answer Sheets to insure maximum accuracy. 
5. Enter the raw score in the box provided for it on 
the Answer Sheet. 
Directions for Recording Scores 
In each package of tests there is included a Class 
Record which provides for the recording of scores of a 
class. Before entering the scores on the Class Record, 
arrange the Answer Sheets either in alphabetical order 
or in order of magnitude of score, according to prefer-
ence. Then enter the name of each pupil, his age in 
years and months, and his score. Q 
Note that provision is made on the Class Record for 
entering later the IQ of the pupil"and any additional 
data, such as percentile rank in the class or school, 
classification designation, etc., and for entering the 
median age, median score, etc., if desired. 
Provision is made at the foot of page 2 of the Class 
Record for distributing the scores of a class or a .school. 
After the marks are all entered, count those in each 
interval and write the number in the column headed 
"Freq." (Frequency). 
To find tqe median (middle) score, count from either 
end of the distribution to the middle mark. If the 
middle mark falls, say, in the interval 50-54, sort out 
the papers whose scores fall in this interval, and, if the 
median is the third mark in the interval, find the score 
on the third paper in that bunch of papers. That score 
is the median score of the class. 
Distributions of Scores 
Table 1 shows the distributions of scores by ages of 
12,983 sixth-grade pupils in Form A. About half are 
from a large city in Ohio ana about half from towns 
and villages of New York State. The median age of 
these pupils was 12 years and 4 months and the median 
score 42 points. 
TABLE 1. Distributions of Scores by Ages of 12,983 Sixth-
Grade .Pupils in the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability 
Tests: Beta Test, Form A 
SCORE 
AGE LAST BIRTHDAY 
INTERVALS 9 10 11 12 TOTALS 13 14 15 16 17 
75-79 2 1 3 
70-74 1 21 11 33 
65-69 7 90 53 5 2 157 
60-64 1 17 243 130 18 1 410 
55-59 37 475 342 28 13 895 
50-54 62 692 605 106 32 2 1 1500 
45-49 53 860 842 260 54 7 2 2078 
40-44 2 43 818 1065 410 121 ,20 4 2483 
35-39 1 30 593 914 482 162 27 3 2212 
30-34 13 321 562 437 174 33 9 1 1550 
25-29 12 149 293 255 134 24 11 1 879 
20-24 1 5 62 132 140 75 22 8 1 446 
15-19 2 21 50 82 53 12 4 2 226 
10-14 1 2 3 15 29 26 8 2 86 
5-9 1 2 10 10 23 
0-4 1 1 2 
Totals 6 285 4350 5017 2262 856 157 45 5 12,983 
Median age: 12 yr., 4 mo. Median score : 42 
The table is interpreted as follows: The column 
headed 12 contains the distributions of scores of the 
5017 sixth-grade pupils whose age last birthday was 12U~ 
years, and whose ages therefore ranged from 12 years 
to 13 years at the time of the test. It shows that, of 
those pupils, 1 made a score that fell in the interval 
75-79, 11 made scores that fell in the interval70-74, etc. 
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This table is given partly to show what wide ranges 
of ages and ability are found in a single grade. Of 
course, the average classroom does not show quite as 
wide a range of ages and scores, but nearly so. The 
need for dividing the pupils of such a grade into more 
homogeneous groups and the method of doing so are 
given below under the heading "Application of Re-
sults" (page 8). 
Norms 
If a large number of 12-year pupils take a test and the 
scores are arranged in order, the median or middle score 
is considered just normal for 12-year pupils and is 
said to be the norm for the age of 12 years. Table 2 a 
gives the norms, for the various ages of pupils taking 
Beta, Form CM or DM. Table 2 b gives the norms for 
pupils taking Beta, Form EM or FM. 
TABLE 2 a. Age Norms for Beta: Forms CM and DM 
YE~ 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
or over 
0 10 17 24 31 37 43 47 51 54 56 57 
1 11 18 25 32 38 43 48 52 54 56 
2 11 18 26 32 38 44 48 52 55 56 0 1:-
... 
3 12 19 26 33 39 44 48 52 55 56 Q) 
4 13 20 27 33 89 45 49 53 55 56 13~ 
~ 5 13 20 27 34 40 45 49 53 55 56 ""':!! 10,_. Q)O ...... .., 
~ 6 14 21 28 34 40 45 49 53 55 57 ..em c;Sb.O 
7 14 21 28 35 41 46 50 53 55 57 E-1= 
8 15 22 29 35 41 46 50 54 55 57 ~:g 
f/.lQ) 
9 15 23 30 36 42 46 50 54 56 57 ~ 
10 16 23 30 36 42 47 51 54 56 57 ~ 
11 17 24 31 37 43 47 51 54 56· 57 
TABLE 2 h. Age Norms for Beta: Forms EM and FM 
YEABS+ 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
or over 
0 9 14 21 29 35 41 46 50 53 56 57 
1 9 15 22 30 36 41 47 51 53 56 
2 9 15 23 30 36 42 47 51 54 56 ~ 
... 
3 10 16 23 31 37 43 47 51 54 56 Q) ,..> 
4 10 17 24 31 37 44 48 52 54 56 oo 
Ia 5 10 17 24 32 38 44 48 52 55 56 ""':!! 10,_. 
E-t CllO z ...... .., 
0 6 11 18 25 32 38 44 48 52 55 57 ..Cm :a c;Sb.O 
7 11 18 25 33 39 45 49 52 55 57 E-1= 
8 12 19 26 33 39 45 49 53 55 57 al~ oo§l 
9 12 20 27 34 40 45 49 53 56 57 ~ 
10 13 20 27 34 40 46 50 53 56 57 ~ 
11 14 21 28 35 41 46 50 53 56 57 
Table 2 a is read as follows: The norm for the age of 
8 years 0 months on Beta CM or DM is 10 points of score; 
0 the norm for the age of 11 years 3 months is 33 points, J etc. Table 2 b is read in a similar manner. 
The norms in Table 2 a are based in part on the scores 
of 16,242 pupils in Beta, Form A; in part on a com-
parison of scores in Beta and scores in the Intermediate 
Examination of the Oflis Self-Administering Tests of 
Mental Ability made by means of an experiment in 
which 3259 pupils in Grades 4 to 9 took Beta, Forms A 
and B, and Form A of the Intermediate Examination; 
in part on a comparison between Beta, Form A, and 
Alpha, Nonverbal, in which 612 pupils in Grades 4 and 
5 took both these tests; in part on a comparison be-
tween Beta, Form CM, and Gamma in which 742 pupils 
in Grades 7, 8, and 9 took both these tests; and in part 
on two experi!llents in which Beta, Form CM, was com-
pared with Beta, Form A, using groups of 780 and 1068 
pupils in Grades 4 to 9. The norms in Table 2b are 
based on a comparison of scores on Beta EM a~d FM 
with CM, by means of an experiment in which 3107 
pupils in Grades 5 to 9 took part. 
Local norms for different localities differ markedly. 
The norms in Tables 2 a and 2 b, therefor~, should not be 
thought of as necessarily representative of any par-
ticular section of the country but rather as representa-
tive of the country as a whole. 
These norms apply to a first test. If a pupil takes a 
second form of the test later, it is necessary to make a 
correction for familiarity with the test before using 
Tables 2a and 2b. (See "Practice Effect" below.) 
Practice Effect 
When a pupil takes a second form of a test within a 
short time after the first form, he tends to make a better 
score on the second test. This increase in score is. 
generally called "practice effect." 
It was found that when a second form of Beta was 
given two days after the first form, the practice effect 
was about 4 points. This means that to render the 
second score of a pupil comparable to the first score if 
the tests were taken two days apart, 4 points should be 
subtracted from the second score. 
Practice effect decreases, of course, as the length of 
time between tests increases. Possibly the amount of 
practice effect would drop to about 3 points if the in-
terval were a week; to 2 points if the interval were a 
month; to 1 point if the interval were three months 
or more. 
Whenever it is desired to find a Mental Age or IQ 
(see below) from the score of a pupil in a second test, 
the proper correction should be made for practice effect 
in the second score before comparing it with the norm 
for the pupil's age in Tables 2 a and 2 b or before finding 
the pupil's Mental Age. 
Mental Ages 
Some examiners wish to express scores in terms of 
Mental Age. The term 11 Mental Age" originally 
meant the age for which a pupil's score was normal or 
median. Thus, if a pupil makes a score just normal or 
median for pupils 10 years old, he is said to have a 
Mental Age (MA) of 10 y~s. 
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests -· 
TABLE 3 a. .llfental Ages Corresponding to Scores in Beta: 
Forms CM and DM 
SCORE MA SCORE MA SCORE MA SCORE MA 
1 6-8 21 9-7 41 12-8 61 16-0 
2 6-10 22 9-8 42 12-10 62 16-2 
3 7-0 23 9-10 43 13-0 63 16-4 
4 7-1 24 10-0 44 13-2 64 16-6 
5 7-3 25 10-1 45 13-4 65 16-8 
6 7-5 26 10-3 46 13-6 66 16-10 
7 7-7 27 10-5 47 13-8 67 17-0 
8 7-8 28 10-7 48 13-10 68 17-2 
9 7-10 29 10-8 49 14-0 69 17-4 
10 8-0 30 10-10 50 14-2 70 17-6 
11 8-2 31 11-0 51 14-4 71 17-8 
12 8-3 32 11-2 52 14-6 72 17-10 
13 8-5 33 11-4 53 14-8 73 18-0 
14 8-7 34 11-6 54 14-10 74 18-2 
15 8-9 35 11-8 55 15-0 75 18-4 
16 8-10 36 11-10 56 15-2 76 18-6 
17 9-0 37 12-0 57 15-4 77 18-8 
18 9-2 38 12-2 58 15-6 78 18-10 
19 9-3 39 12-4 59 15-8 79 19-0 
20 9-5 40 12-6 60 15-10 80 19-2 
TABLE 3 b. Mental Ages Corresponding to Scores in Beta: 
Forms EM and FM 
SCORE MA SCORE MA SCORE MA SCORE MA 
1 7-1 21 10-0 41 13-0 61 16-0 
2 7-3 22 10-1 42 13-2 62 16-2 
3 7-5 23 10-3 43 13-3 63 16-4 
4 7-7 24 10-5 44 13-4 64 16-6 
5 7-8 25 10-7 45 13-6 65 16-8 
6 7-10 26 10-8 46 13-8 66 16-10 
7 8-0 27 10-10 47 13-10 67 17-0 
8 8-2 28 11-0 48 14-0 68 17-2 
9 8-3 29 11-1 49 14-2 69 17-4 
10 8-5 30 11-2 50 14-4 70 17-6 
11 8-7 31 11-4 51 14-6 71 17-8 
12 8-9 32 11-6 52 14-8 72 17-10 
13 8-10 33 11-8 53 14-10 73 18-0 
14 9-0 34 11-10 54 15-0 74 18-2 
15 9-2 35 12-0 55 15-1 75 18-4 
16 9-3 36 12-2 56 15-2 76 18-6 
17 9-5 37 12-4 57 15-4 77 18-8 
18 9-7 38 12-6 58 15-6 78 18-10 
19 9-8 39 12-8 59 15-8 79 19-0 
20 9-10 40 12-10 60 15-10 80 19-2 
This method of interpretation has a serious limita-
tion, since mental growth slows down along with physi-
cal growth, and pupils reach a mental maturity in their 
teens. Thus the highest norm for any age in the Beta 
Test, Form CM or DM, is 57 points, as shown in Table 
2 a. This means that some pupils make scores that are 
above what is normal for any age. In order to express 
degrees of mental ability which are above the norm for 
adults in terms of Mental Age, it is customary to pro-
ceed as though mental growth did not slow down but 
kept on at about the rate it is increasing between the 
ages of 12 and 13, which in the Beta Test is approxi-
mately 1 point in score for each two months of age. 
According to this assumption, artificial mental ages 
are assigned to scores above age 13. This is called Q 
"extrapolation." This extrapolation method is used 
also with the Binet Scale. 
According to the above method tables of Mental 
Ages (Tables 3 a and 3 b) have been drawn up. 
Table 3 a is read as follows: A score of 1 in Beta CM 
or DM denotes a Mental Age of 6 years 8 months; a 
score of 61 may be treated as denoting a Mental Age 
of 16 years 0 months (though actually it is 4 points 
above the norm for adults). Table 3 b is read in a 
similar manner. 
Measuring Brightness 
Pupils making the same score in the test are pre-
sumed to have the same mental ability or, as we say, 
the same Mentai Age even though their actual ages 
(spoken of as "chronological ages") are not the same. 
That is, as explained above, a pupil who makes a score 
equal to the norm for the age of 10 years is said to have 
a Mental Age of 10 years, whether the pupil is 10 years 
old or 9 years old or 11 years old. 
A 10-year pupil who has a Mental Age of 11 years is 
brighter than normal, and a measure of his brightness 
is often found by dividing his Mental Age of 11 years 
by his" chronological age" of 10 years (11 + 10 = 1.10). 
The decimal point is then dropped and the 110 is called 
the pupil's Intelligence Quotient (IQ). Intelligence 
Quotients so found cluster most thickly around 100, but 
in a few instances go above 150 or below 50. They 
are distributed according to the "law of normal dis-
tribution." 
A study of the dispersion of IQ's of various popula-
tions aggregating 100,000 pupils tested by various 
group tests of mental ability showed standard devia-
tions of IQ's ranging from 10 to 19 points of IQ for the 
various populations, the median value of the standard 
deviations of IQ being between 15 and 16 points; hence 
theoretically about 110 of 1% of pupils make IQ's of 150 
or over, t of 1% of pupils make IQ's of 142 or over, and 
so on as shown in Table 4. 
TABLE 4. Per Cents of Pupils Making Various IQ's 
This per cent make these This per cent make these 
of pupils IQ's: of pupils IQ's: 
io of 1% 150 or over -lo of 1% 50 or less 
! of 1% 142 or over ! of 1% 58 or less 
1% 136 or over 1% 64 or less 
5% 126 or over 5% 74 or less 
10% 121 or over 10% 79 or less 
25% 111 or over 25% 89 or less 
33~% 107 or over 33~% 93 or less 
50% 100 or over 50% 100 or less 
A measure of brightness comparable to the IQ can be "0 r 
found from scores of pupils in the Beta Test according · 
to the method below. Although the measures are not 
quotients, they are called "Beta IQ's" because they 
are comparable to IQ's. 
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How to Find a Pupil's "Beta IQ" 
To find a pupil's "Beta IQ," proceed as follows: 
1. Find the norm for the pupil's age from Table 2a or 
Table 2b, depending upon the form taken. 
2. Find the amount by which the pupil's score ex-
ceeds (or falls below) the norm for his age. Call this 
his "deviation of score." 
3. Add the pupil's deviation of score to 100 (or sub-
tract from 100 if the deviation is downward). The 
result is the pupil's "Beta IQ." 
4. If a pupil's score is above 70, it is to be augmented 
before proceeding with Steps 2 and 3 above. Treat a 
score of 71 as though it were 72. Treat a score of 72 as 
though it were 74, etc., according to Table 5. 
TABLE 5. For Augmenting High Scores 
Treat a score of 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 
as though it were 72 74 76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 
As a sample of Step 4, suppose a pupil of 16 years 
6 months makes a score of 75. The norm for 16 years 
6 months is 55. To find his deviation of score, treat 
the score of 75 as though it were 80, subtract 55 from 80 
(answer 25), .and add 25 to 100, yielding an "IQ" of 
125. 
Various determinations of the dispersions of "Beta 
IQ's" yield standard deviations of "IQ" of from 10 to 
17 points for various populations. The standard de-
viation of "IQ"s" of 32,139 pupils of Pittsburgh derived 
from scores in the Intermediate Examination (similar 
to Beta) was 16.2 points. It is believed that "Beta 
IQ's" tend to be somewhat less dispersed than IQ's 
obtained by the division method from group tests in 
general (that is, they tend to be somewhat nearer to 
100); therefore allowance should be made for this fact 
when comparing "Beta IQ's" with ordinary IQ's from 
other tests. 
However, the above method is recommended as 
yielding measures of brightness that are more consistent 
and constant for a given individual than ordinary IQ's. 
Reliability and Validity of the Beta Test 
By "reliability" is meant the degree of precision 
with which a test measures what it measures. 
One common measure of the reliability of a test is 
the coefficient of correlation between two forms of the 
test. Table 6 gives the coefficients of correlation be-
tween Forms A and B in Grades 4 .to 9 of a large school 
system, the average number of pupils per' coefficient 
O being 86. The average of the 12 coefficients is .79. For Grades 4 to 9 combined the coefficient is .96. 
Another measure of reliability is the coefficient of 
correlation between odd and even items of a single test. 
This is virtually a correlation between two forms of a 
TABLE 6. Reliability Coefficients (Form A vs. Form B) 
GRADES 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
GRADES 
COMBINED 
1-----1·----------------1 
A (lst)-B (2d) .730 .979 .826 .711 .833 .665 
1-----1------------ .96 
B (1st)-A (2d) . 764 .842 .859 .869 .688 .651 
short test each half as long as the full test, the two tests 
being given, we might say, simultaneously. 
It is customary, then, to correct the coefficients of 
correlation between the half tests by the Spearman-
Brown formula to obtain the corresponding coefficient 
for two full-length tests given under the same cir-
cumstances. 
The coefficients of correlation for the odd and even 
items of one test (Form CM) are as shown in Table 7 a. 
TABLE 7 a. Reliability Coefficients (Odd vs. Even Items) 
for Form CM Corrected by Spearman-Brown Formula 
GRADES 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1---------1------------
CORRECTED COEFFICIENTS .81 .92 .90 .87 .86 .79 
The average of the six corrected coefficients in Table 
7a is .86, which is 7 points higher than .79, the average 
of the coefficients of Table 6. This deficiency of 7 
points in the coefficients of Table 6 is due to the in-
stability of the pupils themselves. That is, if pupils 
remained as constant in ability from day to day as from 
moment to moment, so to speak, the coefficients in 
Table 6 would be as high as the coefficients in Table 7 a. 
TABLE 7 b. Reliability Coefficients (Odd vs. Even Items) 
for Form EM Corrected by Spearman-Brown Formula 
GRADES 5 6 7 8 9 
1--------1·----------
CORRECTED COEFFICIENTS .89 .84 .94 .93 .95 
Table 7b shows the coefficients of correlation for odd 
and even items for Form EM. 
Another measure of reliability which is entirely in-
dependent of the degree of heterogeneity of the group 
is the standard error of measurement. By "standard 
error of measurement" is meant the amount by which 
any pupil's actual score may differ from his "true" 
score in two cases out of three. 
In the case of 465 pupils in Grades 4 to 9 the standard 
error of measurement was 4.0 points. 
That is, a pupil's score will be in error not more than 
4.0 points in 66!% of cases. 
8 . Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests 
By validity of a test is meant the degree to which it 
measures the ability it is designed to measure. Or we 
might say, it is the degree to which it serves its purpose. 
Now the purpose of the Beta Test is most generally 
that of :finding the degree of brightness of a pupil; that 
is obtaining some measure (such as the IQ) that indi-c~tes the probable rate of progress the pupil will make 
in school. This being the case, it follows that actual 
rate of progress of pupils through school is the most 
appropriate criterion of the validity of the Beta Test. 
This criterion is the one that was used in the de-
velopment of the Otis Intermediate Examination, from 
which most of the items of Forms CM and DM of the Beta 
Test were taken. The method is described in the Man-
ual for Otis Self-Administering Tests of Mental Ability 
(page 3). The determination of the validity of each ~tern 
consisted of comparing the number of passes of that Item 
by a group of pupils who were making rapid progress 
through school with the ,number of passes of the item 
by a group of pupils who were making slow progress 
through school. Only those items were used whi.ch 
showed a distinct gain in number of passes of the rapid-
progress pupils over the number of passes of the slow-
progress pupils. Each item justified its inclusion, 
therefore because it contributed definitely to the ca-
pacity or' the test to measure brightness as reflected in 
rate of progress through school. 
When Forms EM and FM were prepared, difficulty 
and validity indices 1 were computed for each item in 
these new forms. Since all pupils in the item-analysis 
experiment took Form CM as well as one of the new 
forms difficulty and validity indices were also computed 
for th~ items in the older Form CM. The :final items in 
EM and FM were selected to match those in CM in 
terms of difficulty, validity, and item type. The mean 
difficulty for Grades 6 and 7 combined on each of the 
three forms was found to be approximately 60%. The 
mean validity index of the test items in each form was 
approximately .45. 
Since the Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests 
will be used mainly for the prediction of scholastic 
success, it is important that there be some objective 
evidence of the relationship between performance on 
the Otis test and school achievement. In Table 8 are 
shown the correlations between Otis scores and scores 
on the subtests of Form J of the Stanford Achievement 
Test for single grade ranges. 
The Otis tests and the Stanford Achievement Test used 
in these correlations were administered within a month 
of one another. However, it seems reasonable to assume 
1 Difficulty values for each item were computed by averaging 
the per cents passing each item in the upper and lower 27% of 
the item-analysis population. Validity indices are approxima-
tions of the item-total score correlations obtained from the upper-
lower 27% groups by means of the Flanagan table. 
TABLE 8. Correlafions between Otis Quick-Scoring Mental 
Ability Tests, Beta Test, and Stanford Achievement Test, o· 
FormJ 
GRADE 5 GRADE 8 OTIS SCORE AND N=396 N= 398 
1. Paragraph Meaning .770 .770 
2. Word Meaning .827 .819 
3. Spelling .748 .623 
4. Language .698 .731 
5. Arithmetic Reasoning . .673 .723 
6. Arithmetic Computation .564 .685 
7. Social Studies .779 .742 
8. Science .761 .765 
9. Study Skills .716 .760 
that if the Otis tests had been administered sometime 
previous to the achievement test the correlations would 
not vary greatly. 
Application of Results 
Purposes of mental ability tests. The principal pur-
poses for which mental tests are given are these: 
1. For teaching purposes, to discover which pupils 
are bright and capable of doing better school work than 
they are doing and to discover which pupils are dull and 
may be attempting work beyond their capacity. 
2. For administrative purposes, to regrade pupils so 
that the pupils in any one grade will be more homogene-
ous in mental ability and therefore able to progress at 
more nearly the same rate than otherwise. 
3. For administrative purposes, to classify pupils 
into separate groups within grades in order that the 
brighter or the more mature pupils may be given an 
enriched curriculum and in order that the duller or the 
less mature pupils may be allowed to progress at a 
slower rate. 
Such classifying is sometimes done on the basis of 
score (dividing the pupils on the basis of mental ma-
turity) and sometimes on the basis of IQ (dividing the 
pupils on the basis of brightness). The :first of these 
methods is recommended. 
4. For research purposes, to obtain two or more 
groups of equal mental ability or brightness which may 
be given different methods of instruction for the pur-
pose of determining which method is superior. 
5. For guidance purposes, to assist pupils to choose 
wisely in planning their educational, recreational, and 
vocational programs. 
6. For administrative purposes, to determine the 
comparative mental status of pupils of different schools 
or localities. 
(Test Service Bulletin No. 77, published by World 
Book Company and available upon request, gives ..., 
further information covering the Intelligence Quotient.)O 
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